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Project Manager Development programs in use in defense industry have
been surveyed and opportunities for improvement in subspecialty develop-
ment identified. In addition, suggested billets for systems acquisition
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I. INTRODUCTION
When Moses organized the Jewish nation, he became an early advocate
of the line form of organization which has been in use ever since. In
the past two decades, however, a more concentrated form of organization
has come into vogue as project offices have been organized to give
attention to the management of special programs of great complexity.
Because of the large commitment of scarce resources and the require-
ment for close management supervision over an extended period of time,
the importance of project management in defense industry, the military
services in general and the Navy in particular has increased until this
form of organization has had a significant impact on the entire
Department of Defense. The largest percentage of the Navy's acquisition
dollar is being committed by project managers in the execution of contracts
which extend over a period of time which varies from a couple of years
to the better part of a decade. Although many of the decisions are
being made by forces outside the project, the project manager is still
the focus of the acquisition process.
The project manager is called upon to be virtually "all things to
all men." He needs to have knowledge of the technology which is the basis
for his project, of financial management, procurement and contract
administration, contract law, industrial or production engineering, and
political science, to name just a few. Although his staff members
provide him with the detailed expertise in each of these areas, there is
still a requirement for the project manager to have a good familiarity
with each of these disciplines as they apply to his project.

If one of the measures of executive development is the length of
planning horizon or discretionary time-span, and the amount of resources
he can commit, then the Navy project manager ranks with the executives
of many of the largest corporations. At the same time he must operate
within an intricate maze of interfaces, political influence and technical
complexity if he is to deliver a worthwhile product to the fleet.
Depending upon the size and phase of his program, the project manager
will come under the close scrutiny of top-level military, Department of
Defense and Congressional officials, all concerned about the problems
involved in system acquisition.
All of this complexity and high level visibility makes the position
of the project manager one of the most difficult to fill in the Navy
today. Up to now the project managers have been selected from the
available officers from the unrestricted and restricted line communities
who are best qualified for the project in question. There has been
no concerted effort to prepare officers who will have the specific
mixture of knowledge, skill and experience required for the position.
As a result the project manager usually spends the first six months
filling in the gaps in his background. The impression that an officer
qualified for command of an operating unit should be equally qualified
to be a project manager has not always proven true.
For this reason there has been a growing concern in the upper levels
of the Department of Defense and the Navy itself with the need for a
form of career development for project managers.

Career development In itself - understood in its fullest extent -
includes the full range of vocational selection, recruiting, development
and appraisal. Only part of this comprehensive subject can be treated
here. This thesis will not discuss the psychology of making a career
selection since it is presumed that all of the naval officers involved
in the development process - for whatever reasons - have already decided
to make a career in the Navy. Similarly the subjects of recruiting and
appraisal will only be treated in passing as they apply to systems
acquisition. This thesis will limit itself to three areas of career
development: the roles of education, functional training and experience
in development.
Included in the general subject of career development are the more
specific types of development. Considered from the more general to the





project manager development in the Navy.
As understood in this study, manpower development is the process by
which management determines how the organization should move from its
current manpower position to its desired manpower position. Manager
development is the process of developing within the individual (or
group of individuals) the various types of knowledge, skills and experience
needed to manage. Executive development is manager development which
concentrates on the individuals who have been judged to have the potential

to reach the upper levels of the organization. Development of project
managers is the preparation of the individual to act as unifying agent
for a project with respect to the management of resources of time,
material and people. By development of Navy project managers is under-
stood the preparation of naval officers to manage the designated projects
in the various systems commands. For reasons which will be treated later,
project managers on the Naval Material Command level and the managers
of the smaller, "non-designated" programs will be excluded from this
discussion.
As much as possible, an effort has been made to make the text of the
thesis more readable by moving detailed analysis and statistics to the
appendices. The intention is t o enable the reader to understand the
study from the text so that he need refer to the appropriate appendices
only if he wishes to pursue the details of any particular question.
It will be the purpose of this thesis, then, to study the current
effort which is being made in the Navy to prepare project managers for
the systems commands and to propose a program to assist in this
development.

II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
In this section of the thesis the characteristics of a good executive
development program will be discussed through a survey of the literature
in this field. Then the current project manager development programs
being used by defense industry corporations will be presented. Finally,
the effort the Navy has made up to the present will be summarized by
way of background for this study. All of this will serve to define the
problem to be considered in this thesis.
A. CHARACTERISTICS OF EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
1. Nature of Executive Development
There are certain priciples which can be used to summarize the
nature of executive development.
One of the reasons for resisting a formal program of development
is the unwillingness to create a paperwork, administrative monster which
sets up so many blocks which must be checked off for the individual
to reach the goal of the development process. Also it is desirable to
leave open the possibility for an individual to be selected as a project
manager who has not gone through the development program. Therefore
the first principle of an effective program must be that development is
a dynamic process, not one which can be completed once and for all and
checked off in a formal fashion on a requirements list. Since the type of
program being considered here is based on education and experience, it
must remain a continuing process, never really completed.
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Any executive development program is expensive. And yet, if it
is to be implemented in a realistic fashion, it cannot be accomplished
in a day or a year. Therefore, the program must be based on a real need,
otherwise the expenditure of financial and personnel resources cannot be
justified. A program which is not grounded in need will fluctuate widely
and be a ready target for program cutback under fiscal reduction.
An on-going development program requires initiative and support
from all levels of the organization, beginning with top-level management.
At the same time the primary source of initiative must be the individual
participant in the program. The failure to develop either source of
initiative will doom the program to flourish for a while and then wither
away
.
A workable program must have the proper climate for the growth
of its participants. The opportunity must exist for the individual to
get the chance he needs to grow. For instance, a severe cutback in the
number of projects and a reduction in the resources designated for
acquisition would severely limit and restrict the development program.
In keeping with the requirement for individual initiative, an
effective program must be flexible enough to allow for differences due
to individuals, situation, and organizational level. The position
requirements vary with the different types and phases of projects, so
the skills to be developed must allow room for adjustment to varying
requirements. However, the variations which must be built into the
program to satisfy individual needs must not detract from the program's
ability to benefit the entire organization, rather than the personal needs




Any development program should stress three types of skills:
technical, human and conceptual, which are appropriate to the level of
development. [Houston, 1961, Jucius , 1959, Dooher, 1952] As the
individual moves up in the organization the heavy concentration on
technical skills gives way to the need to understand and work with
people and to develop a wider view of organizational problems and
objectives.
It is very important that the development program be work-
oriented. After a broad basis is prepared in the education portion of
the development program, the methods should be kept as close to doing
as possible. The training should be integrated into regular operations
whenever possible so that the individual can appreciate the relationship
between the training and the job he is doing. There are many types of
training available and the most appropriate techniques available should
be utilized.
2 . Elements of a Comprehensive Program
Based on these principles, what are the elements of a compre-
hensive development program? [Bellows, 1962, Schleh, 1958, Houston, 1961]
The first element chronologically and in order of importance is
organizational planning . The purpose in conducting such planning is to
establish the needs which will determine the direction and scope of the
program and will provide the content of the training related to the
requirements of the positions for which personnel are to be developed.
First an appraisal must be made of the present organizational
structure in order to establish today's needs. Then a review of the
organization's plans for the next five to ten year period must be
conducted to detect any changes which might affect the development
programs based on tomorrow's needs.
12

In order to allocate resources, program- targeting should be used
to focus effort in the areas of greatest importance and to identify the
key positions for which personnel must be developed. Once the need has
been established, executive evaluation of existing personnel with regard
to ability, experience, and potential will help establish training needs
for these personnel. Comparison of estimated needs and existing supply
will lead to the determination of a replacement inventory which can
then be phased into the program over the entire planning period.
The importance of organizational planning as the first element
is based on the fact that the nature of the position (or billet
requirement) and the talent level of the available input into the
development program will place the program on a need basis.
The second element of this program, planning for individual
development
,
must be based on equally down-to-earth criteria. Any
development program must stress first and foremost individual initiative.
Unless this ingredient is preserved, the whole process becomes meaning-
less mechanics, highly structured, but responding neither to the needs
of the individual nor the organization. On the other hand, a career
development program which is supposed to contribute to organizational
as well as individual goals cannot be tailored exactly to the individual
as one the individual would design for himself.
Again, the individual in the development program must have the
motivation and the potential to develop. Appraisal by the individual's
immediate supervisor should evaluate, not only his present performance,
but also his future capability and potential. The tendency cited by the
Peter Principle [Peter, 1969] to promote the individual beyond his level
of competence is a failure of the evaluator to properly appraise the
13

individual and a failure of the man to come to an understanding of his
own capabilities and the requirements of the position which is his goal.
This latter failure plays an important part in the development
program. The potential executive must be given well-informed counsel
which will help him understand the program and its application to him.
He must also be given a chance to select his own goals from those for
which he is qualified where this is consistent with the needs of the
organization. Thus individual development planning must be based on
information, understanding and participation.
Thus the success of a program with these two elements will be
dependent on the continued top-level support of the entire program,
on key-executive participation, on individual initiative and, because
the program requires direction, on staff assistance.
3. Techniques for Executive Development
Techniques for executive development can be grouped into three
categories. [Cady, 1958, McFarland, 1968, Osipow, 1968].
The on-the-job techniques make maximum use of work-orientation
and are easier to work into normal operation. When the work load is
particularly heavy and the tendency is to forget development because of
the press of every day pressures, these techniques are still useful. The
supervisor must help his subordinate get the maximum benefit and experience
from his present job. When feasible, job rotation should be used to give
him wider experience in the same office. Advanced planning can increase
Industry has begun to use "assessment centers" to evaluate the
potential of management candidates for their highest positions.
14

the feasibility of this planned progression, while waiting until the
last minute will mean the individual will not be ready to make the switch
to a different job. Other types of development which can be used on-the-
job include the creation of "assistant-to" positions, and committees
and junior boards.
The "assistant-to" position allows the individual to observe and
learn from the incumbent manager, without the burden of his responsibility,
It is a training billet and, as such, is not acceptable to everyone as
being a worthwhile way to develop executive personnel. [Townsend, 1970]
In a climate where every position must be justified, training billets
are generally considered superfluous.
On the other hand there are many committees for coordination
purposes on which the developing manager can get experience of what the
executive position requires. Participation on these committees can
often help to broaden the overall understanding and viewpoint of the
individual beyond his own functional area.
Then there are off-the-job, but during-working-hours training
methods which promote the continuing development in a formal way. In this
way the organization is saying to the individual that it considers the
additional knowledge or skill important enough to set aside time from the
normal operating schedule so the individual can get the benefit of the
training. Such methods as conference programs, professional workshops,
functional training and psychological (individual or group) approach
training can be conducted off-the-job but on organization time.
The third category of techniques emphasizes the individual
development aspect of the program as it takes place after hours. Indivi-
duals who are inclined to schedule their own after-hour programs should
15

be encouraged to do so. The act of self development is beneficial to
overall development, whether or not the particular object of study is
directly related to the individual's present assignment. Tuition aid
and similar programs should be organized to promote the self develop-
ment motivation.
4 . ~- Present Organization Development Practices
A survey of organizational executive development practices
[Houston, 1961J has produced a number of conclusions about this type of
program. There is growing evidence that many companies are developing
definite philosophies of manager development although there is wide
divergence in both the comprehensiveness and continuity of these programs
There is a growing focus on individual self-development planning based
on experience, ability, interests and needs of individuals. These
programs are usually work-centered, concentrating on job-rotation and
on-the-job training. There is wide variety in both the content and
method of instruction in company-operated courses, but most programs
offer a variety of off-the-job courses. In many cases there is a lack
of appreciation of the time and effort required for effective education
and development
.
The failing of development programs is usually based on certain
incorrect attitudes about manager training.
a. Everyone's doing it. Let's get on the bandwagon.
b. Why not - as long as business is good?
c. Lets hit the weak spots.
d. Let the experts do it.
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e. Joe has taken the course. I can't see it has done him
any good.
2
f. We know what you need and what needs to be done.
Despite the failings of these programs, executive development
does provide rewards for the individual and the organization. The
individual has increased managerial skills with an improvement in the
potential manager's background and his appreciation of his company's
overall operations and objectives. There has been a creation of a
reserve of qualified personnel. There is a greater delegation of
responsibility and authority to the subordinate who is now better
qualified to accept more responsibility. There is improved selection
for promotion because of the increase in qualification. There is a
minimum delay in staffing key positions and a provision for the best
combination of youth, vigor, and experience. At the same time, there
is improved morale and increased attraction of talent in recruiting
programs. Finally there has been an increased effectiveness and reduced
cost, resulting in a greater assurance of continued profitability because
of the executive development programs
.
This section of the study has outlined the characteristics of an
effective executive development program as described in the academic
literature on the subject. It serves as a natural introduction to the
examination of the programs presently in use in the defense industry
which follows.
Houston, George C. , Manager Development , Richard Irwin, Homewood,
111. , 1961, p. 30.
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B. PROJECT MANAGER CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN DEFENSE INDUSTRY
A background survey was conducted in order to determine generally
what action had been taken to date in private corporations to implement
a porject manager development program. Companies engaged in defense
industry were selected because it was felt that they were the most
likely corporations to adopt project management techniques. The results
of the survey in general confirmed the c onclusions of the preceding
section.
1. - Methodology
Poor's Index was used to identify key addressees in the companies
selected. The corporate officer responsible for executive development
was identified by name where possible so that the letter requesting
information could be sent to a specific individual rather than a
position title. A letter was drafted which explained the purpose of the
study, provided a time table for the effort so a s to expedite replies,
and requested the following action:
The addressee was requested to send whatever information
was available about programs planned or in being, including
a copy of the plan itself. If no written description of the
plan was available, the addressee was requested to write a
brief memorandum describing what was being done to develop
project managers.
If the addressee wasnot the individual responsible for




Twenty-seven companies were solicited, and seventeen responded.
They were:












Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company




2. General Results and Conclusions
Almost without exception, the respondents reported that they do
not have, or plan, a formal program for the development of project
managers as such. The career development emphasis is placed on manage-
ment development or executive development. Individual initiative,
personal counseling, and personal career planning are stressed. Infor-
mation as to the availability and admission requirements of work-oriented
training programs, in-house seminars and functional training courses,
and off-the-job educational opportunities are made available to the
individual. He is encouraged to qualify for, and take advantage of these
programs after being counseled and after he has set his personal goals.
His performance and attitudes are evaluated as he develops in this
environment, and program managers-* are selected from the pool of talent




thus formed. The criteria for selection to the project manager position
seem to be based on technical competence, past performance and experience,
and customer rapport. In the absence of formal, clearly defined develop-
ment programs, management by objectives, rotational assignments, and
brief seminars appear to be popular in fulfilling the needs for project
manager training. The following paragraphs briefly characterize some of
the more informal approaches to project manager career development.
a. Hughes Aircraft Company
The company acts on the assumption that the creative
environment is enhanced by permitting individuals to gravitate to fields
of their own choosing. As the individuals emerge as potential program
managers, they are encouraged to take advantage of outside educational
opportunities to further their development. Some in-house courses on
subjects related to program management are also presented regularly.
Program managers are selected primarily on the basis of residency,
experience, and performance.
b. Westinghouse Electric Corporation
An intensive study of project management efforts has been
conducted at the Defense and Space Center in Baltimore, Maryland during
the past two years. After questionnaire surveys and interviews with
project and functional managers, a series of one day seminars was
conducted with the purpose of developing cooperation between the groups
and presenting specific training in the project management function.
While no formal program of development is employed, the company does use




c. General Dynamics Corporation
The company lacks a definitive development plan. Project
managers are selected from a pool of personnel who have been identified
as high potentials by the evaluation process. After having been so
identified, the individuals are given rotational assignments designed to
familiarize them with the company's organizational structure and
procedures, key elements of the work process, the objectives of specific
areas in the company, and the company talent available. The individual's
special interests and skills are evaluated during these assignments.
While formal education is not a major factor in project manager selection,
those who are selected for such positions seem to enjoy a background
which includes both engineering and business skills.
d. Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company
The project management concept is relatively new at Newport
News and formal career development plans have not been formulated.
Selection is based on experience and performance. Four projects have been
established by the company. Two of the project managers hold engineering
degrees whereas the other two are graduates of the company's apprentice
school.
e. Honeywell Aerospace Division
The selection process for project managers is based on
experience and performance, as in the foregoing cases, but the manager
development process is a bit more formally structured. The company views
management by objectives as the hub of its management policy, and the
individual is counseled to develop and pursue his own career objectives.
The company offers in-house seminars to satisfy the development needs of
the employee. The company also supports a program of after-hours education,
some courses of which carry college credit.
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3. Formal Development Programs
Some of the respondents to the defense industry survey presented
programs which appeared to be more formally structured than those
described above in the sense that they seemed to embody most of the
elements of the idealized program presented in Section II, A. It is
felt that these programs offer some features which might be adapted or
incorporated into a comprehensive plan for the career development of
Navy project managers. The formal elements of these plans are contained
in Appendix A. A brief discussion of each follows.
a. Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation
Admission to the Administrative/Management Training Program
is by application of the candidate and recommendation of his line
superior. He is required to have a college degree and at least one year's
work experience with Sikorsky or its equivalent. The program is
designed to train the individual for managerial and/or administrative
assignments. It is approximately one year in length and is divided into
three phases. Phase I is work-oriented and centers on manufacturing
activities. Phase II consists of a three week service school which
transitions the trainee from general manufacturing to work in a specific
program activity. Phase III embodies a comprehensive exploration of the
sourcing, planning, allocation, and utilization of a division's total
resources as seen through a representative major program, with particular
attention given to the control interfaces within and between departments.
Generally, all training courses are developed and presented in-house
during regular working hours. The training program is an important part
of what Sikorsky's management sees as a pattern of experience that
22

provides them with a group of able project and program managers. The
pattern includes assignments to program proposal teams or program
management organizations following the training.
b. Grumman Aerospace Corporation
The company has a strong orientation toward both project
management and professional development. It is the company's observation
that the skills required of the project manager change from project to
project. For example, the project manager for a research and development
project requires a strong technical education and background in order
to provide proper insight into the development of a technically capable
weapon system. In production programs, the project manager must be more
oriented to manufacturing techniques, cost controls, and, in general,
ways of improving the product from both hardware and cost standpoints.
Another example relates to the size of the project. The project manager
for a large project requires a high level of experience, maturity, and
managerial skill. He must have the ability to delegate authority and
to coordinate large groups of people. On the other hand, the project
manager for a small project requires a greater amount of technical skill
and product orientation because of his smaller staff.
The following quotation from the letter received from the
Grumman Corporation illustrates what it looks for in the project manager's
background, and how he is trained:
Generally the Program Manager should have a formal
education preferably in the sciences with some formal or
on-the-job business training. This should be balanced by
a carefully planned career improvement program, including
selected positions within the company that will add to his
background and experience. These might include such positions
as Program Staff, Assistant Program Manager and major
Subcontractor Manager. In addition, assignment to corporate
23

planning committees and special in-house courses is
desirable. Attendance at special management courses such
as the Program Manager's Course at the Defense Systems
Management School is important in the overall training of
the Program Manager and his career should include this
type of training during his middle to late thirties.
Additional short courses and seminars should be
scheduled following this schooling, to assure his remaining
up-to-date in the latest management techniques and
customer and company requirements. ^
A description of the company's "Professional Development
Program" was forwarded with this letter as an example of a specific in-
house instrument designed to broaden the individual's experience in
preparation for future assignments. Candidates for the program generally
have between five and ten years professional experience, including at
least two years of company residence, hold a bachelor's degree or
equivalent, and are ranked very high in both performance and potential.
The individual's parent department initiates nominations, and participates
in the selection of program participants. The parent department also helps
the individual establish experience goals, approves those goals once
established, monitors the individual's progress in the program, provides
counseling, and receives regular reports from the Professional Development
Section of the Training and Development Department. Program members are
considered to be individuals selected and temporarily transferred by
functional departments for special, identified career development aligned
with the goals of the parent department.
The program itself consists of a two year period of varied,
responsible, and productive working assignments divided into six month
4Vice President, Director of Aircraft, Marine and Ground Transportation
Programs, Grumman Aerospace 1 Corporation Letter to LCDR Thomas J. Loftus,
23 October 1972, p. 3.
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segments. Each segment is spent in one of four company areas. The
program is based on the concept of expanding the individual's capability
through selected experience, classroom work, and career guidance, coupled
with a planned series of lectures and seminars. The objectives of the
program are:
To broaden the participant's knowledge of corporate
organization, policy and operating environment.
To extend the participant's experience, knowledge,
and capability in disciplines associated with his career
development requirements as established by his nominating
department.
To insure the continuity of leadership at the
professional level in the company's business, technical
and manufacturing operations.
A requirement for unique emphasis by discipline causes the
program to be divided into three areas of option within the above frame-
work. These areas are identified as business, manufacturing, and
engineering. The differences between the options are in the area of
selection of program members, assignments, course work, and program
reporting responsibilities. Program administration, planning and
reporting procedures, corporate policy guidelines, and about seventy-five
percent of the lecture seminar series are common to all options
.
c. Lockheed Aircraft Company
The Lockheed Company responded with information from two of
its major subsidiaries: The Lockheed-California Company and the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company, Incorporated. Of the two, Lockheed-
California Company's is the less formal and includes most of the elements
discussed in Section II, B. 2 above. Lockheed Missile and Space Company's
plan is more formal and centers on individual goal-setting, periodic
review of achievements and developmental needs, and the encouragement of
25

self improvement. The key to the development effort is the identification
of individuals who have significant advancement potential. Each manager
seeks to identify those of his subordinates who can be so classified, and
then has these nominations approved by higher management. Each individual
who is identified as a high potential is required to complete an employee
development plan. This plan shows both what the individual's develop-
mental goals are, and what his superior is committing himself to in
helping the individual attain those goals. Both the individual and his
superior review the plan quarterly, and revise it annually. The develop-
ment plan is aimed at the development of capable managers, and not project
managers--per se. However, since it is based on a group of activities
tailored to individual strengths and weaknesses, it serves to identify
those characteristics, traits, and skills which each individual possesses
so that the requirements for a specific project manager can be easily
matched with an individual who can fulfill those requirements,
d. General Electric Company
The General Electric Company also emphasizes individual
development planning and self improvement, but uses an interesting
technique to enhance that effort. The company employs a "Talent
Development Program" as an appraisal and development process for managers
and potential managers. This program is conducted in the form of a five-
day seminar. Participants are selected from applicants who have high
growth potential in managerial positions and are so endorsed by their
superiors. The key objectives of the program are to:
Motivate the self-development of the participant and
teach him a process for setting relevant goals and identifying
workable actions to achieve those goals.
26

Help identify the kinds of tasks or job assignments
on which the individual is apt to make his most effective
contribution and the kinds of jobs or developmental
activities which will be most effective in developing
his talent.
Help identify individuals with high growth potential
for managerial positions early in their careers.
Staff members who conduct the seminars are selected from
in-house sources. Participants are interviewed by the staff members to
evaluate both administrative and adaptive skills. Participants are
observed during situational exercises and evaluated as to their problem-
solving, decision-making, and general managerial abilities. During the
seminar, staff members work both formally and informally with the
individual to assist him in preparing his development plan. They also
prepare overall appraisals of the individual, developmental recommendations
for him, and managerial guidelines for his development. These plans then
become a basis for dialogue between the individual and his superior.
A follow-up visit is conducted by a former staff member within three to
five weeks after the individual completes the seminar. The purpose of
this visit is to assist the individual and his managers in the implementa-
tion of his development program.
e. Martin Marietta Corporation
Martin Marietta utilizes an "Individual Development Plan" in
which the individual identifies both his short range and long range goals,
the developmental activities required to attain them, and the priorities
for those activities. He is instructed to work with his boss in completing
these functions. The plan is retained by the indivdual , and there are
provisions for him to evaluate his progess and the effectiveness of his
plan at each step of the developmental process.
27

The company also uses a Program Manager's Training course to
train small contract program managers and selected technical professionals
in the program manager's function. The length of the program varies so
as to accomodate individual needs, and is divided into three phases:
Formal Classroom Instruction, On-the-job Experience, and Customer Briefings
and Contacts. Instructors for the course are experienced program managers
and specialists from line departments. Admission to the program is by
selection of an ad hoc advisory committee selected by the Vice President
of Technical Operations. Participants include both program managers who
are selected to manage medium size contracts and technical professionals




The results of the survey of defense industry corporations may be
generalized by the following observations :
a. Development of project managers emerges naturally from
broader plans to develop general managerial talent.
b. The emphasis is on individual goal-setting and self-initiated
development planning to attain those goals. Adequate
counseling and assistance in career planning may or may not be -
provided. The form of counseling may range from advice
given by the individual's superior to formal seminars conducted
by specialized teams.
c. The more formal programs appear to have the strong support
of top management. While designed to satisfy the needs of
the corporation, they also provide sufficient flexibility
to accomodate varying individual skills, traits, and
experience. Most of the programs are work-oriented and
provide the individual with the opportunity to learn by
doing. They may range in length from six months to several
years, and therefore represent a significant investment by
the company. Individuals selected for participation in the
development program have a history of exceptional performance
and have been identified as having high potential. The more
formal programs appear to include an excellent basis for




d. Less formal development programs are also based on self-
initiated career planning and rely heavily on rotational work
assignments, short seminars or in-house courses of instruction,
and encouragement of the individual to take advantage of
outside improvement opportunities.
These are the salient points which may be pertinent to creating
a comprehensive development plan for Navy project managers. The next
section will trace the history of what the Navy has done to date to
create and implement such a plan.
C. NAVY EFFORTS IN PROJECT MANAGER CAREER DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO PRESENT
1. Background
The Navy first adopted project management as an organizational
form in the middle 1950s with the establishment of the Special Project
Office (now Strategic Systems Project Office) and the Surface Missile
Systems Project Office, both reporting directly to the Under Secretary
of the Navy. The apparent success of these ventures, an increasing
defense budget, United States involvement in Southeast Asia, and an
apparent decentralization of the functions of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense during the Laird-Packard administration helped create an
environment in which the concept of project management flourished. By
the late 1960s, the Navy had established almost seventy project offices,
each reporting to either the Chief of Naval Material (CNM) or the
Commander of one of the Navy's Systems Commands. Apart from the early
notable successes, the proliferation of designated projects and the
suppression of these projects to lower organizational levels brought a
number of failures and sufficient examples of mismanagement to warrant
public criticism of military methods of acquiring new weapon systems. By
early 1969, it was apparent to the Navy's top management echelons that
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one of the factors at the root of the system acquisition problem was the
quality, training and experience of personnel performing the project
management function. Efforts were begun to improve the quality of project
management in the Navy. As will be seen, high-level interest on the part
of Department of Defense officials has served to give sustaining impetus
to this effort.
2. The Need for Improved Project Management
In 1969, the system acquisition management "problem" became the
subject of a significant amount of high level Department of Defense (DOD)
correspondence. This interest has been expressed at the level of the
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) , the Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO) and the Chief of Naval Material (CNM) . The Chief
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel (CHBUPERS) is greatly involved, as the
necessary alteration of career patterns and the provision of high quality
personnel to fill project management billets is his direct responsibility.
The following sections are divided so as to separate the Department of the
Navy's efforts from those of DOD officials in higher echelons. Although
some loss of continuity results from presenting the material in this
manner, the dialogue is organized chronologically within each section,
a. Department of Defense Emphasis
Then Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard issued a memoran-
dum to the secretaries of the Armed Forces on 31 July, 1968 in which he
cited what he considered to be key problems with weapon system acquisition,
provided guidance relevant to possible solutions, and solicited comments on




Overly optimistic cost estimates.
Excessive program changes during both the development and
production phases.
Inadequate identification of risk and incomplete contract
definition.
Lack of adequate prototyping, test, and evaluation prior to
production.
On 25 November, 1969, another memorandum was issued which
forwarded the conclusions and recommendations of the Defense Science
Board's 1969 Summer Study. The memo also requested views and suggestions
on the findings and recommendations, with particular emphasis on incentives
for project management performance and a system for measuring individual
performance in project management. One of the key recommendations of the
Summer Study Panel was as follows:
We recommend, therefore, serious consideration of
establishing a career specialty of weapon systems
acquisition management. A major increase in the recog-
nition, the status, and the opportunities in program
management may be necessary to attract and retain a
larger share of the most capable career officers and
senior civilians that we wish to see committed to this
activity. 5
On 28 May 19 70, Secretary Packard issued his now famous "Policy
Guidance on Major Weapon System Acquisition" Memorandum to the Services.
In that section of the memo which applies to management, he said,
Management in the Services will be improved only to
the extent that capable people with the right kind of
experience and training are designated to manage these
major programs - - in fact all programs If capable
people are going to be willing to undertake these important
program management assignments, ways must be found to give
Deputy Secretary of Defense Memorandum for the Secretaries of the
Military Departments, 25 November, 1969, p. 2. Enclosure.
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them some incentive to doso. Program managers must be
given more recognition toward career advancement in all
of the Services, and good managers must be rewarded just
as good operational people are rewarded.
These memoranda serve to highlight the interest in improving
the quality of project management in the Services that existed in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
b. Department of the Navy Emphasis
In early 1969, a dialogue began between the CNO, the CNM,
and the CHBUPERS concerning ways of attracting and retaining top quality
personnel to the field of system acquisition management. On 8 October,
1969, the CNM summarized the problem in a memorandum to the Vice Chief
of Naval Operations (VCNO)
:
The adverse publicity and congressional criticism
of military, and more specifically Navy, Procurement
practices during recent months has re-emphasized the
fact that one of the Navy's major concerns must be
that of training officers who will become the Weapon
Systems Acquisition Managers of the future, or assume major
procurement management responsibilities within the Navy.
The training of these officers cannot be confined to
the contracting phase of the procurement process but must
provide knowledge of all aspects of the weapons acquisition
process, i.e., planning, contracting, and contract
administration. This training should not be provided
to just Supply Corps officers alone, but must be provided
to Restricted and Unrestricted Line Officers as well if
we are to have sufficient numbers of qualified officer
personnel to perform effectively the development, acquisi-
tion and support of our increasingly complex and costly
weapon systems.
6
Deputy Secretary of Defense Memorandum for Secretaries of Military
Departments, et al , Subject: Policy Guidance on Major Weapon System
Acquisit ion, 28 May 1970, p. 2.
Chief of Naval Material Memorandum for the Vice Chief of Naval
Operations, Subject: Procurement/Weapon Systems Acquisition Officer
Personnel Career Requirement, 8 October 1969, p. 1.
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Other points made in the same memorandum include:
In depth training and the alteration of traditional career
patterns are required to satisfy the Navy's future needs.
Officers selected for this effort must be top performers^
Action is required to upgrade Weapon Systems Acquisition
Management (WSAM and recognize it as one of the most
important career specialties."
The memorandum closed with these recommendations:
That a career pattern in Procurement /Weapon Systems
Acquisition be established for both line and staff corps
which will ultimately qualify an officer for consideration
for Flag rank in the same manner that major fleet command
and major supply specialty positions do now for the Line
and Supply Corps.
That the CNM be designated as tbe career sponsor for
the Procurement/Weapon Systems Acquisition Management field.
That we press for recognition of the Procurement/Weapon
Systems Acquisition field as an important specialty of our
line and staff officers.
That the Chief o f Naval Material and Chief of Naval
Personnel be tasked jointly to develop action plans for
the Chief of Naval Operations' approval.
The memorandum from CNM was answered by one signed by the
Vice Chief of Naval Operations on 19 November 1969. Referring to the
8 October memorandum, he said:
Development of a community of Weapon Systems Acquisition
Management officers per reference (a) may not be feasible due
to the vast range of capabilities implicit in the description,
The concentration of twelve to fourteen years in Weapon
Systems Acquisition Management billets in a period of about
twenty-five years commissioned service is not consistent with
the concept of an unrestricted line officer subspecialist
with one or two tours in a subspecialty and no qualifying
tours other than graduate school. Assuming that this time
limitation can be overcome, the very general specifications
offered in reference (a) appear to describe an individual
oriented toward economic and engineering skills vice the





Because of the ancillary considerations implicit in
the idea I feel that it should be given more than cursory
consideration in terms of billets which might be identi-
fied, career rotation patterns, tour lengths, treatment
by selection boards, appropriate graduate education,
interface with other areas of subspecialization, and so
forth. By copy of this memorandum, the Chief of Naval
Personnel is requested to conduct an informal staff study
of the matter utilizing such assistance as may be nominated
by the Chief of Naval Material, reporting to me on comple-
tion of the study. u
On 2 December, 1969 (one week after Secretary Packard forwarded
the Summer Study results to the Services) the Chief of Naval Operations
sent a memorandum to the Chief of Naval Personnel which made the following
requests:
Determine from the Chief of Naval Material his best
estimate of the number of Project Managers in each specialty
we are likely to require during the next decade.
Review the syllabus of the Management Course given by
the Postgraduate School in Monterey arid ensure that it is
focused on the specific expertise required by a Navy Project
Manager operating in Washington, D. C.
Make maximum use of the Project Management Course at
the Defense Weapons Systems Management Center, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base.
Reorient, as necessary, career personnel planning so
as to provide adequate formal, as well as practical, training
before officers are assigned to a specific project.
Through BUPERS publications, as well as other means that
we can devise, take steps to focus attention on the importance
of the Project Manager and the opportunities available to
those who prove, by performance, that they are experts in
their specialty.
Vice Chief of Naval Operations Memorandum for the Chief of Naval
Material, Subject: Procurement /Weapon Systems Acquisition Officer Personnel
Career Requirement, 19 November 1969.
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After you have worked out a tentative plan to achieve the
desired results outlined above, I would like to confer
personally with you, the Vice Chief of Naval Operations,
and the Chief of Naval Material and firm up the action
necessary to develop true professionalism in the area of
weapons systems development and acquisition.
On the same day, the Chief of Naval Personnel, referring to the
19 November VCNO memo, requested his Assistant Chief for Plans and Programs
to conduct the required investigation in the form of an informal staff
study, utilizing such support from offices of the Bureau of Naval Personnel
and the office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower & Naval
Reserve) x as may be required, and such support from the staff of the
13
Chief of Naval Material as may be made available.
On 11 December, the Chief of Naval Material designated his
Deputy for Procurement and Production (Captain, now Rear Admiral R. G.
Freeman, III) , and the Commander of the Naval Electronic Systems Command
(Rear Admiral J. E. Rice) as his representatives from the unrestricted line
and restricted line respectively. He also informed the Chief of Naval
Personnel that tie Supply Corps would be represented by Captain (now Rear
Admiral) E. E. McMorries from the office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Installations and Logistics)
.
11
Chief of Naval Operations Memorandum 335-69 for the Chief of Naval
Personnel, Subject: Project Managers; Training of, 2 December 1969, pp. 1-2,
12
The Chief of Naval Personnel holds this office on an additional
duty basis.
13
CHBUPERS Memo Serial All/670 dated 2 December, 1969, addressed to
the Assistant Chief for Plans and Programs.
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3 . Navy WSAM S tudy of 1969-1970
a. Genesis and Methodology
High-level interest seemed to provide impetus to internal
Navy efforts to come to grips with the problems associated with improving
the quality of Navy project management. At the request of the VCNO, an
informal study group was created under the direction of the Chief of
Naval Personnel. The group was comprised of several captains from within
the Bureau of Personnel and representatives previously mentioned from the
Chief of Naval Material. The immediate requirement was to respond to
actions requested by the CNO and VCNO memoranda, and the 25 November
memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense. The goals of the study
groups effort were consolidated from the three memoranda as follows:
(1) Determine how to:
(a) Structure training and education for project managers
(b) Develop means to attract, develop and retain project
managers
.
(c) Create incentives for project manager performance.
(d) Measure individual project manager performance.
(e) Increase project managers' authority.
(f) Make maximum use of the Project Management Course at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.




(a) The specialty designators of officers to be utilized
as project managers.
(b) The number of project managers required by the Navy
during the next decade.
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(3) Examine and recommend approaches to the questions of:
(a) Establishing a career specialty in Weapon Systems
Acquisition Management, including career rotation,
tour lengths, interfaces with other areas of sub-
specialization, etc.
/C(b) Ensuring equitable treatment of project managers by
promotion selection boards, including Flag.
(c)Using Civilians instead of military officers as
project managers.
One of the vehicles used by the study group was a survey of
Project Managers and Weapon Systems Acquisition Managers by questionnaire.
Although the questions asked in the survey related to several goals of the
study group, its primary objective was to obtain the views and experience
of those actively engaged in system acquisition activities as to what makes
a good Porject or Weapon Systems Acquisition Manager, with particular
emphasis on training and educational requirements . One hundred thirty-
three (133) responses to the questionnaire were received by the study
group. Selected results from the survey are presented in Appendix B.
b. General Results and Conclusions
A progress report on the WSAM study was forwarded to the
Chief of Naval Operations on 4 March 1970. The final report was forwarded
to the CNO by the Chief of Naval Personnel on 28 April, 1970 and is
included in Appendix C. The report presented summary recommandations
,
with attached enclosures dealing with each key area in depth. The major
areas of concern, and the general conclusions associated with each were
listed as follows:
(1) "Major Command" Equivalency for Project Managers. It
was determined that some Project Manager positions should be designated as
equivalent to a major command," and that such a determination should be




(2) Selection, Ordering and Tour Lengths for Project Managers .
Project Managers should be selected by board action within the Bureau of
Naval Personnel with CNM and Systems Command personnel in the Bureau of
Personnel included as members of the board. Selectees for Project Manager
positions should be ordered to the billet via the Defense Weapon Systems
Management Course unless they had previously attended. Initial tour lengths
for Project Managers should be established as three years, with extensions
beyond this period depending on the status of the project.
(3) Adequacy of Functional WSAM Training . The Defense Weapon
System Management Course at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base was judged to
be basically adequate. While some changes in the course content were deemed
to be desirable, attempts to identify changes that would satisfy all
potential users were unsuccessful. It was determined that Navy quotas to
the course had been fully subscribed to in the past. It was felt that
implementing the procedure in p aragraph (2) above would provide more
immediate utilization of the training provided by the course.
(A) Postgraduate Education for Project Managers . The Manage-
ment curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School was reviewed and it was
determined that the Material Management electives should be strengthened
and oriented so as to provide more emphasis on Weapon Systems Acquisition.
In addition it was reported that the Superintendent of the Postgraduate
School was developing a specific educational program in support of project
management consisting of formal education in engineering, science, or
mathematics followed by graduate education in the field of management,
business administration, or industrial engineering, it was considered likely
that such a curriculum would attract many competent officers who were not
necessarily motivated for engineering or science programs.
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(^ Pro ject Management Subspecialty . The opinion survey
revealed that both warfare specialists and restricted
line specialists felt
that experience in project management associated activities
was a major
ingredient in producing officers who were qualified for
top project manager
positions. Further, it was felt that the required experience
base could
only be developed if the appropriate billets were
identified and if the
right officers were assigned to these billets in sequence
within the
framework of approved career patterns. An examination of
the billet
structure 'of the Navy was conducted which considered specifically
those
billets at all shore commands in the grade of Captain,
Commander, and
Lieutenant Commander. The analysis included consideration of
the fol-
lowing factors:
Weapon Systems Acquisition Management is not discreetly and
uniformly defined, as is an area of endeavor in engineering or
science.
A variety of billets and activities associated with WSAM exists
outside the Systems Commands' Headquarters.
Neither the billets associated with WSAM nor the personnel in
training for qualification as project managers were uniquely
identified at the time of the study.
The study group concluded that about ten percent of the unrestricted line
shore assignments were associated with WSAM. Although some anomalies
existed in certain warfare specialties and at some grade levels, it was
felt that the Navy could develop, through a coordinated series of assign-
ments, sufficient officers with the proper amount of warfare expertise,
education, and WSAM experience from whom project managers could be selected.
After highlighting these conclusions and recommendations,
the Chief of Naval Personnel stated that, if the CNO approved them, imple-
menting actions would be taken.
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c. Post—Study Dialogue and Some Dissenting Opinions
The final report was forwarded to the CNM for his endorsement
by the Chief of Naval Personnel. It was circulated to the Systems Command
Commanders for comment prior to this endorsement, which was effected on
10 June, 1970 (Appendix C) . After receipt of the report, it was circulated
within the office of the CNO for comment in preparation for constructing the
reply. During the staffing phase at both of these headquarters levels, it
became apparent that the recommendations of the study group would not be
received without question. Some of the dissenting opinions expressed by
high ranking officers commenting on the report related to the following
factors:
(1) It was felt by some that the report concerned itself
excessively with the creation of a practical career pattern for unrestricted
line officers, to the exclusionof the restricted line and staff corps.
It was further felt that such treatment might imply that the restricted
line and staff corps, which constituted about two-thirds of the WSAM
community at the time, were being omitted from any career planning pattern.
Although this was certainly not the intent of the study, the emphasis on
unrestricted line career patterns can not be denied, and probably resulted
because creation of a WSAM subspecialty for the unrestricted line officer
poses the more radical departure from traditional career patterns of the
three groups being considered. Whereas it would not be detrimental to a
restricted line or Supply Corps officer's career to remain in a WSAM
associated billet for three years or mare, the unrestricted line officer is
required to rotate to sea duty assignments every two years to avoid
jeopardizing his promotion potential.
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(2) The emphasis on managerial, as opposed to technical
education aroused some concern. Some felt that the program being developed
at the Postgraduate School might prove so attractive as to lure officers
away from technical curricula, to the detriment of providing adequate
technical talen in general, and the restricted line in particular. While
some felt that the emphasis should be on managerial education, as manage-
ment problems seemed to be the most serious ones and the ones most frequently
criticized in Navy programs, still others considered that a balance of
both managerial and technical expertise was required. Another popular
concept was that the skills required of the. project manager change as the
project itself evolves through the design, development, test, and production
phases with technical skills predominating during the early stages and
managerial skills becoming more important as the project matures.
(3) There was some opinion expressed that project management
should not be established as a subspecialty of the unrestricted line, the
primary reason being that it would offer too attractive an alternative to
technical subspecialties and that unrestricted line "P-Coded" billet
requirements which were not being met at the time of the study would be
placed further in arrears. Another concern was that the recommendation was
premature and should be held in abeyance until requirements were more
clearly defined. The consideration in this case was the danger of creating
too many project managers and thereby draining too many top-quality officers
from other Navy needs. It was also argued that it had not been proven
that unrestricted line officers who were WSAM subspecialists could and
would serve about three years in project management or related billets in
both Lieutenant Commander and Commander grades while still maintaining their
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warfare specialty. The counter to this argument may be found in a study
that was made by Rear Admiral Rice after the WSAM study. In examining the
career patterns of two hundred twenty-height (228) unrestricted line Flag
officers, he found that twenty-two of them (9.7%) had served eight years
or more in material associated billets following postgraduate education.
This led him to conclude that it was possible for about ten percent of the
unrestricted line officers to follow career patterns which were "material
oriented" when ashore and still have reasonable opportunity for promotion
to Flag rank. He further stated that it... "Certainly indicates that with
official recognition of this pattern variation (not a particular sub-
specialty)
,
and instruction to detailers and Selection Boards, at least
10% of URL Officers could work (and survive as a URL Officer) in the
material business to the extent necessary to be well qualified and serve
as Project/Weapons Acquisition Managers." 1 ^
(4) Another source of disagreement was the concept of designa-
ting project manager billets as equivalent to a major command. Basis for
the objections ranged from the thought that it was inconceivable that any
assignment for an Unrestricted Line Officer could be considered equal to
a major command at sea to uncertainty as to whether selection for a
position so designated would eliminate an officer from consideration for
a major command at sea.
(5) The final major point of contention was the recommendation
to select certain project managers by board action in the Bureau of Naval
Personnel. The concern expressed here was not so much whether it should
14
Commander, Naval Electronic Systems Command Memorandum Serial 82-00
for the Chief of Naval Material, Subject: Analysis of Career Patterns of
URL Officers on Present Flag List for Naval Material Command Experience
,
11 May 1970, p. 2. " ~ "™
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be done, but how it should be done. In this regard several proposals
were made as to the membership of such selection boards and the frequency
of the selection process.
In summary, the general thrust of the study received support
which ranged from simple acceptance to enthusiastic endorsement. There
was some disagreement, however, with several of the procedures by which
the report recommended implementation of i ts objectives. Some comments
were also received which served to emphasize certain of the report's
recommendations. Specifically, several of the commenters pointed out
the absolute necessity of encouraging the Secretary of the Navy to provide
guidance to Flag Selection Boards which stressed the need for selection
of officers in the systems acquisition field, and the recognition of the
importance of this field by the boards. Another recommendation evolved
from the considerable emphasis placed on creating a realistic career pattern
for the URL officer by the study. It was recommended that efforts be made
to broaden the backgrounds of Restricted Line and Staff corps officers by
assigning them to tours of duty in URL billets and thus permit them also
to bring a measure of user/operator experience to the system acquisition
process.
4. Implementation of Study Group Recommendations
On 11 August, 1970, the Vice Chief of Naval Operations signed
a memorandum from the CNO to the Chief of Naval Personnel which concurred
in the recommendations of the study group subject to some specific changes
in the implementing procedures. The title Major Project Manager would be
used to identify project managers selected by board action. The Major
Project Manager Selection Board would include representatives from OPNAV,
BUPERS, and the Naval Material Command. Selection of an officer for a Major
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Project Manager billet would not exclude that officer from consideration
for a major sea command. The Chief of Naval Material would nominate MPM
billets and forward the nominations with the project charter to the Chief
of Naval Operations (OP-01) for approval. Establishment of a subspecialty
in project management was to be implemented upon approval of the proposed
curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School. Educational backgrounds of
project managers should include both technical and management or industrial
engineering. Functional training should follow the educational backgrounds,
and the following courses should be utilized: Industrial College of the
Armed Forces, Advanced Management Program (Havard) , Defense Weapons
Systems Management Center, Program Management Development Course (Harvard).
It was further recommended that the CNM establish a baseline course within
the Material Command. In closing, the Memorandum stated, "... the time
has come to provide the stimulus and changes necessary to formulate and
implement a viable program to probide a more professional status and
greater recognition to personnel involved in major project management . "15
a. Enhancing the Project Manager Postion
In the three years that have lapsed since issuance of the
implementing CNO memorandum, much has transpired in the Weapon Systems
Acquisition Management field which relates to career development. The most
immediate change took the form of enhancing the project manager's position
so as to make it more attractive to top quality officers. Measures taken
to date include selection fo Major Project Managers by board action,
designation of major projects and certain other system acquisition associated
15Vice Chief of Naval Operations Letter Serial 13118P10 to the Chief
of Naval Material, Subject: Career Development and Selection of Project
Managers
, 11 August 19 7G, p. 4.
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billets as command equivalents, increasing both the promotion opportunity
of project managers and the percentage of project manager billets held by
Flag officers. A concentrated effort has also been made to eliminate some
of the more adverse aspects of the project managers' job by trying to
provide him with more real authority, eliminate or minimize the layers of
management between him and the Secretary of the Navy, and shield him from
external forces which place frivolous and meaningless demands on his time.
b. Project Management as a Subspecialty
Two policy directives have been issued which create, in
effect a subspecialty in project management. OPNAV Instruction 1211.8,
issued on 19 January, 1972, provided policies covering the manpower aspects
of weapon systems acquisition, and BUPERS Instruction 1040.2, issued on
30 May, 1972, established the Weapon Systems Acquisition Management Program
and published application procedures for officers desiring to participate.
The first Weapon Systems Acquisition Management Subspecialty
Selection Board met in October of 1972 to select and designate subspecial-
ists from the Aviation Community. The guidelines used by the board for
the selection process are shown at Appendix D.
c. Educational and Training Changes
The Systems Acquisition Management Curriculum was implemented
at the Naval Postgraduate School, and the first class of officers commenced
study on 16 September, 1972. The Defense Weapon Systems Management Course
was moved by the Secretary of Defense from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Dayton, Ohio, to Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and expanded in length and
content. Additional short, functional training courses in system acquisi-
tion related areas were created and began operation in the Washington area.
Recently, some of these courses have been made mobile sc as to provide on-
site training to personnel in field activities.
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d. Managing the Managers
In August of 1971, the Director of
the Officer Distribution
Division in SUPERS formally established
the position of "Assistant Director
for Subspecialty Management," with
specific responsibilities which included:/
Developing division policies regarding community
size, criteria
of selection and evaluation of development
paths to xnsure the
existence of viable communities.
Insuring community continuity, including
promotion equality ^
and establishment of billet priorities for
optimal use of resources.
Monitoring assignment of all WSAM sub-specialists.
A "WSAM Manager" was included on the staff
of the new assistant director.
Although the tasks assigned the new office were
relatively clearcut,
accomplishing those tasks has proved to be extremely
difficult, with
the result that a complete and viable WSAM
program has not yet been
implemented. A recent reorganization of the Bureau of
Personnel has
relocated this office as a part of the.0ffic.er
Professional Development
Division (PERS-BA) and renamed it "Co»^^ In
the absence of early guidance in this area, some
of the restricted line,
communities drew up and implemented plans to assist
their people in career
planning. A good example of this is the publication,
Engxjoeerin^Du^
: .
A Career Perspective (NAVSHIPS 0900-070-1010), issued
jointly by the officer
code advisors for the Engineering Duty (Ship
Engineering) officer group
in April 1972. The book is a career planning and
counseling aid. Chapter
V, Career Planning, is presented in Appendix E. It
will be noted that the
career planning chapter includes a WSAM option, and
that the material is
presented in much the same manner as some of the




This section has served to provide the reader with background
information on the nature of project manager career development in the
Department of the Navy by tracing some of the history of the Navy's
attempts to improve the quality of its project management. It sets the
stage for the researchers' efforts to examine the status of the program
today, survey opinions of the program and provide constructive recommenda-
tions which might be used to improve the quality of career development
in this important field.
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III. METHODS OF STUDY
A. INTRODUCTION
When the topic for this thesis was selected, three methods of study
were chosen: mail survey of existing programs as background for the
study of the development of naval project managers, mail questionnaire
specifically addressing questions raised in the background survey, and
personal interviews conducted in Washington, D. C. The first method has
been treated in Section II. This section will describe the second and
third methods.
B. QUESTIONNAIRE
The original idea of distributing two questionnaires - one to Navy
addressees and the other to Defense Industry, Army and Air Force - was
dropped as a result of the returns from the background survey. It was
doubtful that either Non-Navy source would provide enough information
not already forwarded in the b ackground survey to justify the second
questionnaire.
While the questionnaire administered in 1969 had been answered mostly
by project personnel, it seemed important to get the opinion of project
manager development from the field activities involved in systems acquisi-
tion as well. The field activities chosen were the Naval Plant Representa-
tives (NAVPROS), Supervisors Shipbuilding Conversion and Repair (SUPSHIPS)
,
Naval Aircraft Rework Facilities (NARFS) , the research and development
laboratories, and the Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR)
activities. In Washington questionnaires were sent to the Systems Commands
project managers and deputies, to personnel and functional. branches of the
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Systems Commands, to the warfare and research and development branches
of OPNAV, to addressees in the Procurement and Production branch of the
Naval Material Command, and to the Officer Professional Devlopment
section of the Bureau of Naval Personnel. A total of 240 questionnaires
were sent with a promulgation letter from RADM R. G. Freeman, III, USN -
Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Procurement and Production) . This letter
contributed significantly to getting the large return (75% in 30 days) of
questionnaire results.
The questionnaire was designed to investigate three questions:
1. How acceptable to those in systems acquisition are the
guidelines presented to the first Weapon Systems Acquisition
Management (WSAM) Subspecialty Board?
2. Is there a consensus as to the type of educational background,
functional training and on-the-job experience which should
be used to prepare a Naval officer to become a project
manager?
3. Has there been a change of opinion in this malter since a
questionnaire along these lines was administered in 1969?
It was recognized that the groups answei_ing the two questionnaires would
not be the same, so that any comparison between the two sets of data would
not be strictly analytic. It was also understood that those who answered
the second questionnaire would not have access to the results of the first
or to the guidance given the Selection Board, but the results of both
were used as the basis for the questionnaire.
Three types of questions were asked in the questionnaire. The criteria
used by the Selection Board and the various combinations of education,
functional training and experience to be used to distinguish proven sub-
specialists were used in structuring questions ten to seventeen, the
ranking questions. The conclusions from the 1969 study and statements
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taken from the Navy background survey, discussed in Section II. C. , formed
the basis for the agree-disagree questions (18 to 40) . Thirdly, part of
the 1969 questionnaire was changed enough to make it applicable to field
as well as Washington activities, and these were included in the open-
ended questions, part three of the questionnaire.
Because the question of detailed systems-acquisition-related billets
had not been settled in the 1969 study or since, two billet-oriented
questions were included in the open-ended section. The first of these
questions sought to identify those billets which had been most beneficial
to the respondent in his preparation for his present assignment in systems
acquisition. The second question asked the respondent to identify the
billets in his organization, presently filled by Naval Officers, which
should be coded as systems-acquisition billets.
The questionnaire was designed so that the answers to the first two
types of question (ranking and agree-disagree) could be analyzed vising a
computer. The third section was left open-ended so that the respondent
would have the opportunity to add his own comments to the structured
questions of the first two parts of the questionnaire. The individual




The third and final method used in this study was the face-to-face





1. First the interviews were important so that the results of the
first two methods could be verified. In order to understand the real-
life circumstances which act as constraints on any development program
the Navy might wish to implement, it was necessary to interview people
who were involved in the everyday problems of systems acquisition in
Washington.
2. Secondly, the interviews were intended to followup on issues
raised in the questionnaire in open-ended questions. For this reason
these questions and their answers were the principal factors used in
selecting the parties to be interviewed.
3. Thirdly, a real effort was made to get a balanced point of view.
Because the results of the questionnaires indicated that the unrestricted
and restricted line officers had different opinions about certain facets
of a Weapon Systems Acquisition Management (WSAM) development program,
the interviews were scheduled in Naval Material Command Headquarters,
the four Systems Commands, the Bureau of Naval Personnel and OPNAV. At
the same time, a balance of unrestricted and restricted line officers was











Engineering Duty Officer Detailer
Project Manager, DD 963 Project
Project Manager, Trident Project
Project Manager, AAW Ships Acquisition Project
Project Manager, CVAN Project
Director, Cruiser-Destroyer Logistics Div.
MK 48 Torpedo Project
Director, Systems Control Division (ORD 551)
Ordnance Duty Officer Detailer (ORD 061)
Project Manager, E2C Project
Project Manager, Harpoon Project
RADM Joseph E. Rice, USN
RADM R. J. Schneider, USN
RADM R. G. Freeman, III, USN
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A. ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
1. Introduction
As was explained in the p revious section, the questionnaires were
sent to addressees across the broad spectrum of systems acquisition. One
hundred eighty replies were received of which 173 were considered respon-
sive. The other seven were either returned blank or with a statement
that no one at that address was qualified to answer the questions.
The different parts o f the questionnaire were used for different
purposes and subjected to different types of analysis. The ranking and
agree-disagree questions were analyzed using a computer. The comments
from the open-ended questions were used to prepare for the Washington
interviews. The two billet questions were used in the preparation of the
list of Naval Officer Billet Classifications (NOBC's) and billets. Al-
though all forty questions were subjected to computer analysis, ten
questions proved to be more significant. The details of the analysis
of each of these types of questions can be found in the various appendices
indicated in Table II. All the computer results are listed in Appendix
G. The computer results for the ten significant questions and for the
background of the respondents are given in the "computer output" section.
Some of the more interesting comments from the open-ended section are




RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
APPENDIX F. QUESTIONNAIRE
APPENDIX G. OVERALL RESULTS QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
APPENDIX H. SELECTED QUOTATIONS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE
APPENDIX J. SELECTED LIST OF NOBC'S
APPENDIX K. SUGGESTED BILLET LIST
COMPUTER OUTPUT (BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANT QUESTIONS)
2. Background of Respondents
The statistics derived from the nine background questions give an
interesting picture of the personnel who are involved in systems acquisi-
tion in Washington and the field. The address ]ist tried to reach every
area of Weapons Systems Acquisition Management (WSAM) and, although only
75% responded, each of the areas was represented to some degree. The
background of the respondents is summarized in Table III, but certain
results deserve special comment.
a. An almost equal number of restricted and unrestricted
line officers responded.
b. Over 50% of the respondents had both Washington and field
experience, with a greater percentage of restricted line
officers having h ad both assignments.
c. Whereas the restricted line officers answering the questionnaire
were spread fairly evenly across the warfare specialties,
the unrestricted line officers were concentrated primarily
in the aviation area (50%).
d. The restricted line officers had a larger amount of experience
in systems acquisition arena (69.1% had over eight years






Present Assignment URL NO, (PCT) RL NO, (PCT) Civilian
Personnel 4 ( 2.4)
Technical Requirements 11 (13.9)
Project Staff 39 (49.4)
Field 15 (19.0)
Operation Requirements 10 (12.7)
Grade
LCDR 3 ( 3.8)
CDR 20 (25.0)
CAPTAIN 50 (62.5)
FLAG 7 ( 8.8)
CIVILIAN




Electronics 4 ( 5.0)
Ordnance 3 ( 3.8)
Area of Special Knowledge
Technical 21 (28.0)
Contracting ( 0.0)
Funding 2 ( 2.7)
Test 3 ( 4.0)
Project Management 49 (65.3)
Highest Level of Education
BS Technical 20 (28.6)
BS Non-Technical • 7 (10.0)
MS Technical 26 (37.1)
MS Non-Technical 11 (15.7)
Dual Masters 6 ( 8.6)
Time in WSAM Areas
0-2 Years 9 (11.3)
2-4 Years 18 (22.5)
4-6 Years 14 (17.5)
6-8 Years 11 (13.8)















































e. The statistics for the electronics and ordnance divisions of
Area of General Knowledge (Question 3) was smaller because
respondents who answered surface-electronics or surface-
ordnance were listed as surface. Special preference was
given to the three warfare specialties.
f. Because of the educational requirements to become a restricted
line officer, that community has a decided edge in educational
background. It is also interesting to note that the restricted
line has no monopoly on technical education and unrestricted
line no corner on non-technical training.
3. Introduction to Questionnaire Analysis
The computer program used to analyze the questionnaire is a form
of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) written at Stanford
University and included in the IBM 360/67 library of routines installed
at the Naval Postgraduate School. This set of routines is particularly
well-suited to the analysis of non-parametric data like that obtained
from the questionnaire used. Although more sophisticated procedures were
available in the SPSS package, the purposes of this questionnaire
justified using only the s ingle question frequency analysis and the two
question cross-variable analysis.
4. Analysis of General Questions
The results of the analysis of the 31 substantive questions
showed that the questions could be divided into two groups, those
on which there was substantial agreement between unrestricted
and restricted line respondents (herein called general questions)
and those which showed disagreement (called significant questions)
.
The statistics from the analysis of these questions are given in
Appendix G, and the results are summarized in the text. Where
statistical data is given, the percentages refer to the individual
question (e.g., 40%, question 18) and cannot be compared with the results
for another question. Only the answers most often selected are listed,
so that the percentages should not be expected to add up to 100%.
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The majority of the questions (21 of 31) shows a consensus
between the two groups which supports the conclusions of the 1969
Survey and the guidelines of the 1972 WSAM Subspecialist Board.
a. Substantiating the judgment of the Selection Board the
respondents agreed upon the following order of preference for the
experience-education combination for the subspecialist:
Two tours operational experience, MS Technical degree
Strong operational experience (3 or more tours) BS Tech.
Two tours operational experience, MS Non-Technical degree
Strong Operational experience, BS Non-technical degree
Two tours operational experience, BS Non-technical degree
b. Their ranking of educational - functional training
programs for LCDR/CDR subspecialist showed the same preference
for technical training as the Board.
(1) MS Technical degree *- Management functional training
(2) MS Systems Acquisition Management - Nuclear Power/
Test Pilot Training
(3) MS Technical degree - no management training
(4) MS Systems Acquisition Management degree - no tech-
nical training
(5) MS Non-technical degree - no technical training
c. The unrestricted and restricted line officers could not
agree on the first tour assignments but they had the following
preferences for the second tour.
(1) Principal Assistant Project Staff (Prior Washington
tour)
(2) Principal Assistant Project Staff (Prior Field Tour)
(3) Naval Plant Representative (Prior Washington Tour)
(4) Test Center (Prior Washington Tour)
(5) NARF/Shipyard (Prior Washington Tour)
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The respondents showed a decided preference for Washington tours and
listed the tours associated with maintenance activities last.





(5) Project Coordinator (OPNAV)
The production and logistics billets were closely contested with the
unrestricted line officers supporting logistics and the restricted line
officers production. The fact that the Project Coordinator in OPNAV
was listed last shows the respondents' preference for project staff
over all other billets for development of project managers.
e. In the area of present project manager education, the
respondents felt:
Present education programs are adequate (40%, Question 18).
Formal education in both technical and managerial areas is
necessary (70%, 20).
Recent operational experience is important enough to justify
15% URL in Systems Commands (56%, 21).
Team of officers and civilians with operational, technical
and managerial backgrounds present best solution (64%, 23)
Development of Project Manager should emphasize teamwork
rather than individualism (50%, 38).
Comprehensive functional training program should supplement




In regard to the formulation of a Project ^Manager Development
Program, the respondents decided:
They disagreed that a formal development program was impractical
(50%, 22).
They felt a development plan could be personalized for individual
subspecialist (53%, 33)
.
A career development plan for Supply Officers in WSAM should
be developed (52%, 31).
Field Activities could be used effectively to develop WSAM
subspecialist (62%, 25)
g. The respondents did not believe the present number of
projects should be decreased by consolidation into more comprehensive,
more specialized staffs. (40%, 26).
h. A memorandum written in Naval Air Systems Command suggested
that candidates attend Industrial College of the Armed Forces prior to
their assignment as project manager. When asked whether they agreed
with this hypothesis, the largest percentage of respondents did not
(36%, 34). The largest percentage of respondents (68%, 60) agreed that
rotation of officers between the field and Washington would help promote
mutual understanding of each other's problems and encourage cooperation.
i. During the 1969 survey some of the officers in functional
codes complained that all of the concentration on project management
was tending to aggrandize project organization to the detriment of the
functional organization. The respondents did not agree that a Project
Management Development Program had to produce this effect. Nor did they
believe that "Project Managers are born and not made."
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5. Analysis of Significant Questions
These results have been in substantial agreement with the results
quoted earlier in reference to the Subspecialty Selection Board. But
the unrestricted and the restricted line officers did not agree
(even loosely) on every issue. Often they answered the question as it
applied to the general subspecialist . These answers, however consistent
with their experience and area of specialization, show the area of
difference between the two communities.
a. When choosing a first Washington tour for the LCDR/CDR
subspecialist, the respondents made the following selections:
First, both choose project staff
Secondly, both chose type desk for their specialty
For third and fourth choices, URL chose operational
requirements and research and development; RL ranked
both equally;
For f if tli choice, both listed financial mangement
.
b. In making their choices of field activities, the two
groups again split their ranking
:
URL RL
(1) OPTEVFOR Activities (1) Naval Plant Representative
(2) Test Center (2,3) Test Center and OPTEVFOR
Activity (tie)
(3) Laboratory (4) Repair Facility
(4) Naval Plant Representative (5) Laboratory
(5) Repair Facility
It is natural that the restricted line officers should cboose Naval
Plant Representative first, and unrestricted line should choose OPTEVFOR
since these choices are commonly considered billets normally assigned to
them. It is an indication that any development plan should pay attention








(1) Financial Management (1) Financial Management
(2) Logistics (2,3) Contracting (2 & 3rd)
(3,4) Contracting (3 & 4th) (4) Production and Quality
Assurance
(5) Production and Quality (5) Logistics
Assurance '
Neither group of officers v;ould like a financial management billet, but
both chose financial-management functional training as their first choice.
Thereafter the URL officers choose logistics while RL officers were
choosing procurement and contract administration. The first two questions
(10 and 11) of the questionnaire attempted to evaluate experience-
education combinations for the project manager in development and in
production. The purpose of the two questions was to find out whether there
were different priorities for development from those for production.
Although the respondents chose the same rankings for both questions,
the degree of support for the various alternatives differed depending on
phase. When asked explicitly whether educational and skill requirements
were different for project managers in development and production stages
of a project, the choices were:
Question 19 URL RL
Agree 56.3% 31.7%
Disagree 41.5%
The. restricted line officer's belief that skills don't
change with the phase of the project is probably connected with his
insistence on the importance of technical expertise.
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The authors of the Guidelines for the Selection Board
recognized the need for the project manager to have both technical and
non—technical or managerial training. They assigned highest priority to
technical education with managerial functional training. Secondly they
chose managerial education and technical functional training provided in
nuclear power school and test pilot training. When the respondents were
given the chance to choose their own priorities, they split as follows:




The selection of subspecialists to serve in the WSAM area
will form a new "subspecialty" community from the unrestricted and
restricted communities. At the same time billets now assigned to the
restricted line community would be reassigned to the WSAM subspecialists
The questionnaire posed the hypothesis: the development of the WSAM
community will harm the existing restricted line specialties. The
respondents split their choice:




d. A question closely related to the harm the new community
would cause concerned itself with the necessity for integrating URL line
officers into the Systems Commands . In answer to the following hypothesis
Force feeding of top performing unrestricted line officers into Systems






Question 29 URL RL
Strongly agree 31.3% -
Agree 42.5% 34.1%
Disagree 40.2%
e. Several of the questions were designed to determine the form
and usefulness of the new subspecialty. One question characterized the
program as "a regrouping of personnel assets without real benefit."
The unrestricted and the restricted line officers responded in different
ways
:
Question 32 URL RL
Undecided 36.2% 47.6%
Disagree 41.2% 28.0%
Apparently the unrestricted line officer has more confidence in the new
program. A more dramatic difference was apparent when the hypothesis was
posed: a good performer could have successive 3 year tours in WSAM billets
without hurting his chances for promotion. This question drew opposite
responses
:




This question is another example of a group answering for itself rather than
for the whole WSAM community. The restricted line officer believes he
can face successive tours; the unrestricted line officer is not so sure.
From the responses to these questions it is apparent that there are many
aspects of career development for project managers which tend to split
WSAM personnel into their respective communities. There is no one point
of view for the whole WSAM community. This difference of opinion was
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apparent when the interviews were scheduled in Washington. Investigating
the reason for this difference became one of the principal reasons for
undertaking the interviexra.
B. INTERVIEW RESULTS
The results of the Washington interviews will be summarized by
organizational subdivision, e. g., Systems Command, Naval Material Command
Headquarters. The opinions expressed are characteristic of the particu-
lar group as represented by the officers who were interviewed. Thus
the statements made in the first section represent the point of view of
the officers interviewed in the Naval Material Command Headquarters,
while those in the second section are characteristic of those interviewed
in the Naval Ship Systems Command.
1 • Naval Material Command Headquarters
According to those interviewed in NAVMAT , the ability to get a
broad, over-all point of view of the project is a necessary ingredient.
The requirement for a technically-oriented porject manager varies with
the individual project and the phase of the project. Most of our problems
today are non-technical in nature. We have been able toccme up with the
technical expertise, but we have not been able to solve our business
problems.
The most effective way to manage a project may prove to be the
TRIAD approach: three different types of personnel — unrestricted
(operationally-oriented) line officers, restricted (technical-specialty-
oriented) line officers and civilian to provide continuity. In the highly
technical phase of the project, the Project Manager and the Technical
(Engineering) Director should be technically qualified officers. (We have
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seen that this does not necessarily mean restricted line officers since
many of the unrestricted line officers responding to this questionnaire
had the graduate technical training of the restricted line officer) . As
the project moves toward fleet introduction, the Technical Director
should provide the technical qualification while the Project Manager
supplies the concern for logistics and operational testing. Getting
the right mixture of skills is the purpose of the Project Manager
Development Program.
2. Naval Ship Systems Command
According to those interviewed in NAVSHIPS, in Shipbuilding
technical expertise and experience is fundamental. The development and
production of ship platforms is such a complex task that it makes
special demands on the Project Manager. Whereas the usual aircraft
or missile system is more or less one system (albeit with many
subsystems) the average ship is many systems brought together into one.
The complexity of the integration provides problems for the Ship
Systems Command which are peculiar to ship acquisition.
The Ship systems Command has made its own attempts to integ-
rate operationally-qualified officers into its projects. Two programs
have been instituted to exchange officers between Ships and Ordnance
Commands and between Ships and OPNAV. Many of the projects had at least
one URL officer on their staffs and the billet of project manager was
opened to unrestricted or restricted line officer, whoever is better
qualified. The fact that the latter is chosen is due to his superior
qualification in shipbuilding while the former was dividing his time
between his specialty and subspecialty. It is true that this condition
will continue until qualified URL officers are assigned to Ship Systems
Command billets to gain the experience they need to make them competi-
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tive, but the effect of the recent 25% Washington cutbacks has been
to remove the program billets that would help train these officers.
There is no longer room for training billets.
Another problem peculiar to Ships which affects Project
Manager development is the lack of matrix organization with functional
codes which might provide the URL officer a chance to gain acquisition
experience. Because of the separation (organizationally and physically)
of Ships and Ships Engineering Center, the acquisition organization of
the Ships Systems Command is limited to the many projects with compar-
atively small staffs. Several reorganization plans are under study. It
may become necessary to centralize the many small projects into a
few major projects, probably one for carriers, one for surface ships
and one for submarines. The present organization is limited in its
ability to develop project managers.
The Ships project managers have jobs in their projects in
which an operationally-qualified officer should help their projects,
principally in the areas of logistics and operational test and evalu-
ation. This depends on the phase of the project and is truer in sub-
marines than in surface ships, but the number of billets available limits
the flexibility of the project manager in this regard. One project
manager had three officers on his staff: Technical Director (RL, Captain)
Logistics Director (Supply, CDR) , and Test and Evaluation (LCDR, URL).
Forced to cut one officer from his staff, it was natural that he should
eliminate the unrestricted line officer, even though he was doing a
good job and benefiting the project.
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In the Ship Systems Command there are two areas in particular
where officers can be trained for future acquisition positions. The
first type of job is the project officer in the contractor's plant,
under the administrative control of the Naval Plant Representative,
but working for the Project Manager. This officer gets valuable experience
in the field but is also familiar with the problems which concern the
project staff. The second type of job is in the logistics division
which is organizationally in SHIPS 04 (Maintenance) but which is intimate-
ly concerned with the acquisition projects. The project officers in
this area get a real appreciation of the down-stream problems which must
be considered by the project manager because the logistics division gets
the product of the acquisition process.
3* Naval Ordnance Sys tems Command
For those interviewed in the Naval Ordnance Systems Command
there is a greater percentage of unrestricted line officers working on
project staffs and in functional areas of Naval Ordnance Systems Command
than in Ships. One project had eight officers, of which 5 were URL,
1 staff, 2 RL - Ordnance specialists. What was sought in staffing
projects was balance and personal qualifications for the particular job.
Many of the URL officers have ordnance engineering backgrounds but this
is not essential. In fact the technically qualified officers (URL or
RL) with ordnance duty backgrounds can fill the technical billets, while
the other URL officers fill the logistics and Operational Test and
Evaluation billets. The important thing is to select good people and
reward good performance. The present environment does not encourage
good URL performers to choose duty in NAVORD, or even in the Naval
Material Command, when they could h ave jobs in OPNAV. A group of
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operationally-qualified captains, when asked whether they would advise a
front-runner (URL) to seek duty in ORD, replied unequivocally that they
would not. The decisions are being made elsewhere because of the
layering problem and the rewards are elsewhere as well.
4. Naval Air Systems Command
In the opinion of those interviewed in the Naval Air Systems
Command, this command is the strongest in terms of the mixture of
different types of officers. This strength springs from two sources.
The Air Sy terns Command has the largest matrix organization, with
functional class desks providing support for the projects, but also a
good training ground for the future project manager. Secondly, the
aviator (like the submariner) is forced to be more technically qualified
in order to operate his aircraft. There is a greater similarity between
the type of knowledge the aviator has to have to operate and the type
of knowledge he has to have to work with the development of a new
aircraft, than there is between the knowledge a ship's captain must
have to operate a ship or to produce one. This similarity of knowledge
will mean that an Air Systems project will have a greater mixture of
"operators" and specialists working together.
Given a choice of billets to support the development of aviation
project managers, one project manager listed in order the project staff,
the Air functional branch (class desks), project officer or NAVPRO in
contractor's plant, and lastly in OPNAV (OP 05). The project manager
should have experience in the N aval Material Command prior to taking
over the project. This project manager considered his background to
be a good pattern: commodity project officer, class desk AIR 05, OPNAV
Coordinator, and then project manager. The essential things are good
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people, team balance and project control. The NAVPRO is usually junior
to some of the functional managers, but he gets a better insight into
the problems of the project manager because he has more contact with
the contractor.
5 . Naval Electronic:. Systems Command
According to those interviewed in the Naval Electronic Systems
Command, there is a history of passover of URL officers in the Electronic
Systems Command and in the Naval Material Command. These officers in
the Electronic Systems Command have had graduate education in electrical
engineering or communications engineering and often have come from
command assignment. Part of the passover problem may have been personal
with the officers assigned, but a part is d ue to the system which up
to now has considered the place of the URL officer to be elsewhere.
This problem will have to b e solved by the URL community itself.
Another part of the problem is associated with organizational
layering. Table IV shows the organizational controls on the project
manager (in Air Systems Command) . The Systems Commander is on an
organizational par with a branch chief in the Department of Agriculture.
This stacking of controls tends to promote the impression that the
personnel in the Systems Commands are on the second team .
Technical background is necessary for the acquisition of weapons
systems, but this does not mean that this background must necessarily
be "blessed" by a degree. The individual has to be "self -initiated"
man, who doesn't expect to be spoon-fed. He should seek technical experi-
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necessary by d igging into the nuts and bolts of jobs assigned at sea.
He should and must get the technical background himself anyway he can.
Up to now this section has reviewed the opinions of a group of
individuals in the various divisions of the Material Command involved
in the acquisition process. The opinions were a composite of those
given in personal interviews. There are two officers who represented
their respective communities in the 1969 study. RADM Edwin E. McMorries,
SC, USN represented the staff corps, and RADM Joseph E. Rice, USN
represented the restricted~line communities. Because of the part they
played in the early study, they were interviewed again, RADM Rice in
Washington, and RADM McMorries during a visit to the Naval Postgraduate
School. Their interviews are summarized separately, to round out this
section of the thesis.
a. Interview with RADM McMorries
The need for career development of project managers has been
evident over the past several years because of the magnitude of the
Navy's acquisition programs. As the fiscal environment tightens and
the Navy begins to buy less, then the push for career development of
project managers will also diminish.
The project manager's staff is one of the most important
training areas for potential project managers. The mix of officers is
best accomplished in the N aval Air Systems Command. But it is important
to look for the talent which has been developed rather than lay elaborate
plans to ensure that someone will always be there. Some look at what we
do today and talk about its implications for t he future. It is impor-
tant to follow the advice of Thomas Gates, "Plan for the future, so we
act wisely in the present."
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b. Interview with RADM Rice
Human nature seeks a rallying point. Specialization is
evolving into rallying points along product lines, e.g., destroyers,
fighters, attack aircraft, etc. Weapon Systems Acquisition Management
is really too broad a concept to be an adequate rallying point. The
potential project manager is going to have to pick his rallying point
so that he becomes an expert in a certain area of Weapon Systems
Acquisition Management. This is going to be particularly true as the
officer corps is slimmed down in the immediate future.
A recent and yet unpublished survey provides some interesting
conclusions concerning a distinct division between "operators" and
"material 1 people. Any URL officer who has served two or more tours,
totaling 5 years or more, in the Systems Commands or Naval Material
Command Headquarters, will henceforth follow a definite but unwritten,
career pattern and have somewhat limited promotion potential. If he
does make admiral, he will not go on to the fleet operational commands
enjoyed by his contemporaries. This fact presents practical limitations
for the URL officer considering a subspecialty in systems acquisition
who aspires to be a project manager.
This concludes the summaries of the interviews conducted in
Washington. There are some principles which were mentioned by project
managers and functional managers in more than one organizational area
so that they can be considered general conclusions.
(1) Part of the difficulty in developing project people lies
in the personnel turbulence within the projects. The project manager
can't normally pick his own peole and the number of people (officers in
particular) varies widely. The project manager can't be sure how many
or what people he will have for any period of time.
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(2) Project management is an experience in human relations.
Other disciplines can be learned, but the development of project people
will depend largely on the project manager's own personality and his
willingness to let his subordinates participate in the process of
managing the project. There is ample opportunity to give subordinates
real experience through on-the-job training, but both parties must be
willing to take advantage of this opportunity.
(3) Up to now the tour length has been against the unrestricted
line officer. The complexity of systems acquisition requires lengthy
tours and repeated application to this subspecialty area. It is diffi-
cult for the URL officer to bridge both worlds and get the advantages
of either. Something has to give. Only the truly exceptional officer
can succeed in this kind of environment.
This section has presented the results of the questionnaire
survey and the personal interviews. Two obvious divisions of opinion
emerge from these results. The WSAM (sub) specialty community will be
doubly divided into warfare specialty (each with its individual
problems), and into the unrestricted and restricted line communities.





This thesis began with an examination of the characteristics of an
ideal executive development p rogram and then proceeded to make a more
concrete study of the existing project manager development programs in
use in defense industry and the Navy. The same approach will be used
in developing the thesis conclusions and proposing some suggestions for
a workable development program.
The following conclusions concerning the needs of an executive
development program are summarized from an author referenced in Section
II [Houston, 1961]. They will form the basis for the recommendations
to be made in this study.
"Harold F. Smiddy, well known for his contributions
to manager development, has said that "Managers today
do not have any real choice between doing manager develop-
ment or not doing it. The only realistic choice is
between being overwhelmed by this part of their job or
being master of it. The cumulative complexities, which
have come to business in the last hundred years, have
steadily increased the risk of managing by ear, until
such a policy represents a luxury of irresponsibility
which is neither sensible or socially permissible."
With this statement as a premise and with full
recognition of the constructive work being d one in many
of our business and industrial enterprises, what are
the opportunities for improvement and what are some
of the important questions with which business men
should be concerning themselves?
1. There is a need for examination of the philosophy
and objectives of manager education and development
programs.
2. There is a need for continuing study and research
as to the development needs, program content and
method, and evaluation of results.
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3. There is a need for more systematic, purposeful and
continuing attention to the development and maintenance
of a "climate" conducive to learning and growth.
4. There is a need for continuing and comprehensive review
of manpower requirements both long and short range.
5. There is a need for more realistic and effective
standards and procedures governing performance
appraisal, selection, and promotion of managers.
6. There is a real opportunity for more effective self
development planning. Individual self-development
planning is the core of all manager education and
development. This calls for:
a. Mutual understanding between the man and his
manager of the man's job responsibilities. ...In
any event, if he is to b e measured by the results
of his performance, each i ndividual must under-
stand what is expected of him.
b. Periodic and comprehensive performance appraisal,
such appraisals should be work-centered rather
than an analysis of personal characteristics.
c. Helping the individual to develop a sound self-
development plan.
d. Participation by the man and his manager.
7. There is a need for more effective integration of
off-the-job development programs with on-the-job
development
.
8. There is a need for greater emphasis on fundamentals.
9. There is a need for effective development of personal
skills. For example: analytic skills, teaching skills,








B. PROJECT MANAGER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
This is quite an ambitious list, one in which each development
manager can recognize needs or opportunities for improvement in his own
program. These objectives might be included in those of the new Officer
Professional Development Division of the Bureau of Naval Personnel
(PERS B4) .
The implications of these objectives for the development of Navy
project managers must take into a ccount the practical constraints within
which personnel programs must be implemented in today's environment.
It is not fair to the personnel managers to take the view of a visiting
consultant who can point out the problems without considering the
reasons for them, or without making constructive suggestions as to how
the situation might be improved. Therefore this thesis will attempt to
consider the problems in perspective and make positive suggestions.
1 . Examination of Philos ophy and Objectives
This subject area is now under study at the Naval Postgraduate
School and in the Bureau of Naval Personnel. The balance in the Navy
today between those receiving graduate education and those who are not,
between those receiving technical education and those receiving manage-
rial training has been the subject of much discussion. Many of the
officers attending Postgraduate School are convinced that they are there
because they were available, or in order to upgrade their educational-
level rather than because of any particular need for the output of the
program. The officers who s erve on the Postgraduate selection boards
try to fill the quotas with q ualif ied officers for the various programs.
But behind the quotas there is a much deeper question as to the need
for management education in the Navy. If there is a need for graduate
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management education, and the management problems the Navy is experiencing
indicate there is, then the Navy must resolve to make practical plans to
utilize the officers who are benefiting from this education.
The Weapon Systems Acquisition Management curriculum at the
Naval Postgraduate School ' is a perfect example of this education and
utilization cycle. The curriculum came into existence because of a small
number of top-level individuals who, because of their experience and
insight into systems acquisition, saw the need for this curriculum as
the first step in trying to improve the managerial basis of the officers
in this program. The number o f officers who should be educated was based
originally on the projections of these few individuals rather than on
the result of any extensive study. Later the 1969 Study made some
general projections as to the need for trained personnel in systems
acquisition.
If the judgement; of these experts is to be substantiated, the \
personnel in this education program must be utilized as they were
intended, not necessarily immediately, but over the next two-or-three-
tour period. As more research is performed into the manpower needs of
the Systems Acquisition Management program, the input into this program
should be modified. The "fathers" of the curriculum will move on and
the education program must come to be firmly based on real needs and
not approximations if it is going to continue.
Closely connected with the question of education philosophy
is that of manpower requirements. Supposedly education programs in the
17
Curriculum title has been changed to Systems Acquisition Management
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Navy are to be directly related to the need for personnel with certain
qualifications. From time to time the B ureau of Naval Personnel is
called upon to explain its management of the graduates of the various
education programs. The Audit Committees which question the utilization
of graduates would like to receive assurance that the officers who
receive their education will b e ordered to one or even two "pay-back"
tours. The Bureau's answer to this criticism helps illustrate some of
the difficulties in carrying out such a development objective.
The entire subspecialty concept is predicated on
being able to realistically identify and code the Navy's
needs. Once the requirements are defined, the existing
inventory will influence the immediate educational pipe
line in an effort to match the requirements and the
inventory. Since requirements change drastically with
short notice changes in force levels and military
commitments, and since inventories of specific educa-
tional discipline take a long time to create or alter,
a continual instability exists. Policies shift faster
than the ability to educate. What remains is an
inventor}7 which never seems to match requirements. What
appears to be an abnormal amount of mismangement and
non-utilization of talent the N avy has paid to create,
is in reality a basic problem that can only be solved
by having a stable military organization without the
flexibility to meet shifting needs. Therefore a degree
of apparent mismanagement will continue to exist as
long as the Navy maintains a necessary flexible posture.
There are, however, positive improvements in the
system being incorporated. The primary improvement
involves better identification of requirements and
translating these requirements into controlled quotas
as applied to the numerous educational programs such
as the P. G. program, PH.D. program.... Professional
Development Program, etc. The secondary improvement
involved direct management of inventories to improve
utilization within the Officer Assignment Section of
BUPERS
. Closely allied to the improved management
of subspecialty inventories is the delineation of
subspecialty communities and development of associated
career patterns.

There is a tendency to overcompensate in an effort to
improve past deficiencies and a tendency to make changes
on top of changes without permitting a reasonable time
lapse to obtain value judgements from the initial changes.
This continual changing situation is creating increased
confusion and instability. °
2. Study of Manpower Requirements
Since the study of a project manager development program began,
the need for a list of systems-acquisition-related billets has been
recognized. Several attempts have been made to establish such a list,
the most thorough being that of the 1969 Study. Three agencies have
become involved: Because of the technical nature of the billets. Naval
Material Command Headquarters has been concerned. Manpower require-
ments and identification of billets are the functions of OPNAV (OP-01)
.
The Community Management of the WSAM subspecialty is the responsibility
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel (PERS B43) . For many reasons the study
of manpower requirements has not been completed.
The effective selection of personnel for WSAM postgraduate
education, the selection of proven sub-specialists in each of the
warfare specialty areas, and the ability of the Subspecialty Manager to
do his job all depend on the existence of such a list of billets. It
has been one of the purposes of this study to help establish an initial
working list, which could be later refined to serve as the manpower
requirements documents for the WSAM subspecialty community. Three steps
have been taken to carry out this purpose:
a. The respondents to the questionnaire were asked to identify
billets which should be WSAM-related.
18
PERS-Bic Memorandum for Pers-BIC, 13 April 1972, p. 2,
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b. A list of NOBC's composed in 1969 was refined to further
identify these billets.
c. The O fficer Billet Summary and computer printout by NOBC
provided by OPNAV (OP-01) have been reviewed.
The result of this billet survey is included in the appendices.
Appendix J is the list of suggested NOBC's and Appendix K is the list
of billets themselves. It should be emphasized that these lists are
only starting points. Further research is needed in this area if the
Career Development Program is to be need-oriented. But without such a
list (even as rough as this) the rest of the development program becomes
unmanageable.
3. Development of Climate for Growth
One result of the 1969 Study was the recognition of the major
Project Manager billet as command equivalent. This form of recognition
was considered necessary both to underline the importance of the project
manager position and to attract top unrestricted line officers to serve
in this capacity. Such compensation for performance such as this cannot
be limited to the designated project manager. Not that a subsidy need
be established for systems acquisition personnel - performance should
be required of them like everyone else - but a positive environment
must be established which will permit development and growth. Any
negative stigma which may exist for the URL officer in a systems
acquisition billet in the field, or in the Naval Material Command must
be eliminated. This situation is a vicious cycle. Top performers have
to be put into these billets to upgrade the quality of systems acquisi-
tion in this area, but the billets have to be considered worthwhile if
top performers are to b e attracted.
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The comments of Admiral Rice (in bis interview summarized above)
provide a good behavioral response to this question. BUPERS policy as
promulgated by the individual detailers has always been that performance
was to be the standard of measurement for promotion. But for the
individual who is planning his own career development , the importance
of the billet will play a deciding role. No officer with a good perform-
ance record will wish to select an assignment which has a reputation
among his peers as "second team." According to RADM Rice's study, the
"second team" nature of these billets will continue to be a problem
until Navy top-level management takes positive steps to provide a
climate for growth.
4 • Appraisal of the Subspecialist
The fitness report form now in use has only one block in which
to evaluate the officer in bis subspecialty. This block is only used
when the officer is actually serving in this capacity so that his
performance can be evaluated. There is no attempt to identify the
subspecialty for which an officer is qualified, but only to evaluate
past performance. The present fitness report is specialty-oriented.
While it has been pointed out that the superior has been better
qualified to judge the subordinate's performance than his future
potential, the importance of the latter function to career development
programs is undeniable.
In the near future (presently July 1973) a new fitness report
form will be adopted which recognizes the future role of the sub-
specialty in the Navy. The new form will require the supervisor to
evaluate both performance and potential. A copy of this fitness report
form is included in Appendix I. These evaluations should be useful
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both for the individual as a measure of his self-development and for
the Community Subspecialty Manager and Selection Boards.
5. Self-Development Planning
One recurring ingredient in industry development programs has
been the individual development plan. The Martin Marietta plan in
industry and the Engineering Duty Officer plan in the Naval Ship and
Electronic Systems Commands are good examples of the use of individual
plans. (See Appendices A and E)
.
The Navy has tended to avoid the use of this type of plan for
two reasons. First, there were too many officers in any of the
specialty areas to allow the small number of personnel managers to
help the individual make up such a plan. Secondly, there has always
been a reluctance to bless any specific pattern to success. The lack
of individual guidance in this area was to be compensated for by the
issuance of Officer News Letters which contain general career guidance.
Unfortunately these Letters suffer from the lack of immediate feedback,
poor distribution (insufficient number of copies) , and lack of timeli-
ness. (There is a tremendous delay between writing and publication)
Secondly this guidance could be provided by the individual's commanding
officer or detailer on a demand basis. Unfortunately, neither of these
sources can be expected to provide a good guidance in the area of
subspecialty. The commanding officer may not be as knowledgeable in
the subordinate's subspecialty even though they share the same
specialty. The detailer is part of the officer assignment branch of
the BUREAU and, as such, is concerned with short term problems and a
wide spectrum of subspecialties so that he has to go to others for
long-term guidance. This was one of the reasons for the establishment
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of the Officer Professional D evelopment Division and the Subspecialty
Managers, who can provide the individual with accurate information to be
used in career planning. What is needed is a form of communications
which establishes a source of information for the subspecialist
,
information which is flexible enough and useful for personal planning.
Such planning must be based on requirements which are within the
individual's capacity to fill. The systems acquisition billet list would
be a good source of information except that only a small percentage of
these billets are within the capacity o f a given individual. Also the
availability of any particular billet is subject to change so that
this list would have to be continually updated to be useful.
What is needed is a grouping of billet types into lists by
warfare specialty and educational background. As RADM Rice suggested,
WSAM is too broad a field to serve as a rallying ground. Subspecializa-
tion along product or warfare system lines is more realistic
The individual o fficer now submits to his detailer a preference
card which normally must be characterized as being a "wish list." The
lack of reliable information as to the type of billet for which the
officer's education and experience qualifies him causes him to ask for
infeasible assignments and thus waste his choices and provide little
assistance to the detailer in satisfying t he individual's desires.
Instead of this, the Subspecialty Manager should send each of his
officers a list of the billet types for which he is generally qualified
in the subspecialty area. By breaking down the suggested list of WSAM




aviation - unrestricted line
aviation - restricted line
surface - unrestricted line
surface - restricted line
subsurface - unrestricted line
subsurface — restricted line.
Billets which could be filled by either restricted line or unrestricted
line officers would appear on both lists for that warfare specialty.
Examples of these guidance lists are included in Appendix L. The list
appropriate to the individual and a career planning form similar to
that used by the Engineering Duty Officers (Table V) would be sent to
the officer, who would make out his plan and return a copy to the
Subspecialty Manager. If the numbers of officers being managed by this
manager is too great to permit him to keep up with and use the indivi-
dual's plan, then - as a minimum - the list and planning forms should
be sent for use and retention by the individual. A less satisfactory
solution would be to publish the lists in an effective form of the
Officer News Letter . At any rate the individual officer would be given
realistic information upon which to base his plans and he would be able
to see that the Subspecialty Manager is interested in helping in a
practical manner. The officer responsible for subspecialty management
would be supplying this information to the individual and to the
detailer.
6 . Transition from Functional to Project Management
One of the advantages of a well-planned Systems Acquisition
Management Development program is that it provides for the transition
from functional management to general management. The officers serving
on the lower levels of the project or in the field are more deeply
involved with a functional specialty, like testing, logistics,
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techniques, the officer is exposed to the broader point of view required
of general management as practiced by the project manager. Through use
of job rotation, committee assignments, and different kinds of functional
training and Washington-Field rotation, the subordinate is exposed to a
variety of problems which will stand him in good stead as he rises to
higher levels of systems acquisition management. The integration of
on-the-job and off-the-job programs will provide the type of experience
which cannot be gained from any one kind of training. In the age where
much is demanded of the project manager, he will have more to offer.
C. SUMMARY
This study has focused the entire emphasis on the project manager
position as the natural goal for the development program. However, it
is conceivable an individual could become a subspecialist in this
community and become intimately associated with Weapon Systems Acquisi-
tion Management without becoming a project manager, i. e., without ever
serving in the Naval Material Command. A sequence which would take an
unrestricted line officer through test and evaluation billets to
warfare code in OPNAV to research and development, might seem more
satisfying to the unrestricted line officer. It seems, however, that
to make this a natural path would tend to deprive the Naval Material
Command of top-performing line officers and dilute the objectives of
the program. This subspecialty program must leave many paths open for
individual initiative, but it must always recognize the role of the
project manager as the focus of systems acquisition management.
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This thesis has attempted to trace the role played in project
manager development hy three factors: education, functional training and
experience. In surveying the programs in use in defense Industry and
the Navy, several opportunities for improvement in subspecialty develop-
ment have been identified. In addition, suggested billets have been
identified for Weapon Systems Acquisition Manager Development and a
method of individual development planning has been proposed. In the
final analysis, only through concerted effort on every level will a
realistic subspecialty development program be implemented.
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APPENDIX A. CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FROM DEFENSE INDUSTRY
MARTIN MARIETTA AERO SPACE GROUP (October 1969)
1. INTRODUCTION
In August, 1969, a requirement was forwarded to the Prof essional &
Management Development office to plan a program to train current small
contract program managers (less than $1M) and selected technical
professionals in the program manager's function; specifically, one
executive stated "if we are to continue to grow, we must formally train
current program managers and selected professionals in the knowledge
and skills of program management."
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this training plan is
- To detail the training approach to fulfill this requirement during
1969-70.
- To document the tentative training program decisions concerning
the knowledge and skills needed; planned approach to meeting the
requirement; curriculum; resources required; and methodology for
determining program effectiveness.
At this writing, a number o f critical information and implementation
decision gaps exist which need to be filled before preparing a final
plan; however, this preliminary plan is provided on the basis of decisions




In this time of growth wherein nearly 100 different contracts are
currently in-house and with the anticipation of more to come, a rapidly
growing problem is becoming apparent. That is, we are lacking in
depth of experienced and knov/ledgeable program managers. Also, current
new program managers are not totally aware of what division resources
exist and how to use them.
To correct this problem, a training program has been developed to
formally train selected individuals in the program manager's responsibi-
lities, duties, identified knowledge and skills. This plan, with these
dimensions considered in relation to the planning factors which follow,





The following factors have been considered in preparing this plan. They
are:
1. The participant's entry into the program will be based on
selection by an ad hoc selection committee to be named by the




2. Each of the participants will enter the program with different
degrees of program management knowledge and skills which will
cause training to be provided on a modularized basis
.
3. Training will be conducted on-site (formal course work and
on-the-job assignments) and off-site customer contact to
establish knowledge of and rapport with the customer.
4. Training in formal classes and ensuing "Program Manager's
Workshops" will be conducted in a classroom space which will
hold approximately 30 participants with room for panel presenta-
tions, lectures and video equipment (taping sessions for future
use of those unable to attend scheduled sessions)
.
5. Scheduled course work will require approximately 10 to 40 hours,
depending on the depth of subject matter needed by the
individual.
6. Cooperation from functional departments will be vital to the
success of the training program. Instructors who are special-
ists in specific subject content will be required from these
departments along with coordinators for the Phase II portion of
the program - on-the-job assignments for identified areas of
weakness in program management.
7. It is planned to have a two-hour session per week with a half
day for Phase II activities until the formal training cycle is
completed.
2. MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
The requirements listed below are tentative. Further investigation
through use of the proposed ad hoc advisory committee will identify
additional requirements. Those identified to date are
1. The program should begin during the month of November, 1969,
2. The target population should consist of
- Program managers who have recently started managing their
first program.
- Program managers who are selected to manage medium-size
contracts ($1-5M)
.
- Technical professionals not yet managing programs but who




3. This training program should be a continuous program of recycle
until management indicates that requirements for knowledgeable
program managers have been fulfilled.
4. Training will be conducted on company time.
3. PROPOSED TRAINING PROGRAM
3.1 Purpose
The nature of today's business has created a continuing need for the
development, of program managers. The availability of top-notch technical
professionals is just as essential in obtaining contracts as it is in
meeting contract requirements successfully. This type of individual
most often is developed from within.
The purpose of this training program is to prepare competent technical
professionals in the necessary knowledge and skills of program manage-
ment. Specifically, it will encompass "How business is performed in





The length of the program will vary per individual depending on his rated
proficiency and experience. This will be determined by the individual,
his supervisor and the ad hoc committee. See Section 5.3 for partici-
pant needs. The course of formal classroom training will be modularized
so individual attendance will be governed by need for specific knowledge
and skills. The course, made up of the three phases explained under
Concept of Instruction
,
(3.4) will be repeated as many times as necessary
to assure an abundant number of trained program managers in the division.
3.3 Eligibility
An individual must be currently a program manager of small or medium-
size contracts; has been a proposal manager; or has been appraised
jointly by a technical department manager and an experienced program




The training program will have three basic phases which will apply to
all participants. They are:
Phase I . Attendance at formal classroom instruction in relevant




Phase II . On-the-job experience in which a participant who has not
been a program manager will serve as a member of a short-term (three
to six months) project. An assignment schedule will be drawn up by
the participant and approved by the program manager. The schedule
will include, meaningful project assignments to cover the total
project responsibilities and duties. Participants who are now, or
have been, program managers will not need to participate in Phase II.
Phase III . Briefing and contacts with customers will be planned by
either the ad hoc committee or the participant's supervisor and
coordinated by the Marketing function to include a thorough indoc-
trination of customer organizations, operating methods and procure-
ment requirements 5 and opportuniites to meet the potential customer.
3.5 Phase I Suggested Subjects and Instructors
The subjects listed below are intended to be combined to meet the
schedule of one two-hour classroom session per week. Final planning will
be conducted after management go-ahead.
Subject
1. Program/Proposal Manager's Responsibility
and Authority over Organization Elements
and Decisions
2. Pre-Request for Proposal Phase
3. Request for Proposal Analysis
4. Module Concept
5. How to Exchange Experience with Past and
Present Programs
6. Proposal Writing and Synthesis
7. Contract Cost Estimating
8. Fundamentals of Contracts Including Scope
9. Small Project Controls, $1-5M
10. Long-Range Planning Application
11. Finance: G&A; Overhead Control; Proper Fees
12. Customer Requirements and Reports
13. New Business Acquisition Expenditures (NBAE)
Suggested
Instructors


















14. Project Planning and Schedule Formulation J. E. Watson
D. H. Hodder
15. Contract Accounting J. A, Dubbs
16. Configuration Control Policy and Procedure E. F. Haeger
17. Data Management Policy and Procedures C. N. Izett
18. Organization and Function; Customer G. E. Elm & Others
Organizations
19. Air Force Policies and Regulations, 375 Series J. H. Nelson
20. NASA Policies and Regulations J. H. Nelson
21. IR&D/TOS M. H. Huddleston
22. Finance - Funding/Limitation of Cost/Title to
Property F. J. Charney
23. Relations with other Functions - Manufacturing,
Quality Control, Procurement A. J. Fria
24. Know Your Customer/User Panel
25. MPC200-2, -3/641-19 QC Req.
26. Contract Closeout Policies and Procedures F. J. Charney
27. Procurement
a. Price and Delivery Information
b. Surplus
c. Stockroom
d. Make or Buy
e. Specifications
f. Priorities -- Lead Time
g. Petty Cash Purchases
h. Material Requisitions
28. Property Accountability, Scrapage Consumables
29. Tooling, Tool Numbers
30. Production Control











4.1 Instructional Staff and Responsibilities
Instructors will be current experienced program managers and specialists
from line departments. Coordination of instructors will be by the Pro-
fessional & Management Development department with advice from the
established ad hoc committee.
4 .
2
Media, Equipment, Materials and Methods
Available media and equipment will be furnished by the Audio-Visual
function of Marketing and coordinated by the Professional & Management
Development department. It is planned that individual presentations be
video-taped for a future reference library so other new program managers





A space to comfortably hold up to 30 participants will be needed in-house.
The three areas adequate will need to be reserved. They are the
Presentations Rooms in the Engineering and Space Support Buildings and
the Control Room in the Administration Building. The Presentation Room
in the Engineering Building is preferred because of ease in handling







Finalization of this preliminary plan will be the responsibility of the
Professional & Management Development department, based on recommendations
of the ad hoc committee and several members of advanced management.
5.2 Resource Availability and Training Schedules
The Resource Availability and Training Schedule, Exhibit 1, reflects the
need dates of (1) the instructional staff, (2) presentation area,
(3) camera and video playback equipment, and (4) curriculum materials.
The overall Training Schedule at the bottom of Exhibit 1 indicates
participant attendance and scheduling over a six-month period. Also,
it reflects the parallel training to integrate Phases I, II and III of the
training program. The three-phased training schedules reflect tentative
planning for three sections of participants. Finalization of these
schedules will be completed at program go-ahead.
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Management Training at Sikorsky Aircraft
A wide variety of training programs have been developed and conducted over
a fifteen-year period for functional department and program managers and
supervisors ranging from short—, specific—subject briefings to one-, two-,
and three-year full—time courses. Trainees have ranged from inexperienced
new hires through all ranks to and including senior, top-level managers.
All courses and programs have been specifically authorized by the Division
President or Vice President, or by a Senior Department Manager. In most
instances attendance has b een mandatory. Individual trainee performance
lias been reported both to the t rainee and to his line supervision. In
numerous cases, promotion or reassignment following training has hinged
upon the Training Department recommendation.
These programs have, generally, followed philosophically the ideas and
concepts of Fritz Roethliberger , Peter Drucker, Douglas McGregor, Robert
Anthony - and, more recently Eric Vetter and Alvin Toffler. In addition,
by virtue of this Division's heavy involvement as a prime systems con-
tractor, considerable attention has long been given, in Training, to the
management approach and disciplines u sed by the armed services under
DoD philosophies and practices, i.e., "Program and Systems Management"
and much of the training content in this area has required interfaces with
military training organizations.
In general, all programs have been developed and presented in-house during
regular working hours. Instructors have been both full-time members of
the Training organization and competent people selected from within the
organization itself. Occasionally, outside expertise has been hired to
provide specialized training.
Sikorsky's "management development" approach has been strongly influenced
by England's Metropolitan-Vicker ' s and Bethlehem Steel's long-standing
practice of starting management trainees at the "workshop" level by the
use of planned, rotational "real-work" assignments supplemented by
appropriate classroom work, reading, projects, and seminars. The
"behavioral-science" approach to management development has not proven
demonstrably useful either in enhancing the performance of incumbent
managers, or in preparing prospective managers. Nevertheless, materials
from this broad area are generally included in most programs.
Undergraduate and graduate study has been integrated with in-house
programs wherever possible and many trainees have received academic





. ADMINISTRATIVE/MANAGEMENT (A and M) TRAINING PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES
This program is designed to train selected individuals for managerial
and/or administrative assignments.
SCOPE
Phase I (22 weeks) entails intensive, hands-on, exposure to the
hardware aspects of our business, and c enters primarily on manufacturing
activities.
It inquires into the nature of our product—what it is, how it is
made, who is involved, and what the resources are that are applied and
used in the process of production.
Phase II (3 weeks) is a transition phase—where, in the Service
School, the trainee fits t ogether the elements acquired in Phase I into
the finished system package of a specific model. Ideally, that model
would be the principal concern of the Program Office to which he will be
assigned for Phase III.
Phase III (28 weeks) explores, rather comprehensively, the sourcing,
planning, allocation, and utilization of the Division's total resources
as seen through a representative major program activity, with particular
attention given to the control interfaces within, and between departments
It employs the concept of "up-stream" training—starting at the beginning
of the product's life cycle, and tracing, logically, the functional
flow of activity—not only to t he delivery of the finished end-item





The Vice President for Air (and/or, as applicable, for Ground)
Transportation shall authorize the number and frequency of admission of
candidates to this program, and shall designate and authorize the
initial assignment of each trainee successfully completing this program
prior to that completion. It shall be the responsibility of the Super-
visor of Training to execute and administer this program.
A special account number will be established to be used exclusively
to identify, charge, report and control those costs directly generated
by this program.
PREREQUISITES AND COMPENSATION
Admittance to this program requires a college degree, preferably in
a technical or business-related field, plus at least one year's work
experience at Sikorsky Aircraft or its equivalent. The ideal candidate
would possess, in addition to the B achelor ' s degree- a Master's in
business administration and would have had recent experience in either
a military or business assignment.
Trainees admitted to this program will receive not less than the
minimum salary of Labor Grade 43 and, upon graduation, not less than the
minimum salary of Labor Grade 45.
GENERAL
Trainees shall make periodic, formal written reports, as required.
Furthermore, each trainee shall develop and maintain flow-chart profiles
delineating the input-throughput-output functions of each activity to





The aim of this phase is to give the trainee a thorough understanding
of the Division's production system and capability by first-hand practi-
cal tours and work assignments in Manufacturing, Quality Control and
Industrial Engineering.
Particular attention is given to the how, when, and where of the
production cycle with emphasis on the scope and limitations of the entire
process in terms of personnel, material, cost, methods, and time.
ITINERARY
Genera]. Orientation (Training School)
a) Including objectives and philosophy of management
b) Over view of course and Organization
c) Review of UAC & SA
d) Complete plant tour
e) Flow charting techniques
Machine Shop Training & Wo rk Assignmen
t
a) 2 weeks training in Training School




Detail & Processing Tour ,
7. Shop Fabrication Tour














Final Assy. Assignment 2 weeks
(Here the trainee would actually work on the aircraft
of the program to which he is to be assigned)
.
Production Hangar & Flight Operations 2 weeks
(1 week first shift, 1 week second)
Bridgeport Plant 1 week
& R, Fiberglass
Quality Control 2 weeks
The trainee should become familiar with the military
requirements for Q. C. as well as the in-house and
external work of Inspection on SAQCVR's.
Industrial Engineering 1 week
Training School----Recap and Final Report 1 week
Phase I Total: 22 weeks
PHASE II SERVICE SCHOOL
whenever possible, trainees will be scheduled for a
"Maintenance Officer's" course. 3 weeks
PHASE III
This phase is based on the concept of "up-stream
training, i.e., starting at the sources of our business as
seen from a Program ff ice, and following the functional
flow of activity, not only through the organization to the
back-door delivery of a finished aircraft or system, but
even on into the user facility where the important matters




1. Programs 4 weeks
The broad question to be explored and answered via
this phase is, "What is the task that the company
has undertaken, and what are the major milestones
within that task that mast be planned, controlled,
and accomplished?" The trainee is assigned to one
of the -major program organizations responsible for
a current production program as a staff assistant
to the Program Manager.
Step I The trainee will become thoroughly acquainted with
the contractual document (s) that constitute the
core charter of the program.
Step II He will become acquainted with the program plan, the
status of the program and will participate in all
meetings involving program personnel.
Step III He will spend sufficient time with program support
personnel so as to become acquainted with the




cost, budget, schedule and performance.
Step IV He will become familiar with the functional department
activities and functional department personnel that
interface directly with the Programs people. Particular




2. Marketing 2 weeks
This step will entail a two-week tour within the
Marketing Organization to acquaint the trainee with
the work done by that department. He should spend a
few days with the proposals section and, whenever
possible, accompany a marketing group to observe an
actual formal presentation.
3. Engineering 3 weeks
This step will entail a three-week assignment in the
Engineering organization, under the guidance of a Chief
Project Engineer. While the point of reference will be
the particular aircraft model that is the province of the
Program activity constituting the trainees conceptual
"home room", it should spill ever into other models
activities and technical programs, as appropriate and
convenient. This step should give the trainee a thorough
grasp of the work done in:
a) Advanced Research and Preliminary Design-—particularly to
review the major decisions and tradeoffs that established
the current baseline configuration of the current hardware.
b) Detail Design—a tour through the sections involved in the
continuing engineering effort with special attention being
paid to the manner of handling changes
.
c) Test Facilities
d) Engineering Documentation Program




1. That contractually required.
2. That underlying the normal internal activities of the
Engineering organization.
3. That of a Divisional nature applicable to the above.
4. That interfacing the Project organization and Programs
personnel.
4. Experimental Department 1 week
5. Manufacturing Engineering 2 weeks
6. Production Control 2 weeks
Here the trainee should make sure he understands the
interface with Manufacturing Engineering as well as
covering the Production Planning and Material Control
sections
.
7* Purchasing 3 weeks
a) This follows logically from P. C. and the
interactions should be examined closely.
b) One week should be spent on a department tour and
the other two at "work" in one of the sections.
If a section such as Transmissions is chosen, it
would give the trainee a chance to visit a major
vendor such as IGW.




a) One week general tour







This step will entail a two-week tour in the Accounting
organization. The trainee should become acquainted with:
a) Normal work and payroll-charging procedures
b) Overall accounting activities
c) Product pricing procedures
11. Information Systems
12. Staff Assistant—Project Superintendents :
The trainee should be assigned to the Superintendent
responsible for his program to relate the operations
and interface of Manufacturing management and the
Programs Office.
13. Programs
During this final step, the trainee should emphasize
the programs part and contact with the user. If
possible » he should visit a facility and talk with
the customer about the problems of maintenance, parts,
utilization and changes.
Phase III Total 28 weeks




THE GRUMMAN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Professional Development Program is a tv/o year period of varied,
responsible, productive working assignments of approximately six
months duration in four areas of the Grumman Corporation coupled with
a planned series of lectures, seminars, and courses. The program is
based on the concept of expanding capability through selected experience,
classroom work and career guidance. Its objectives are:
c To broaden the participant's knowledge of corporate
organization, policy and operating environment.
°To extend the participant's experience, knowledge,
and capability in disciplines associated with his
career development requirements as established by
his nominating department.
°To insure the continuity of leadership at the pro-
fessional level in Grumman Business, Technical and
Manufacturing operations.
The core of each participant's program will be the experience acquired
by working in various areas of the Company. Assignments will be planned
by the Professional Development Staff, the program member, and the
management personnel who nominated the individual to the program. Such
assignments shall normally be six months in duration. However,
exceptions to this policy will be recognized when appropriate. Both
the number and duration of assignments shall be a matter mutually agreed
upon by Professional Development and the individual program member's
parent organization. The experience will be designed either for
broadening or for in-depth technical exposure depending on the develop-
mental requirements of the participant. Assignments may be planned to
meet the needs of the engineer who requires in-depth technical ex-
perience in product design areas; the business professional who requires
broad experience in a number of corporate areas; or the manufacturing
specialist who requires both technical and administrative assignments.
Experience goals will be established by each program member and his
parent department prior to the commencement of his program .
To supplement the working experience, a series of lectures and seminar's
will be provided. The series will cover the Grumman Corporation; its
organization and operations; the technological, industrial and business
environment in which it operates; and special course work developed to
meet the needs of the program members.
OPTIONS
In order to serve the needs of all corporate professional disciplines,
three options will be available within the framework of the program.





Program administration, planning and reporting procedures, corporate
policy guidelines and approximately seventy-five percent of the lecture
seminar series will be common to all options. A requirement for unique
emphasis by discipline is the reason for the separate options and will
be the factor that distinguishes one option from another. The differences
among the options will be in the area of selection of program members,
assignments, course work, and progress reporting responsibilities.
These distinction are outlined as follows:
Business Option
Engineering Option:
Selection of participants by a group repre-





Progress reporting to participant's
parent department.









Progress reporting to Technical Operations
Management
Manufacturing Option: Selection of participants by Product
Manufacturing and Quality Control.
Manufacturing oriented assignments .
Manufacturing oriented course work.
Progress reporting to Product Manufac-
turing and Quality Control Management.
REPRESENTATION - STEERING GROUP
A steering or policy group composed of Departmental Directors or their
deputies will decide matters which affect the overall program and will
evaluate program performance from both the corporate and the departmental
points of view. This group will determine program size (numbers of
participants) during an annual manpower planning cycle, set general
policy and provide direction concerning general program structure.
Each participating department will therefore have a direct impact on
the policy, the scope, the direction, and the structure of the program.
Periodic reports will be made to tbe steering group for purposes of
program evaluation and review. Organizations represented on this group
are shown below:
















Candidates for the program will come from virtually every Grumman
Aerospace Department. Candidates for the Business Option can be
named from any department where business disciplines are practiced.
Candidates for the Engineering Option will be from product design,
test, evaluation, and support departments. Candidates for the Manu-
facturing Option will be from Product Manufacturing and Quality Control.
Regardless of the option for which the candidate is nominated, all
candidates for this program should have acquired between five and ten
years of professional experience, should have at least two years of
Grumman residence, should hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent




Administration of the program will be the responsibility of the
Professional Development Section of the Training and Development
Department. This responsibility includes implementation of program
policy, assistance in assignment planning, arrangement of the
assignments, planning and execution of the lecture seminar series,
budget planning and administration, and personnel administration.
Professional Development will report to the Policy Group on general
program matters and to each participant's parent department on individual
program member progress. Program participants will be transferred to
department 326 and will retain that clock number for the duration of
their program. All program labor and other costs will be allocated to
this department.
PArvENT DEPARTMENT ROLE
The program is an instrument for corporate departments to utilize in
the career development of selected individuals. The parent organiza-
tion will initiate nominations and participate in the selection of
program members. Individuals will enter PDP with experience goals
developed and approved by their parent organization, which will monitor
their progress, provide counseling and receive regular reports on
program members from the Professional Development Section of Training
and Development. The parent department will also retain the right of
concurrence on all salary changes.
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Program members will be considered individuals selected and temporarily
transferred by functional departments for special, identified career
development aligned wi th the goals of the parent organization. Special
attention will be given to sustaining the ties between the parent
organization and the program member in order that the developmental
goals, jointly established by the individual participant and his nomi-
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED RESULTS FROM 1969 PROJECT MANAGER SURVEY
SURVEY OF WEAPON SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MANAGERS /PROJECT MANAGERS
1. A survey of weapons systems acquisition managers /project managers
was conducted in late December 1969 and early January 1970 in conjunc-
tion with studies being undertaken elsewhere in the Navy to improve
project management.
2. The study was conceived and the questionnaire constructed in the
Active Officer Plans Branch of the Bureau of Naval Personnel and
distributed by the Chief of Naval Material. One hundred twenty-four
responses had been received at the time of the statistical summarization,
Subsequently nine responses have been received. Selected comments are
incorporated in enclosure (5); the statistical results are not signifi-
cantly altered by these latest arrivals. The results were tabulated
and the conclusions drawn in the Active Officer Plans Branch.
3. The general conclusions of the survey are as follows:
a. Generally, there is no requirement to establish a subspecialis t
in weapon systems acquisition management/project management in the
unrestricted line, or a specialist in the restricted line or staff.
However, two shore tours for an officer in the area of weapon systems
acquisition management are considered the minimum desired, and would in
effect make a subspecialist of an officer in that area. It is desirable
to have greater consistency in the preparation of project managers than
now obtains.
b. There should be greater emphasis in graduate school on the
areas of business administration/management, probably at the expense
of some of the more technical courses.
c. Better preparation of project managers could be accomplished
within the framework of existing career patterns. Following graduate
school an officer should have one preparatory tour in weapons system
acquisition management either at the NAVMATCOM or SYSCOM level, before
being assigned as project manager as a higher ranking officer.
d. Although few respondents to the survey believed that we should
continue to develop WSAM/PM as at present, the consensus of corrective
actions proposed showed a desirable pattern of development not signi-
ficantly different from that which now takes place.
e. Special courses, such as the 10 week DWSMC course at Wright-
Patterson AFB, were considered highly desirable, but not essential.
It was felt that they should be given before or during the first tour
in WSAM.
f. Periodic seminars with industry would be desirable for those
in WSAM/PM, but such seminars were not considered essential.
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g. There was little unfavorable reference to the quality of officers
now assigned to WSAM/PM. The lack of adverse mention is consistent with
the GAO report on project management
h. Additional inducements are needed to attract top flight officers
to a career in WSAM/PM. Better opportunity for promotion to flag rank
is the most important inducement in the eyes of captains in the WSAM/PM
business, but close behind better promotion is the development of a
system of recognition for good project managers, a better working
environment, including clearer organizational relationships and more
authority for project managers , some additional training, special
responsibility compensation, etc.
4. Enclosure (1) contains a profile of the desirable project manager.
The survey questionnaire is attached as enclosure (2) . A synopsis of
the comments considered most germane appears as enclosure (3). In
addition to the tabulations of data that appear as enclosure (4) , a
selection of individual comments from all participating grades and
communities is contained in enclosure (5)
.
5. List of enclosures:
(1) Desired profile of a project manager
(2) Survey questionnaire
(3) Synopsis of conclusions from statistical data
(4) Tabulations of answers to questionnaire




DESIRED PROFILE OF A PROJECT MANAGER
1. An above average officer who has a graduate degree in a technical
engineering area, in business administration, or in management.
2. One tour in the Washington area in weapons systems acquisition
managment below the project manager level. The tour would probably be
as a lieutenant commander or commander, and would be served in the Naval
Material Command or in a Systems Command Headquarters. It would be 2-3
years in length.
3. During the course of the tour in 2. above the officer would be sent
to the 10 week DWSMC course at Wright-Patterson AFB
.
#
4. Either during graduate school, or perhaps during Navy-sponsored
night courses, the officer would complete a special course in contract
law.
5. The tours of duty on a ship, in a squadron or on a fleet staff are
considered sufficiently important to the development of attitude that
they should not be eliminated for officers in project management.
6. The project manager, usually a captain, should be assigned as at
present, that is, assigned by BUPERS to a command, and assigned within
the command to a project manager position if so desired by the command.
7. While in the position of project manager, the officer should be
afforded the opportunity for periodic seminars with industrial counter-
parts if he so desires*
8. The project manager should remain in the position for several years,
and timing of his relief should coincide with milestones in project
development. The GAO has suggested that the officer be a project manager
for as long as 4-5 years. No respondents to the survey advocated such
a long time, perhaps because it would prevent an officer from being
ordered to the jobs considered essential to remain professionally com-
petitive for flag rank.
9. By virtue of his service as a project manager, which some consider
the equivalent of a major command, the project manager would be given













Most project managers seem to serve, in that capacity in the
grade of captain. Together the restricted line and supply
corps out-weight the URL as a source of project managers.
Discounting LCDRs, which are skewed by the small sample, the
average project manager serves slightly over two years as a
project manager. There is no significant difference in
tenure for officers of different designators.
Of the 85 respondents reporting occupying billets at the
project manager level or above, 51 had had WSAM billets
below the project manager level beforehand.
Of the 85 respondents reporting occupying billets at the
project manager level or above, 34 had never occupied WSAM
billets before-hand.
76 or 124 respondents had had experience below the project
manager level. The inexperienced types were spread among
all communities fairly equally percentagewise. Average
experience was 2-3 years
.
Question three asked respondents to list up to five previous
assignments x*anked by their relative importance to preparation
for WSAM. Types of assignments are displayed by number of
times mentioned in Table VII and by value of experience as
preparation for duty in WSAM in Table VIII. Unrestricted
line officers reported twice as many operational (ship,
squadron, etc.) assignments as material command headquarters,
and rated the former low as WSAM expertise - builders while
rating (as was generally the case) the material command
quarters assignments highest. The 140X community reported
NAVMATCOM field assignments more than twice as frequently
as headquarters assignments, but rated the headquarters
duty consistently higher than field duty in building WSAM
expertise. The restricted line and supply corps, taken
together reported more field experience than headquarters-
type experience in the MATCOM, but rated the headquarters
experience generally higher. With some exceptions, duty
under instruction in graduate school or in specialized
training, when reported as among the most important (to
WSAM expertise) five assignments, generally did not rate as
high as duty in a MATCOM headquarters assignment.
TABLE IX. While question three obtained information on the type billet
experience actually possessed by the respondents, question
four asked what kind of experience would have been preferred
as more effective preparation for WSAM duty. The results
showed a very strong preference, in hindsight, toward
MATCOM headquarters-type assignments, consistent with the
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high ratingc of headquarters duty among those reporting
same. Also preferred more than not were duty under
instruction and duty at OSD or OPNAV. In order to obtain
WSAM-preferred duty, the respondents would have preferred
to have fewer operational tours, about the same MATCOM
field activity (net) and fewer miscellaneous tours (e.g.,
NAVSTA, NAS, NAVSUPPACT, etc.).
TABLE X. Of 89 respondents with masters degrees or higher, 60 were
degrees in engineering or architecture, and 21 were in
business administration or management. Four URL officers
had masters degrees in math or science.
TABLE XI. All but 4 or 89 respondents with masters degrees or higher
felt that the graduate education significantly enhanced
the competence of the respondent as a WSAM.
TABLES XII Priority of desirable graduate level education in terms of
&XIII importance assigned by respondents placed business
administration/management in first place, followed by
engineering/architecture/metallurgy as a close second.
Ops analysis was a weak third, followed by contract law,
and math /science . The strong showing of business
adminis tration/management , despite the fact that only 21
of 89 respondents had degrees in the business administration/
management area, is significant. Also significant is the
relatively strong emphasis placed on contract law by all
respondents
.
TABLES XIV. In retrospect, 48 of 124 respondents would have desired
additional education in the area of business administration-
management, ]4 in engineering-architecture, 11 in contract
lav;, 3 in operations research-systems analysis, and 1 in
math-science. A total of 49 said no additional education
was necessary. The heavy emphasis on bus. adm. -management
was common to both the restricted line and the unrestricted
li ne
.
TABLE XV. Retrospectively, 32 (one-quarter) of all respondents
indicated that they thought attendance at the SPM course at
Wright-Patterson would have been desirable. By contrast
40 thought a course in procurement or contract law would
have been desirable, and 11 training in computers, 7 in
logistics and supply systems. 40 thought no other
additional training was required.
TABLE XVI. 21 respondents thought that the Wright-Patterson course
should be given prior to assignment as a project manager.
The best time for attendance was estimated to be in the
eleventh to fifteenth year of commissioned service; EDO
officers were most in favor of the course. The course is




TABLE XVII. • Only 12 of 111 respondents felt that project managers are
born, rather, than made, but the 12 included 3 flag
officers. The conclusion that can be drawn is that
personality traits and character play an important part
in the definition of a good project manager, and that
for some people such traits are more important than
education and training. It can be inferred that high
ranking officers, in assigning subordinates as project
managers, will give heavy emphasis to personality, even
to the exclusion of background.
TABLES XVIII
& XIX
Few respondents felt they were by themselves competent
to handle the variety of problems that confronted them
as a project manager. The types of people upon whom
they were most dependent for staff assistance were tech-
nical engineers and quality assurance (86 mentions)
,
procurement or legal (62 times), financial (36 mentions),
and management and administration (33 mentions). The
flag officers, however, were most heavily dependent on
procurement and legal assistants. Very few did not
consider themselves dependent upon their staffs for one
type of expertise or another. Those depended upon for
special expertise tended to be civilian in 172 of 268
cases and were either captains or GS-15 and above in 80
of 268 cases. Supply Corps officers represent the
community most frequently mentioned with 27 of the 68
officers who were identified by designator.
TABLE XX. Question twelve invited comments on how future project
managers should be developed, by type community and by
emphasis (technical or managerial) . Table XIX summarizes
the replies. Unrestricted line officer respondents
generally voted about three times for development of
future WSAMs in the URL for each vote for development in
RL/Staff Corps. RL/Staff Corps respondents generally
voted about three times for development of future WSAMs
in the RL/Staff Corps for each vote for development in
the URL. The possibility of establishing a new community
was not viewed with favor. In general the consensus is
development of future WSAMs in existing URL and RL/Staff
Corps with greater emphasis on management education than
has been reflected in the current profile of the
re pondents.
TABLE XXI, 28 of 113 respondents felt that assignment to WSAM was
not as career enhancing as other forms of duty to which
they might have been assigned. All the admirals felt
that WSAM was career enhancing, but since many admirals
did not enter the field until they had achieved flag
rank, their attitudes may be colored. Significantly,
24 of 81 captains felt that WSAM wasn't the most career
enhancing type of duty. The feeling, although strongest
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in the unrestricted line and supply corps, was also in
evidence in the engineering communities, where project
management apparently may be undertaken at the expense
of other key assignments.
TABLE XXII. Only 36 of 116 respondents felt that periodic seminars of
a few days duration would not be worthwhile in updating
project managers.
TABLE XXIII. Suggested inducements to making a career or secondary
career in WSAM in order of frequency of mention included;
better promotion to flag rank (38) , more recognition
and better image of WSAM (33), none (29), better working
environment, including organizational relationships (22),
and an established career pattern (16). The greatest
number of officers suggesting inducements were EDOs
.
TABLE XXIV. Other suggestions for improving WSAM included the following
in order of times mentioned. A prior tour in WSAM before
the PM tour (35) , a viable career pattern for officers in
WSAM (32), more formal education (25), more training in
WSAM (20) , retain the operational background of WSAMs (19)
,
•better quality innut (12), establish a CNM add-on course
of instruction (12), longer tour length and better relief
timing (11), improved working conditions (11), and more
recognition (9). To flag officers, the most important
actions to be taken were a tour in WSAM prior to the
PM job and a more viable career pattern. Officers in
all communities were worried about the lack of an esta-
blished career pattern in their community that would keep




FLG 110X *1. Pick top performers from among top 1/3 academically. Top
performance has priority over "brains." 2. Send to school
like DWSMC to learn the "language" and routines currently
"in vogue." 3. Work in a project - not incharge until at
least a commander and has already served in a material type
job. 4. After next tour away from Washington material
projects with continued outstanding performance, let him
"carry the ball," on a project of his own. "One last 'acid'
remark I might add - if BUPERS were to assign officers to the
NMC on an equal basis with OPNAV and other 'higher priority'
areas, you would go a lot further in solving the problem rather
than trying to figure out a scheme to 'develop' Project
Managers .
"
FLG 1100 "As in industry, the Navy should actually provide periodic
continued schooling - for example, in computers, contract
procedures, technical field updates, etc. Gaps should be
filled in the technical officers training and he should be
keep up to date. The Army and Air Force are ahead of us in
this regard,
FLG 1400 *. . . Believe course at Wright-Pat is the best training available
but it could be improved by the addition of a CNM-sponsored and
designed addendum, aimed at Navy organization and procedures/
techniques
.
FLG 140X *PM's too often view their offices as a specific mechanism
created for the purpose of ignoring all of the normal processes
and procedures which govern acquisitons, rather than for
expediting such processes and procedures by concentrated
management attention to them for particularly important
acquisitions. As a consequence we are plagued by a host of
problems caused by shortcuts and expedient waivers of good
practice, adopted in the name of PM importance and urgency:
non-competitive proprietary situations, undue and unwise
concurrency of development and production; prematurely forced
decisions in order to meet impossibly compressed schedules;
and the results of contract changes, "cost growths," delivery
delays, etc... The curricula upon which we rely to train and
educate the PM must therefore find room to give a balanced
stress to precisely the same areas which are required by
competent managers of any enterprise: industrial organization,
theories of organizational endeavors, personnel selection and
management, etc. — with plenty of emphasis on the necessity
to learn about and use the talent and experience in the rest of






FLG 1510 *Need a better selection process for incumbents. It is
unsatisfactory for a first tour in a SYSCOM to be as a
Project Manager. The PM assignment should come no sooner
than a second tour. On the job experience is needed as a
LCDR or CDR. Need a higher fraction of the better qualified
unrestricted line officers in the SYSCOMs. No school can
make up for a Jack of first-hand experience.
FLG 1510 *I entered the F111B program as Project Manager with some
lack of knowledge and details which I would have gained in
one good project management tour as a commander. My
experience was in peripheral support areas to the aircraft
business rather than directly in aircraft development....
Conclusion: Book learning is great but experi ence is the
best teacher... Must have a nix of URL and RL. URL career
, in WSAM could be (1) Fleet, (2) Technical PG School, (3)
Fleet, (4) SYSCOM (3 years as LCDR or junior CDR with the
Wright-Pat System Program Mgmt enronte, (5) Fleet, (6),
SYSCOM as deputy project manager. Additional training in
Contract Administration and Financial Management. Restricted
line career could be similar, except (5) could be on a
fleet staff or a NPRO. ...The real key is item (A) - the
early tour in the SYSCOM. . .experience acquired in nuts and
bolts - paperwork - negotiations - pitfalls - so that when
he takes over the helm as a captain he doesn't have to be
buiiied to learn.
FLG 1510 ''<... By increasing the AEDO community to its legal limit we
will have an assured supply of competent WSAMs in the future.
FLG 1700 ^Process is similar to developing flag officers - sufficient
quality personnel must be given broad development to qualify
for the assignment so that the higher authority making the
selection has 2 or 3 reasonable alternatives from which to
choose. Promising officers must be given jobs which enable
them to observe the "mystique" of being a top flight PM.
However there is no substitute for watching their performance
under fire.
FLG 3100 *(a) The Navy should be looking for managers not technical
experts or functional specialists as project managers,
regardless of designator. WSAM requires management skills
and a comprehension of the functional skills of industrial
management, procurement, material management, maintenance
management, and personnel management, with a thorough
understanding of the shipboard environment. To expect that
we can develop modern managers plus technical/functional
specialists and experts is an impossible goal. ...shipboard
experience is a necessity and such experience is not substi-
tutable in the material management environment. (b) Our
problem is one of trained managers not one of technical or
functional skills. WSAM is an integrated process and the
project manager does not have to be an expert in all elements
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with no other allegiance, (5) responsible to only one
superior, shielded from unlimited inquiries, (7)
free of all outside and personal responsibilities, (8) office
space conducive to after hours work - key project personnel
at least able to park a car to be free of car pools.
CAPT 131X *PM needs inherent qualities: determination, persistence,
trenchout personality, the ability to reduce complex problems
to clear cut issues, a sense of humor and resilience. PM
needs trainable qualities: operational background to protect
the user interest, engineering background - at least Masters
degree in Engineering, knowledge of Defense Department and
congressional organization, interi'elationship, etc. Imperi-
tive is at least one tour in Washington in a Project Officer
or Assistant Project Manager's billet fairly early in the
candidates career for orientation purposes. "Someone once
told me that the last perfect project manager died on the
cross
."
CAPT 131X *Key rotation from specific billets in the NMC to project
milestones - or else "life of the project."
CAPT 131X *Get top officers, understudy existing PM for 6 months prior
to assuming responsibility. Highly recommend ICAF.
CAPT 131X *PM needs education and experience - especially the nitty
gritty of getting the job done. Management education such as
ICAF is on too lofty a level - it ignored Navy vs. contractor
infighting. Contractor knows more than Navy representatives.
Education should be management oriented, including enough
technical dope to speak the same language as the contractor's
plant vice president and general manager. Must include
financial management. Must include DOD procurement management.
Experience should come through introduction at the deputy or
lower level, and must include exposure to (1) contractor -
Navy negotiations, (2) planning, and (3) day to day infighting'.
Some experience as THE BOSS (e.g., a command tour). The
community from which project managers are drawn is unimportant.
We don't manage buying as well as contractors manage selling.
CAPT 131X ^Establish a career pattern for WSAM. Would say the opportunity
for flag selection is the most career motivating. If the line
officer who has repetitive tours in WSAM while onshore duty can
be assured of equal competition with line contemporaries for
flag selection, believe that more junior officers in the line
could be drawn into the field.
CAPT 131X *You cannot make a career of WSAM and any URL officer who makes
a secondary career in R&D is dead. Pick people who have a
reasonable educational background (bachelor's degree is plenty)
and who have demonstrated in command billets that they can





CAPT 131X ^Establish one-week yearly refresher courses in the acquisition
management process.
CAPT 140X *At least one tour in a field activity relating to WSAM.
Operational experience in weapon system. Special attention
to contract law (most important!). Advanced management
program at Harvard. Lengthy turnover. Broad backgrounds
produce the best project managers, but with 1. Contract
administration (including contract law), 2. Project manage-
ment, 3. One tour at SUPSHIPS , 4. One tour in a project
office. Also - leadership qualities are important.
CAPT 1400 ^Project management is to the restricted line officer what
command at sea is to the unrestricted line officer. Is sought
after by restricted line officers. Good engineering education
is a fundamental basis and management - practicing billets
vice staff or technically oriented duties. Officers who
consistently seek these latter duties rather than those of
great responsibilities and broad scope are perhaps least well
qualified to be project managers.
CAPT 1400 ^Formal training is secondary to experience in WSAM. Experience
should be gained by tours of successively increasing importance
in both acquisition management and contract administration.
In the case of ship acquisition and/or repair such as that
gained on the waterfront of a naval shipyard is also of great,
value. In any event WSAM in a career specialty.
CAPT 1400 *PMs should have broad experience. Highly specialized
individuals do not, generally, have the balanced view required
of a PM and should stay in their specialty. (1) Treat PMs
as major commands, (2) Identify billets from LT to CAPT in
WSAM, and (3) Test and select officers at successive levels
of responsibility leading toward assignment as a PM. Recommend
executive advancement policy of certain large companies be
investigated as a source of ideas, (e.g. A.T.&T.)
CAPT 1400 *Bring future PMs up through acquisition projects where they
will progressively learn the ropes of WSAM. For 1400s, start
the career about LT (after engineering PG) , should include 2
prior project tours supported by short functional courses.
Hence a 1400 Captain would be well prepared to take over a
project, given sufficiently good previous performance.
CAPT 1400 *(1) Add a course in certain PG curricula which will acquaint
officers in their formative stage of this vital type billet.
(2) Provide courses of instruction or lists of courses available
to the prospective project manager. (3) Prepare check lists,
guides, command sponsored courses or seminars to relate and
compare the aspects of project management which appear in each
job. For example, contracting - types of contracts, ship-




types of funding, NavSIIIPS involvement, secondary management
involvement, Naval Shipyards, SupShips; specification pre-
paration. Believe much can be done to make the workplace
a good training ground.
CAPT 1510 *No magic formula; careful personal selection based on proven
ability in other billets, plus adequate operational and
educational backgrounds; sufficient overlap of assignment,
prior Washington experience - preferably in the material
side of the house.
CAPT 1510 *Feel very strongly that the Navy has suffered considerably
because of improper or delayed decisions by PMs . Recommended
we have a well-planned training program - formal and on-the-
job for the Navy's PMs. Navy rotates "trained" managers out
- of the business too frequently and suffers until the next
generation of managers get the "feel" as to exactly what their
responsibilities are.
CAPT 1510 *In general the Navy does a fine job in PM. Could use more
functional training and orientation into the Washington
scene prior to being placed into the center of things, but
not essential. My only problems stemmed from personal bias
and friction between people coupled with strong desire of
certain individuals for personal acclaim and credit at the
expense of all else. That is to say my only problems were
people problems.
CAPT 1510 "Very high degree of motivation needed in the field of appli-
cation of the weapon system. Needs a deep understanding
of objectives of the weapon system and a "built-in feel" for
the relative impact on the attainment of that objective which
could be caused by each of the program elements such as
technical performance, reliability, maintainability,
training, people, schedules, etc. He is very likely a
"specialist" in his particular functional area of warfare. It
should be noted whether he is a specialist by choice or
inertia. Very effective to employ the fleeting-up method.
About 1 year prior to PM detachment, his relief should report
in. The incumbent should participate in the selection of his
relief.
CAPT 1510 *1510 officers have -too many tours of duty out of the
Washington area - should be distributed about 50:50, Fleet
staff type assignments should be given to P-coded 1310 officers
who have had Washington tours in fleet readiness and logistics
billets of NAVAIR, NAV0RD, NAVELEX, etc, or CNO , NAVMAT . The
types of education and experience enjoyed by corporate officers
and PMs should be the guide. Civil service should not be. a
source of PMs for Navy or DOD. Reduction in numbers of civil
service or appointed civil service officials in the DOD would




officials - eliminate. 3-6 months overlap on relief, which
should be tied to major program risk areas. A change in PMs
usually is accompanied by a fresh look and new approach, which
is good. Largest problem the PMs face is overlong duration of
civil service tours and varying amount of attention received
from the civil service of the functional division (NAVAIR,
NAVORD) to program priorities.
CAPT 1510 *0ne cannot become a procurement expert in the unrestricted
line due to time required. Need both technical and manage-
ment education. A LCDR (or junior) tour in a program office,
class desk, or project office billet of NAVAIR gives
practical experience. Propose a procurement subspecialty.
CAPT 1700 ^Reduce the influence that business administrators with their
plethora of "paperwork systems" have had on the manner of
conducting program management.
CAPT 1700 *As a relatively junior captain, I am about to take over
AEGIS - purportedly the only going weapons program in the
surface Navy today - to go as high as $2 billion - $260
million R&D. I am being saddled with a management team, not
on my own choosing, with a technical approach, many aspects
of which I don't agree with, in a program that really is
financed to a level of only $35 million. I am being asked
to leave my present job in California to return to Washington
at what I estimate to be a constructive pay cut of $300 a
month (I can prove it!) under working conditions that not even
longshoremen unions tolerate. I read in the paper every day
how I will be "totally responsible" - we all know that not
to be true. Further I must take the constant harassment of
DOD and Congress. My counterpart at RCA was just made a VP
.
Until you correct these inequities you will not get more
competent people. As such, then, a graduate or training
program is a waste of time. Amongst my contemporaries I don't
know a single one who wants to be a project manager.
CAPT 3100 ^Increase PM responsibility as education progresses in this
area and as career development tours are assigned.
CAPT 3100 ^Should have business management, procurement, and applied
science skills. WSAM should possess the conglomerate skills
of line and staff. The happy combination of a respect for
and a familiarity with realities of operational requirements -
tempered and honed with the professional buisness skills of
the staff corps officer. lacking personnel with all the
foregoing qualifications, I would suggest for the interim
heavy emphasis on staff corps business managers as an











cers ghould retain their operational specxaltxes
and
traditional route of training, education and promotion
opportunity leading to the peak at CNO. (2) WSAM
should
attract similarly competent officers with equal
although
differing education, training and promotion opportunxty
wxth
a peak at CNM. (3) Cross-fertilization is
necessary -
especially for the URL - not so much for EDO and SC
officers
in WSAM. (4) The WSAM field is too large to
ecpect full




APPENDIX C: REPORT OF WEAPON SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MANAGER STUDY
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20370
IN REPLY REFER TO
Pers Ag-snw
28 APR 1970
From: Chief of Naval Personnel
To: Chief of Naval Operations
Via: Chief of Naval Material
Sub j : Career Development and Selection of Weapon Systems Acquisition
Managers
Ref: (a) CNP memo Pers Ag of 4 Mar 1970
(b) SECNAVINST 5000. 21A
(c) Navy Programming Manual (OP 90P-1C)
Encl: (1) "Major Command" equivalency for Project Managers
(2) Selection, ordering and tour lengths of Project Managers
(3) Adequacy of functional WSAM training
(4) Postgraduate education for Project Managers
(5) Project Management subspecialty
1. In response to requests from the Chief of Naval Operations and
Chief of Naval Material, a staff study of Career Development and
Selection of Weapons Systems Acquisition Managers (Project Managers)
has been conducted. Reference (a) was a progress report of the study
effort and this is the final report.
2. A summary of recommendations follows:
a • Major Command Equivalency
Project Manager positions for all Captains for CNM/SYSCOM designated
projects for which Charters are prepared as prescribed in reference
(b) should be recognized as "equivalent to Major Command" for
promotion purposes. Enclosure (1) sets forth recommended administrative
procedures for accomplishing this by fitness report entry. Similar
procedures are recommended for Program Coordinator positions (designated
as prescribed in reference (c) for Captains in the Office of Chief of
Naval Operations.
In addition, the Secretary of the Navy should continue to provide
guidance to Flag Officer Selection Boards by stressing the need to
select officers who are best fitted for future assignment even though
their past assignments may have been outside the norm of traditional
career patterns. Such guidance will do much to influence young




Subj: Career Development and Selection of Weapons Systems Acquisition
Managers
b . Selection, O rderwri ting, and T our Length s of Project Managers
Project managers should be selected by board action. In addition,
administrative procedures associated with orderwriting, such as enroute
training and turnover time, should be formalized to ensure project
manager continuity. Enclosure (2) sets forth recommended procedures for
accomplishing this.
c . Adequacy of Function al Training
The project manager's course at the Defense Weapons Systems Management
Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, appears adequate and Navy
quotas have been fully subscribed in the past. The provisions of enclosure
(2) will ensure greater utilization by prospective project managers.
Enclosure (3) contains a discussion of the course.
d . Postgraduate Education for Project Managers
Existing technical education programs are adequate for those projects
which require emphasis on engineering principles. Where managerial skills
are more dominant, the more appropriate education is a combination of
technical background followed by graduate education in the field of
management. The following specific actions are being taken in support
of the above conclusion:
(1) The existing Management curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate
School will be strengthened in the Material Support option to provide as
much emphasis as possible in Weapons Systems Acquisition.
(2) The Naval Postgraduate School is developing a curriculum
specifical]y tailored to weapon system acquisition management. Enclosure
(4) contains a description of this new management curriculum which will
be offered to officers with technical undergraduate education.
e. Project Management S ubspecial ty
If the new management curriculum is approved for implementation, it will
serve as an educational basis for a new subspecialty in the engineering
management area. Thus an URL Officer could serve approximately three
years in project management or related billets in both the Lieutenant
Commander and Commander grades while still maintaining his warfare
specialty. Limited numbers would serve an additional tour at the junior
Captain level. Project Managers would then be selected from among those
officers of all designators with the desired mix of experience and
education. Enclosure (5) sets forth the details of this proposal.
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3. The above areas represent those actions which are under the












"Major Command" equivalency for Project Managers
I. Procedures for Major Command equivalency determination in the
case of CNM/SYSCOM designated projects.
A. The Chief of Naval Material will forward a copy of the
project Manager charter (prepared in accordance with SECNAVINST
5000.21A)to the Chief of Naval Personnel with a request for Major
Command Equivalency determination.
B. The Chief of Naval Personnel shall:
1. Review the charter and determine if the position is
equivalent to Major Command. The charter will be retained for
use in selection of officers to be Project Managers.
2. If approved as Major Command equivalent, certify to
CNM that the position is equivalent and request . the following entry
be made in the fitness reports of the Project Manager. "This
officer is filling a Project Manager billet which has been determined
by the Chief of Naval Personnel (reference CNP certifying letter)
as being equivalent to Major Command for promotion purposes."
3. Authority to make the above entry shall continue until
project management is terminated and management direction and con-
trol over specific functions is relinquished to supporting or oper-
ating organizations in accordance with paragraph V...B.2, of DOD




Selection, Ordering and Tour Lengths for Project Managers
I. Procedures for selection of Project Managers
A. Project managers will be selected by board action in accordance
with procedures to be established by the Assistant Chief of Naval
Personnel for Personnel Control. CNM and SYS"COM representatives in the
Bureau of Naval Personnel will be members of the selection board.
B. The following procedures are recommended:
1. Newly designated projects
a. Selection of project managers for newly designated
projects shall be initiated by the CNP upon receipt of the Project
Manager Charter (or advance notification pending charter completion)
.
b. In the event the CNM desires to place an officer
from within his command in a newly designated project manager position
the nomination shall be requested from the CNP concurrent with trans-
mittal of the Charter or a dvance notification pending charter completion.
The nomination will be processed in accordance with selection board
procedures mentioned above. In the event the nomination is not approved
by the board, fitness report entries regarding major command equivalency
shall be withheld until the position is filled with an officer who has
been selected by the Board.
2. Projects for which a relief is required.
a. CNM or appropriate. SYSCOM Commanders shall initiate
a request for the relief of assigned project managers and forward to the
CNP via the chain of command. The prospective relief date shall be
keyed to major project milestones. Turnover time and enroute training
shall also be specified.
b. Upon receipt of the request the CNP will initiate
Board action to select a nominee. The selectee will be ordered to
report to the appropriate command as project manager of the specified
project, via the Defense Weapon System Management Course unless he has
previously attended.
II. Tour lengths for Project Managers.
A. The initial tour length of Project Managers shall be set at
three years, with extensions beyond three years depending on the
status of the project. Requests for extension shall be originated by




Adequacy of Functional WSAM Training
1. Functional training provides a foundation upon which the pros-
pective project manager builds his experience. The Defense Weapon
System Management Center course, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
provides this functional training. Attempts to determine changes
necessary to satisfy all potential users were unsuccessful. A
description of the present topics covered is included in Appendix I
for information purposes
Navy quotas at this school have been fully subscribed in the
past. The recommendations contained in enclosure (2) will provide
more immediate utilization of graduates of this course. Additional
utilization of this curriculum will occur as a result of the increased
Navy emphasis on weapon system acquisition management.
The changes proposed by the DOD review group for this course
have been considered in formulating the above recommendations.
The acceptance of a new subspecialty category will result in a
revision of certain formal educational offerings. The proposed cur-,
riculum, currently being developed in detail at the U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School and tailored toward weapon system acquisition




Defense Weapon System Management Center
Project Manager's Course
1. This course is ten weeks in length and is taught at the Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. The course is non- accre-
dited. It is designed primarily for officers enroute to project
management related billets.
2. The first three weeks of the course are devoted to giving back-
ground material and a basic understanding of the tools and techniques
required before starting consideration of the life cycle of weapon





Role OSD I&L and DDR&E
Organization of Hqs Dept of the Army /Navy/Air Force
Project Management Philosophy of the Army/Navy/Air force
Effective Systems Management
Role of Defense Industry
Management of Change
Development Concept Papers
Introduction to Planning Programming Budgeting Systems
JCS Planning & Establishment of Requirements
Establishment of Requirements - Army/Navy/Air Force
Use of Time Sharing




Resource Management & SAIMS
System Decision Making
Supporting Management Information Systems
Cost Estimating Techniques
Role of Systems Analysis in DOD
Introduction to Weapon Systems Management
Establishment of a Project Case Study-Army /Navy /Air Force
Establishment of a Joint Project
Establishment of a Project - Army/Navy/Air Force
NAV-TAC-COM Equipment System Exercise
Integrated Logistics Support
OSD View of Resource Management
Introduction to Configuration Management





The fourth week is used to treat activities which occur prior to
Contract Definition of a System Project (Concept Formulation).
Topics include the following:
Concept Formulation
Introduction to Systems Engineering
Learning Curves
Introduction Government Contracting
Integrated Logistics Support Planning - Army/ Navy
AFSC/AFLC Planning for Integrated Logistics Support During
system Life Cycle - Air Force
Advanced Procurement Planning
Technical Development Plans
Concept Formulation Case Study
Total Package Procurement
Project Master Plan - Army/Navy /Air Force
Contract Definition
The fifth week is used primarily to discuss the events and problems
which will face the System Project Manager during the Contract
Definition. Emphasis on early planning for support of the system/
project is shown. Topics which will be covered in this period include
the following:
Trans it ion to Contract Definition
Procurement: and Engineering Aspects of Contract Definition
Cost Effectiveness Study
Source Selection with an associated exercise
Multiple Incentives with an associated exercise
Profit Policy
Financial Management C-5A
Contract Definition Case History
Negotiation Process
The emphasis on early planning is continued through the next four
weeks by treatment of all subsequent activities during the acquisition
phase. Topics covered are as follows:
Transition to Acquisition
Management Techniques During Development
Planning and Control Management (PLACOMS) Exercise
Engineering Responsibilities During Acquisition
Production Planning
Value Engineering and Quality Assurance-
Specifications and Related Documents
Government/Industry Problems
Configuration Management - Army /Navy/Air Force
Technical Publication - Army/Navy/Air Force
Facilities Planning
Industry's Role in Configuration Management
Management Techniques During Production
Reliability & Maintainability Theory, Policy & Exercise
Human Factors, Motivation and Confidence Limits
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ILS Maintenance Engineering Concepts & Data Systems -Army/
Navy/Air Force
Maintenance Deficiency Reporting System Air Force
Procurement of Management & Technical Data
System Safety
Production Contracts






Standard Integrated Support Management Systems
Provisioning - Army /Wavy/Air Force









Project Manager Discussion - Army/Navy/ Air Force
Mission of DSA in Support of Weapon Systems
Logistics Model (Life Cycle Costing)
The tenth and final week of the course is used to present a com-
puterized management game embodying many of the principles discussed
during the preceding weeks. Students are divided into teams which
act as system/ project offices. The object of the game is to field
a weapon system to meet a specific requirement, optimizing cost,
schedule and performance. Sufficient background information is
furnished to enable the teams to apply lessons learned during the
course. The exercise is completed by team presentations outlining




Postgraduate Education for Project Managers
1. Graduate education significantly enhances the competence of those
in the project management field, including those at associated field
activities. The structure of the Navy's postgraduate education
system has been and should continue to be designed to provide an
educational foundation for this area of endeavor as well as many
others of Navy interest. This education system is continually
changing and evolving to meet Navy needs and stated requirements.
2. Graduate education programs in technical areas conducted at the
Naval Postgraduate School and in Business Administration, Management
and Industrial Engineering/Management conducted by several civilian
universities are presently available to satisfy specific Navy require-
ments .
As a result of recommendations/suggestions made by various
subspecialty advisors the Management curriculum (Curriculum number
817) at the Naval Postgraduate School has been reviewed. The Material
Management electives (option 4) will be strengthened and oriented
so as to provide more emphasis in weapon system acquisition.
3. A specific educational program in support of project management
should consist of formal education in engineering, science, or
mathematics followed by graduate education in the field of management,
business administration or industrial engineering. A curricula of
this type is being developed by the Superintendent, U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School and an outline of the curricula is attached as
Appendix I to this enclosure. It is considered very likely that
this educational offering will attract many highly competent officers
who may not be motivated for engineering or science programs. The
proposed curricula would be the educational base for a new subspec-
ialty category which is described in enclosure (5) but would also




Outline of Proposed Curriculum in
Weapon System Acquisition Management
1. The proposed curriculum is currently being staffed at the U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School. Preliminary liaison with the Superin-
tendent indicates that the course will he six quarters (18 months)
in length and lead to a Master of Science Degree in Management.
The course will be designed for those officers with an under-














Human Factors in System Design
Public Sector Finance
Decision Making Under Uncertainty
R&D Administration





1. A large majority of the opinions, comments, suggestions,
etc. that have been received indicate that experience in project
management associated activities is a major ingredient for producing
qualified candidates for the top project manager positions. This is
true of both warfare specialists and restricted line specialists.
Within the framework of approved career patterns the qualified officer
can be developed if the appropriate billets are identified and if
the right officers are assigned to these billets in sequence. The
experience base can only be developed in this manner.
B. Methodology
1. The following factors were considered in developing this
analysis
:
a. Weapon System Acquisition Management is not discreetly
and uniformly defined, as is an area of endeavor in engineering
or science.
b. There exists a variety of activities and billets outside
the System Command's Headquarters associated with WSAM.
c. Neither the billets associated with WSAM nor the per-
sonnel in training for qualification as project managers are presently
uniquely indentified.
d. Weapon System Acquisition Management does and will
continue to exist within the framework of the present day Navy. It
will evolve as naw activities replace old and as specific billets
replace present ones.
2. The URL billets identified as relating to Weapon System
Acquisition Management were allocated to the warfare specialty career
development pattern tour positions so as to determine total require-
ments at each grade for each warfare specialty and the number of
officers with the specified years commissioned service required to
flow through the tour position annually. These annual flow rates
(equivalent to officers per year group) are shown in Appendices I-
III.
C. Conclusions
1. The results of this billet review show that approximately
10% of the URL shore requirements are associated with Weapon System
Acquisition Management. This is true of the three major warfare




gx-ades considered. Although anamolies do exist in certain warfare
specialties and at some grades, the Navy can develop through a co-
ordinated series of assignments sufficient officers with the right
amount of warfare expertise, education, and WSAM experience from
whom the project managers can be selected. A tabulation of the list
of billets is as follows:
GRADE
Designator LCDR CDR CAPT TOTAL
1100 (Surf) 135 118 108 361
1120 (Sub) 31 42 20 93
13XX (Avia) 104 166 78 348
TOTAL URL 270 326 206 802
1400 (EDO) 338 342 185 865
15XX (AED0) 108 135 86 329
1700 (OEDO) 34 52 20 106
TOTAL RL 480 529 291 1300
3100 (SC) 385 396 177 958
TOTAL NAVY 1135 1251 674 3060
D. Recommendations
1. It is recommended that subspecialty in Project Management
be established within the framework of the existing subspecialty
concept. This is necessary to discreetly identify the billets and
the individuals who pass through these billets. If this concept
is approved, the Chief of Naval Personnel will provide to OPNAV
OP-01 (SG) the list of billets identified as appropriate for coding
in this new area. Concurrently, BuPers will revise the present ident-
ification procedures for officers who attain this subspecialty.
E. General
Planned carreer development patterns for URL WSAM subspecial-
ists based on approved warfare specialty career development plans
are shown in appendices I through III. Listed for each warfare
specialty are the present grade levels, the years commissioned service
(YCS) in which the tour is programmed, the total WSAM requirements
for that tour, the. annual requirements for that tour i. e., the number
of officers in each YG with the corresponding YCS in order to meet
the total requirements of the tour and lastly a brief description of
the tour and types of duties associated therewith.
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2. The graduate education in support of this subspecialty






















TYPES OF. BILLETS "
First and second sea
tours with basic war-
fare development.
Graduate education in






NPRO, WEPSTA, PMO FAC,
OPTEVFOR. Grad educa-




staff, NPRO, R&D, Test
and Eval. DWSMC
CDR 171/2-201/2






**CAPT 231/2-25 Major Command.
*Note: Captains with 25-30 YCS can fill some of the 108 Captain
billets allocated to this time frame. Numbers are a function of the
actual inventory remaining in Navy and qualified in this area of
endeavor
.
**Note: Designated Major Command Equivalent billets will be filled
in this time frame.
APPENDIX I to Enclosure (5)
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First and second sea tours
with basic warfare devel-
opment. Graduate educa-
tion in support of senior
billet requirements.
166 billets Air System Command, NPRO
83 officers /yr NATC, Asst to brancb/div
heads. OPNAV, Graduate
education for those not
previously attending.
11 1/2-16 1/2 Third sea tour
16 1/2-18 1/2 166 billets
83 officers/yr NMC, Air Sys Com, OPNAV,
NavAirLant/Pac, NPRO,






78 billets OPNAV, Joint Staff, NMC
39 officers/yr A:'r Sys Com.
Deep draft, Major Command
*Note 1. Commanders who do not serve an entire third sea tour can fill
some of the 166 Commander billets allocated to this time frame.
Number is a function of operating force requirements.
*Note 2. Captains with 25-30 YCS can fill some of the 78 Captain
billets allocated to this time frame. Number is a function of the
actual inventory remaining in the Navy and qualified in this area of
endeavor.
*Note 3. Designated Major Command Equivalent billets will be filled in
this time frame.
APPFNDIX II to Enclosure (5)
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*CAPT 19 1/2-21 1/2











First and second sea






DSSP, U/W Wep Activity
Weps test and eval.








SSPO, DSSP, NMC, Division
directors
.
Deep draft, Major command.
*Note 1: Commanders who do not serve in a fourth sea tour can fill
some of the 42 Commander billets allocated to this time frame. This
number will be small until the nuclear qualified inventory at this
time frame is substantially increased. Diesel trained officers will
fill these billets until then.
*Note 2: Captains with 25-30 YCS can fill some of the 20 Captain
billets allocated to this time frame. Number is a function of the
actual inventory remaining in the Navy and qualified in this area of
endeavor.
*Note 3: Designated Major Command Equivalent billets will be filled
in the time frame.




FIRST ENDORSEMENT on BUPERS ltr Pers Ag-snw of 28 April 1970 to CNO
via CNM
From: Chief of Naval Material
to: Chief of Naval Operations
Subj : Career Development and Selection of Weapons System. Acquisition
Managers
1. Forwarded recommending approval subject to the following comments:
a. The Chief of Naval Material is charged with the responsibility
of designating work efforts to be projectized. It is therefore recom-
mended that those Project Manager positions, reporting to either a
Systems Commander or to the Chief of Naval Material, that are nominated
by the Chief of Naval Material, subject to review by the Chief of Naval
Operations, be considered for designation as "equivalent to major com-
mand." The largest number of positions to be considered for designation
would be at the Systems Command level, since it is the policy of the
Chief of Naval Material that projects be designated at that level
unless overriding considerations prevail.
b. The concept of selecting project managers through board action
is concurred in. It is recommended that the same selection boards
responsible for major ship and shore command selections be utilized
for the selection of project managers and that the names of officers so
selected appear on the same listing. It is further recommended that
the boards, while sitting for the purpose of selecting project managers,
include a Chief of Naval Material representative of flag rank.
c. While the primary emphasis of the basic correspondence,
addresses project managers and the unrestricted line officer community,
of equal importance are officers of the restricted line and staff
corps in positions as acquisition and procurement managers in the weapons
systems acquisition process. This combined community, consisting of
approximately two-thirds of the total officer population involved in
weapons systems acquisition (1300 restricted line and 958 staff corps
officers) have been omitted from any career planning pattern. If
we are to attract and retain outstanding personnel to these assign-
ments then these personnel must receive recognition through total
career planning.
2. The complexity and expense of the weapons systems of today neces-
sitates the development of a highly experienced cadre of officers
who are and will be involved in their acquisition. The operator/
user experience that the unrestricted line officer possesses has
been and will continue to be invaluable in assuring that weapons
introduced into the fleet are capable of meeting the threat for which
they were conceived. The recognition of this need by the Chief of
Naval Personnel Study and the plans to implement the recommendations
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thereof will do much to enable the. Chief of Naval Material to respon-
sively and successfully carry our assigned responsibilities, both to
the Navy and to the Chief of Naval Operations. In the final analysis,
Navy success in improving the acquisition process rests in the clear
demonstration that the best available talent is assigned to material












APPENDIX D: GUIDANCE FOR WSAM AVIATION SUBSPECIALTY BOARD
Qualifications for Project Manager
1. Significant Operational Experience . In all cases this will include
at least two operationsl tours, preferably through department head
level. For the URL officer this will usually include command or execu-
tive officer duty at the LCDR/CDR level. The emphasis under OTMS will
be that of "multiple paths" and careers directed accordingly. The
Restricted Line officer should have served in challenging assignments
under similar pressure situations and which demanded superior leadership
ability
.
2. Technically Qualified (In order of desirability)
a. Masters Level Education in:
Engineering
Physical Sciences
Math j Quantitative Analysis or Computer Sciences
b. Test Pilot School or Nuclear Power School
c. Bachelor's Degree + experience in same disciplines as 2a.
3. Management Qualif ication (In order of desirability)






b. Advanced Functional Training:
Harvard Short Courses (AMP & PMD)
Defense Systems Management School (Fort Belvoir)
ICAF
4. Experience
Ideally 7-8 years in following types of duty:
a. Washington Area (at least one tour is essential)
(1) Proj . Mgr. Staff (or Projects)
(2) Asst. Proj. Mgr. for Logistics
(3) "Type Desk" at SYSCOMHQ
Note: Highly desireable that (1) , (2) and (3) be in same
SYSCOM as project for which individual is selected.
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(4) Platform (Hardware) Sponsors Organization (e.g. OP-506)
(5) DDR&E (SECDEF) or RDT&E (OP-98)
(6) Financial Mgmt (SAM Associated) e.g. PAMN, SCN.
(7) Defense Nuclear Agency (selected billets)
.
b. Field Activities.
(1) Naval Plant Rep Offices
(2) SUPSHIPS
(3) OPTEVFOR
(4) Test Centers (e.g., NATC PAX, Naval Missile Center)
(5) LABS - (e.g., NADC Johnsville, NOL , NWC, Lawrence - Livermoor)
(6) NARFS or NAVSHIPYARDS (Senior Tours)
c. Sea Duty
(1) New Construction (Selected cases)
(2) Fleet/Force Material S upport (normally RL only)
Remarks: Weight given technical vice managerial qualification may vary.
Technical competence appears to dominate requirement for PM up to the
point of production and fleet introduction. Thereafter, management
skills are most taxed.
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1. When the following billets are not filled by a flag officer, the
Deputy Chiefs of the Naval Material Command and the Deputies in all the
Systems Command are equivalent to a major command at sea or ashore.
2. The Deputy to CNM Project Managers, who are flag officers (PM-1, PM-4
,
PM—7, PM-1 3) , is equivalent to a major command at sea or ashore.
3. The Deputies to the Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Development), the
Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Logistic Support) and the Deputy Director
of Navy Laboratories/Laboratory Programs is equivalent to major command





The qualifications listed in the 16 October paper ("Qualifications
for project Manager") are generally good and could well form the initial
basis for a BuPers prescreen to p roduce a list of candidates. These
qualifications are idealized, of course, and many good candidates will
have only a partial background in the WSAM area.
Two critical factors missing are motivation and past performance,
especially in WSAM - related billets. Motivation is difficult to
assess, even when the individual has applied for WSAM coding, because
applications may be anticipated from some officers whose primary
motivation is to improve their own chances of promotion.
Past performance can be assessed by a selection board, and this
board has put heavy emphasis on performance as well as background in
evaluating the records reviewed. Particularly in the case where a
candidate has only a partial background of education or related
experience, the officer's performance record has been used to judge
his suitability for WSAM selection.
This board has concluded unanimously that WSAM designation should
not be given to an officer until he has served long enough to under-
stand and prove himself in the fleet operating environment in which
our weapon systems must function. Suggested minimum service criteria
for future BuPers screening are seven years commissioned service, of
which at least three, years must be in a fleet billet.
This board has also concluded that an officer within three years
of probable statutory retirement is not a suitable candidate for
WSAM coding. Accordingly, this board did not select officers from
year groups 44 and senior, or officers in the grades of CDR and
LCDR v,Those expected service remaining would not allow time for devel-




IDEAL SELECT ION CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION AS A
POTENTIAL WEAPONS SYSTEM ACQUISITION MANAGER
LCDR (at least 7 years total service, of which at least 3 years
have been in an operational billet)
- Engineering PG School graduate
- TPS graduate plus tour at NATC/NMC or
- BS degree in physical sciences or engineering plus WSAM
tour in SysCom activity
CDR - Junior CDR'S - same as for LCDR
- Senior CDR'S - any two of the LCDR criteria
CAPT • - Any two of the LCDR criteria plus at least one WSAM related




CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING URL CANDIDATES
Many officers selected by this board, especially in the grades
of CDR and LCDR, have been chosen because of appropriate education
or experience augmented by very fine performance records. It is to
be expected that many of these officers will decline WSAM coding,
and others will be in great demand for other billets, simply because
they are top performers. This situation requires the initial selection
to be relatively large in relation to the number of billets to be
filled, and works against the philosophy of a small selection of only
the very best qualified.
Much will depend in the future on the extent to which a post-
graduate degree becomes a widely understood initial step toward a
technical or managerial career pattern. This board has reviewed many
fine records in which officers have spent three years in engineering
postgraduate study, and have subsequently never been assigned to a
billet requiring that education. The resources required to support
this unutilized education may well be less critical than the three prime







The Aeronautical Engineering Community has evolved a career
pattern and utilization criteria with the same basic objective of
improved weapons systems acquisition. This philosophy is based on
close coupling with fleet operations and a team approach with the
Unrestricted Line aviator. Care must be exercised to preclude the
diminution of the beneficial aspects of this approach. While the
benefit of better utilization of URL assets is recognized, the WSAM
concept will force a re-evaluation of 15xx community policies.
To assure that the approach is optimized to the benefit of the Navy,
long range objectives and approaches should be evaluated and clearly





APPENDIX E: ENGINEERING DUTY CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CHAPTER V
CAREER PLANNING
It has been said that there are two ways of making Admiral—the right way and the
wrong way. The "right" method, naturally, is the one described in this chapter. Tire
"wrong" method is counter to the prescribed patterns, but is related to something said in
various ways throughout this book-if your performance is consistently strong enough, it
can overcome many obstacles.
The precepts outlined here were developed principally in recognition of the longer
tours of duty that EDs will encounter in the future. Longer lours in themselves tend to
increase specialization. The functional areas of specialization defined herein were chosen
with a view toward those billets that form the apex of a career as an Engineering Duty
officer. These billets are defined later as Command/Command Equivalent. It is essential
that each ED follow his own career very carefully, identifying his area of specialization
and ensuring that it matches his aspirations for the future.
The basis for the career plan described here was developed by an ID Career Planning
Board, established by BUPERS in February 1071, and consisting of NAVS111PS,
NAVELEX, and BUPERS members. ED careers were studied from three points of view:
First, overall career patterns and major subareas of specialization were considered.
Second, the ED billets were examined to determine levels of it iponsibility, and the billets
were then grouped in tiers running from the top to the bottom of the rank structure.
Finally, the ideal community structure was determined based upon established (and
projected) inputs, promotion rates, and losses. The results of this study were approved by
a board of ED flag officers and are presented in this chapter for guidance of all ED
officers.
FUNCTIONAL AREAS
Officers within the ED community may specialize in such diverse areas as elec-
tronics, nuclear submarines, or surface ship technology; however, their career patterns
tend to fall into three broad functional categories. These are:
o Fleet Maintenance/Support. This area includes all billets involved in the repair,
modification, maintenance, and logistic support of the active fleet and
associated components of the Shore Establishment.
c» Weapons System/Component Acquisition or Procurement. This area includes
all billets associated with ship construction or conversion and the procurement




construction programs. The construction of shore communications and elec-
tronic surveillance stations is included in this category.
o Research and Engineering. This area includes all billets associated with the
engineering development of new theories and concepts, as well as the procure-
ment of new systems through the developmental stage.
It is expected that EDs, will generally develop in one. or at the most two, of these
actional areas. With longer tours it is normally not feasible to have a significant number
assignments in all three functional areas.
EVELS OF RESPONSIBILITY
The ED Career Planning Board determined that all ED billets could be grouped into
x levels of responsibility as shown in Figure V-l. This figure depicts the six levels in
Lcending order of responsibility and opposite the approximate years of commissioned
•rvice and the current normal promotion pattern. Note that the Basic, Middle Manage-
ient, and Upper Management tiers each span two pay grades. Also, the Command/
ommand Equivalent billets overlap, in time, both the Key Management and Senior
lanagement billets. Table V-l describes these levels of responsibility and lists a few
pecific billets typical of the level.
Perhaps the area termed "'Command/Command Equivalent'' deserves further
omment. All captains will obviously not be assigned to one o[ these billets, but the
opportunity for these assignments can be readily estimated. There are about 30 billets in
his category. If we make the currently valid assumptions that the average tour length in a
ommand billet is 36 months, and that officers will be ordered dining the five-year span
roni their 22d to 26th year, then the number of command opportunities
5x 12 x 30 cn
;
" 36
"~ ~ 5 °-
Based on the ideal year group size, an estimated 134 officers are eligible for these
illcts. This means that the opportunity for being selected for command is -p—; = 37%.
nt another way, it can be expected from this that, on the average, there will be
34j~ x 0.37 - 10 officers selected from each year group. (Note: A simplified mathematical
pproach giving approximate results has been utilized here since the assumptions them-
dves are inexact.)
:areer patterns
Figures V-2, V-3, and V-l represent possible career patterns for the three functional
reas, Elect Maintenance, Systems Acquisition, and Research and Engineering.. The three






























































Descriptions of Levels of Responsibilities
I SIC
Those billets are the t r;i in invT ground fur the specialist officer. It is through the education and experience gained in
t; group that an officer makes the transition from a warfare to a technical specialist. Officers will normally face
diction for lieutenant commander while serving in these billets. Included in this tour group are technical 'postgraduate
* ool billets and junior billets in industrial activities. Typical billets are:
• Student, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey
• Student, Course 510, MIT
• Ship Superintendent, Naval-Shipyard
• Asst. P&E Superintendent, SRF Subic Bay
• Type Desk Officer, Naval Shipyard
ADDLE MANAGEMENT/TECHNICAL
These billets require officers with sound technical experience and sufficient maturity to accept positions requiring
tie management skills. It is in these billets that the officer commences the conversion from a technical specialist to a
i hnical manager and prepares for positions of increasing management ability. Officers s\ ill normally face selection for
Jnmander while serving in these billets and can expect that selection boards will place strong emphasis on perfor-
i nee in these billets as a factor in selection for promotion. Included arc junior billets in headquarters, project
i ringers, and first-level line managers in field activities and department heads afloat. Typical billets are:
• DE/DD/DDC/DLG Engineering Officer (1200 # steam plant)
• A R/AD Repair Officer
• Vietnam Advisor
« Asst. Maint. Off., Type Commander's Staff
• Asst. P&E Superintendent. Naval Shipyard
• Data Processing Off., Naval Shipyard -"
• Project Officer, SUPSH1P
• Asst. Proj. Off., NAVI Ll-X
a OIC, Naval Electronics Activity
o Proj. Coord., NAVSEC
• Asst. SI.M, NAVSIIIPS
PER MANAGEMENT/TECHNICAL
These billets require seasoned ED officers with the requisite technical and managerial experience to direct smaller
j'jects and to serve as principal assistants to key managers. These billets include positions for both captains and
nmanders. Officers will normally face selection for c iptain while serving in these billets jo^ ^.m expect that selection
uds will place strong emphasis on performance in these billets as a factor in selection for promotion. Most licet staff
els for commander are in this grouping. These billets provide a final experience base before an officer is assigned to a
.' management billet. Typical billets are:
• CVA Engineering Officer
• AS Repair Officer
• Asst. force Material Off., TYCOM Staff






o QA Officer, SUPSHIP
t> Nuclear Power Superintendent, Naval Shipyard
< 1*1 -RA Coord., Naval Shipyard
c Program Officer, NI.LC; NSRDL Annapolis; etc.
o Ships APMand ALM
• OIC, Experimental Diving Unit
• SHIPS 035, 09MB, 032, 071
c F-LEX 035; OMEGA Project Manager ; Asst. Project Manager, SITCOM
© CO, Naval Security Engineering Facility.
KEY MANAGEMENT
These billets are found at the top managerial levels of major activities and staffs. They require officers with prior
managerial and technical experience in the functional area in which they fall. Superior performance in at least one of
these billets is normally a prerequisite to assignment to a command or command equivalent billet. These billets include
PMS/PME (not designated as major command equivalent), shop logistics managers, NAVSEC division directors,
fleet/force ship material officers, NAVELEX division directors, shipyard department heeds, deputy SUPSHIPs (where
SUPS! IIP is a flag oft ice r) and other important headquarters and held billets. Typical billets are:
« PMS 300, 302 ,391, 395, 399
c PME 116
e NAVSEC C 1 0011, 6 1 03, 6140,6170
e NAVELEX 03
« Material Officer, CINCLANTFLT
© NAVMAT 032,011
c NAVSH1PS 032.OI1.09M
© Production Officer, Naval Shipyard
c- Planning Officer, Naval Shipyard
• Director of Industrial Engineering, ASN (l&L)
COMMAND/COMMAND EQU1VAI ENT
These are positions of commensurate importance which require officers of broad experience and exceptional
executive ability. Assignment to these billets significantly enhances the officer's chances for selection to Hag rank. The
billet list includes all flag billets when filled by a captain, shipyard command. SKI 7 command, laboratory command,
major shore electronics commands, major SUPSHIPs, CNM designated major projects, and certain other prestigious
billets within the headquarters and field activities.
SENIOR
These arc top management and executive positions of considerable importance which require experienced officers
with proven managerial ability. Senior officers who have served in command will be assigned wherever available. In
some instances, officers may serve in these billets prior to command assignments. Billets include deputies within
SYSCOM directorates, NAVSFC field commands, certain SUPSIIIP and shipbuilding liason officers, and the military
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graduate (PG) training, after an initial tour of three or four years in the Unrestricted Line.
As an alternative entry point, designation as a MOO officer may occur after ten or more
years in the URL. In this case, which is fairly typical of the submarine officer, PG
education may be delayed until aftei an initial tour in a 1400 activity.
During the Basic period, PG education, industrial tours, and sea duty constitute the
primary pattern for all LDs. In this period, one of the. three functional areas should
emerge as a dominant interest— i.e., Fleet Maintenance, Systems Acquisition, or Research
and Engineering.
The Middle Management/Technical phase follows the Basic phase where the officer
has acquired the initial technical experience and skills. In this second phase the ED can be
considered moving into positions of management—where he is directing larger organiza-
tions and is responsible for managing the utilization of increased quantities of resources.
He should now be focusing his career pattern along the axis of one of the functional areas
previously described.
As the ED moves up into higher levels of responsibility, the management aspects of
his assignments become increasingly important relative to the technical facets. The
requisite managerial competence is gained through experience and education programs.
Since there are a variety of educational development programs that can occur at every
stage of an officer's career, and they are usually o\ relatively short duration, no educa-
tional programs arc included in Figures V-2 through V-4. This does not lessen their
importance in career planning, however (see Chapter VI). One final and important point
should be made regarding Figures V-2 through V-4. No special significance should be
placed on the choice of billets shown. The figures are labeled "Possible Career
Patterns"—and that is how they should be considered. These are not blueprints for
success and should not be interpreted as such!
PLANNING YOUR CAREER
Each FD should periodically review his career up to the present and give careful
attention to where he wants to go (carecrwise, not geographic location) in the future.
Goals and major interests may either solidify or become altered as one's career advances,
and it is desirable that the ED recognize the situation himself and relay this information
to those who are also planning his carecr-PERS B1401. Again it is important to ensure
that your career plan matches your aspirations, and vice versa!
To facilitate both the thought process and the relaying of the resultant information,
EDs are encouraged to fill out a career planning form similar to those of Figures V-2
through V-4. A sample filled-in form is provided in Figure V-5 and a number of blank
forms are included in Appendix C for your use.
In using this form, note that all billets up to and including the present billet






Name E.p. Hook: Date 7j 2. /73
Primary Functional Area S/STEjs^S ACQUISITION-
























































































































more general terms, usually by type of duty desired. Where a choice of billets can be
indicated, these should be shown in parallel; a priority (i.e., I, 2, 3, etc.) may be indicated
on them if desired. Some notes for general guidance in planning your career are:
© Officers selected for a 1400 designator relatively early in their careers (prior to
about the eighth year) should plan to have their first tour of duty as an ED in
an industrial activity (naval shipyard or ship repair facility) followed by a tour
of duty at sea in an engineering billet. Officers transferring from the Line to the
ED group after extensive experience at sea usually have a tour at an industrial
activity prior to commencing PG work.
c Because of the number of billets for EDs as Engineering Officers at sea,
particularly on ships with 1200 pound steam plants, virtually all officers who
are eligible can expect a tour of duty at sea as a lieutenant commander. Those
with exceptionally good records in these assignments may be selected for the
Engineer Officer billet in a CVA/LHA. These are career-enhancing billets and
should be planned into your career regardless of functional area of specializa-
tion.
o It is highly desirable that EDs have at least one tour, or a significant start
thereon, in the Washington area prior to entering the eligibility zone for
captain.
o Typical career patterns should provide the officer with sufficient experience
and training to qualify for command billets in any one, or perhaps two, of the
major functional areas. Because of longer tours and other billet requirements, it
is doubtful that an officer can qualify in all three areas. EDs should plan their
functional area specialization early in their careers.
e Additional postgraduate education, of less than one year's duration, need not
be shown on the career plan. Application for such courses should be made as
indicated in Chapter VI.
Each ED should ensure that PERS B 1401 has a copy of his career plan that
accurately reflects his current long-range plans. Any major change in intent should be
indicated on a revised career plan and a copy should be submitted. As a minimum,





-DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360
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2 ? NOV 1972
Subject: Career Development of Navy Project Managers
Encl: (1) Questionnaire
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These officers have requested, where possible, that the
questionnaire be completed and returned to them by 31 December.












CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF 'THE NAVY PROJECT MANAGER
MASTER'S THESIS QUESTIONNAIRE
OBJECTIVES
This questionnaire is designed to investigate three questions:
(1) How acceptable to those in systems acquisition are the guide-
lines presented to the first Weapons Systems Acquisition Management
(WSAM) subspecialty selection board in October 1972?
(2) Is there a consensus as to the types of educational background,
functional training, and on-the-job experience which should be
used to prepare a naval officer to become a project manager?
(3) Has there been a change of opinion in this matter since a question-
naire along these lines was administered in 1969?
INSTRUCTION




Specific instructions will be given before each section. The
following terms are used throughout the questionnaire and should
be assumed to have the meaning given here:
(1) WSAM - Weapons Systems Acquisition Management




echnica l - including management, business administra-
tion, financial management, and (unless specifically
mentioned) systems acquisition management
(4) Functional training - specialized training of short
duration (normally one to three weeks) in such areas





Instruction s : Circle the number corresponding to the most correct
answer to each question.
1) What is your present assignment area?
1. Personnel planning and career development
(E.g. BUPERS, OPNAV-01, MAT-01, SYSCOM-01, etc.)
2. Functional (hardware) Branch
(E.g. SYS COM , NAVMAT , etc.)
3. Project Manager or his staff
4. Field Activity (E.g. NAVPRO, SUPSHIPS, OPTEVFOR, etc.)
5. Operational Requirements Branch (E.g. OP - 02, 03,05,09x etc.)
2) Are you
1. Unrestricted Line (URL)
2. Restricted Line (RL)
3. Staff (E.g. Supply, Legal, etc.)
4. Civilian
3) What is your grade, level?













5) What is your area of special knowledge?
1. Technical (E.g. engineering, science, math, etc.)
2. Contracts (E.g. procurement, administration, legal, etc.)
3. Funding (E.g. PPBS , Program Coordination, Financial, etc.)
4. Test and Evaluation
5. Program Management (mixture of the above)
6. None of the above (Specify )
Circle the number corresponding to the most correct answer to each
question.
6) What is your highest level of formal education?
1. B.S. degree, technical (E.g. engineering, science, math, etc.)
2. B.S. degree, hon- technical (E.g. business admin., management,
financial, etc.)
3. graduate degree, technical (as in (1.) above)
4. graduate degree, non- technical (as in (2.) above)
5. dual masters (engineering, management)
6. None of the above (Specify )
7) How many years cummulative experience do you have in any of the
following areas: operational requirements, technical requirements
design and engineering, test and evaluation, logistics, contract
management, etc. ?
1. 0-2 years
2. Over 2 years -- 4 years
3. Over 4 years - 6 years
4. Over 6 years - 8 years
5. Over 8 years
8) Was your experience gained in
1. Washington area
2. Field
3. Both Washington and Field
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9) How long have you been in your present assignment?
1. Less than 6 months
2. 6 months to one year
3. Over one year to two years
4. Over two years to three years
5. Over three years
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Section I. Ranking Questions
Instructions : In this section (questions 10-17) rank each set of
alternatives (1 through 5) as a group by distributing the rankings
( 1) first choice
( 2) second choice
( 3) third choice
( 4) fourth choice
( 5) fifth choice
writing the number in the parentheses before each choice.
Example , What type of weather do you prefer?
(1 ) clear and warm
(2 ) < raining and cold
(3 ) raining and warm
(4 ) clear and cold
(5 ) snowing and cold
10. Rank the following experience/education combinations for the
project manager of a project in its deve lopment sta
( ) Strong operational experience (more than 2 tours) and
B.S. degree technical (engineering, science, math, etc.)
( ) Strong operational experience (more than 2 tours) and
B.S. degree non-technical (Bus. Admin, management, financial)
( ) Two tours operational experience, MS degree technical area
( ) Two tours operational experience, MS degree non-technical
( ) Two tours operational experience, BS degree non-technical
11. Rank the following experience/education combinations for the
project manager of a project in its product ion stage.
( ) Strong operational experience, BS degree technical
( ) Strong operational experience, BS degree non-technical
( ) Two tours operational experience, MS degree technical
( ) Two tours operational experience, MS degree non- technical
( ) Two tours operational experience, BS degree non-technical
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12. Rank the follwoing education/functional training combinations
for a LCDR/CDR WSAM subspecialist
:
) MS degree technical, no management training
) MS degree non-technical, no technical training
) MS Systems Acquisition Management (PG School) , no
technical training
) MS degree Systems Acquisition Management (PG School) , and
Nuclear Power School/Test Pilot School
) MS degree Technical and functional management training
Write Rankings (1 thru 5) in parentheses before each choice:
13. Rank each of the following experience tours for a LCDR/CDR
WSAM subspecialist in his first (Washington) tour:
( ) Assistant on project staff
( ) "Type Desk" for appropriate warfare specialty
( ) Operational Requirements Branch (OP -02, 03, 05, 09X, etc.)
( ) Research and Development (OP - 098, NVAMAT)
( ) Financial Management (Budget Coordination of Programs)
14. Rank each of the following experience tours for a LCDR/CDR
WSAM subspecialist in his first (Field) tour:
( ) Naval plant: representative for warfare specialty (NAVPRO,
SUPSIHPS, etc.)
( ) Test Center (NATC PAX, Naval Missile Center, etc.)
( ) Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR)
( ) Laboratory (NADC Johnsville, Naval Ordnance Lab, etc.)
( ) Repair Facility (NARFS , NAVSPiIPYD, in project area)
15. Rank each of the following experience tours for a CDR WSAM
subspecialist in his second tom~:
( ) Principal assistant on project staff, where his previous
tour was in Washington
( ) Principal assistant on project staff, where his previous
tour was in field




( ) Test Center where previous tour was in Washington
( ) NARF or NAV5HPYD (senior billet) where previous tour was
in Washington.
16. Rank each of the following assignments for a CDR WSAM subspecialist
in bis second WSAM .tour (given requisite qualifications):
( ) Project technical director
( ) Project logistics manager
( ) Project production director
( ) Project deputy
( ) Project coordinator (OPNAV)
17. Rank each of the following areas of functional training for a
LCDR/CDR while he is assigned to a WSAM billet:
( ) logistics
( ) contracting - procurement
( ) contracting - administration
( ) financial management - budgeting
( ) production and quality assurance
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Section II. Agree-disagree Questions
Instructions : Answer each of the following questions by circling
the number corresponding tothe most correct answer.
18. Present educational programs for the development of project managers
are adequate.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
19. Education and skill requirements are different for project managers
in the development and production stages of a project.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4, Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
20. Formal' education in both technical and managerial areas is necessary
for the development of project managers.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
21 . Recent operational e xperience of project manager is desirable
enough to justify assigning approximately 15% of the SYSTEMS COMMAND
"project-oriented" billets to unrestricted line WSAM officers.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
_22_. A formal career development program for project managers, however
flexible, is impractical considering the varying requirements of the
many diverse projects.
1. Strong!} ; e 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
23. The best solution to successful project management requires a team
of officers and civilians with operatioiial, technical and managerial
backgrounds
.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
24
.
Test Pilot School or Nuclear Power School will provide a good
technical background for officers with graduate education in management
or other non- technical area.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
25. Field activities like OPTEVFOR, SUPSIIIPS or NAVPRO can be used to
develop necessary skills in WSAM subspecialists
.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongl}'' disagree
26. The present number of projects should be decreased by consolidation
into more co ensive projects with larger and more specialized staffs.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
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27. The development of a WSAM community will h arm the existing restricted
line specialties.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3, Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
Answer each of the following questions by circling the number of
corresponding to the most correct answer.
28 . A comprehensive program of short-term (one to three week) functional
training courses should be used to supplement graduate education and
Defense Systems Management School programs.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
29. Force feeding of top unrestricted line officers into SYSTEMS COMMAND
WSAM billets is necessary to maintain a mix of operationally qualified
officers with technically qualified officers.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
30_. The recognition of command equivalence of major project management
is an effective motivating force to attract qualified unrestricted line
officers to the WSAM community and to repeated tours in this area.
1, Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
31. A career pattern in WSAM should be developed for supply officers to
enable them to serve as logistics managers, business managers, and - in
appropriate circumstances - project managers.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
32 . The Operation!, Technical and Managerial S ystem (OTMS) of sub-
specialties will amount to nothing more than another grouping of personnel-
assets with no particular advantage to justify the disruptive effects of
shifting restricted and unrestricted officers into new communities.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
33 . It would be feasible to u se a career development plan for each
individual in the WSAM community which would show the type of billets for
which his performance, education, training and previous experience will
qualify him.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree '.5 i . Strongly disagree
34 . The promotion opportunities for those in WSAM community will be
good enough that a good performer will be able to have successive 3 year
tours in WSAM billets without damaging his chances for promotion.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3* Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
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35. Project managers, prior to t heir assignment, should attend the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
Answer each of the following questions by circling the number correspond-
ing to the most correct answer.
36 . The exchange of officers from Washington to field activities and
vice versa (on a tour basis) will encourage greater cooperation between
the two different types of activities.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
37 . Career development of project managers as a special pattern will
tend to glamorize and aggrandize project management as the answer to all
probleins to the detriment of the functional organization.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
38. The education programs and experience tours of the WSAM subspecialist
must emphasize team work and the talent and experience of the rest of
the organization, rather than individualism.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
39_. To a considerable degree project managers are born and not made.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
40. My experience with weapon systems acquisition mana' has been
as career enhancing as o ther forms of duty to which 1 light have been
assigned.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Undecided 4. Disagree 5. Strongly disagree
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Section III. Open-ended Questions
Instructions ; Answer each question in the space provided with the
question.
41. The tours of duty that served most to develop my competence in
systems acquisition management were, in descending order of importance
,
the following:
Billet title Time (months)
42. Referring to question 41, I would rather had a tour in
rather than in the billet
listed above.
43. Based on my experience as a project manager or in systems acquisi-
tion, 1 would select the following five graduate level majors (priority
1 through 5) as being the most important to the development of a
competent project, manager:










Science (Specific Field )
Engineering (Specific Field )
Other (Specific Field « )
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Answer each question in the space provided.
44. While in my present assignment, I h ave had the following functional
training: (give title, location and length of course)
Title Location Length
45 . In my present assignment area the following billets filled by naval
officers should be identified as WSAM-related billets and filled by
unrestricted line/restricted line/staff officers, with technical/
managerial background, of grade (LCDR, CDR, CAPT)
:
Billet title URL/RL/Staff Expertise Grade
46 . I especially depend upon the professional competence of the following
members of my staff (by billet title) to compensate for my lack of
expertise in the indicated areas:
Billet title Grade URL/RL/Staff Professional area
47. I would have benefited by receiving more education/ training/ or
experience in the following areas:
Area Education/training/ experience
48 . 1 have the following suggestions for Career Development of Navy
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APPENDIX H: SELECTED QUOTATIONS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS
Question 48. I have the following suggestions for Career Development of
Navy Project Managers - not already identified or commented on.
1. Program Characteristics
(Flag, URL, Surface) Do not force any officer to enter the PM Field.
Do not make it a specific field such that outstanding individuals from
other communities are excluded. Do not devel op a specialized group .
Every project does not need a project manager. If the job is too small,
it could be an affront. Do not over-exaggerate a PM. The Navy still
has to go to sea to satisfy its reason for existence. I would still
like to see PM's who had just been at sea in related ops or who could
be headed that way.
(Captain, RL, Electronics) Program for development: Select officers at
LT or junior LCDR. Determine best type of Project management for which
they are best suited (ships, aircraft, electronics). Assign them duty on
PM staff after postgraduate school, then in field assignment. Let them
attend the Defense Management Course and then assign them duty on the
PM staff. Send them to t he Executive Refresher Course and then select
them for Project Manager.
(Captain, Rl, Surface) Virtually all types of Navy assignements can
contribute to the deveJ.opment of a project i
,
but familiarity
with the "Washington Scene" is a must. Knowledge of the relationships
among echelons of the DOD/NAVY headquarters and the informal as well as
the formal procedures which are most successful can probably only be
obtained in a Washington tour.
(Captain, URL, Aviation) I don't believe we need another officer
specialist! I believe a project manager is nothing more than a well
rounded (experienced) Naval Officer with a few additional qualifications.
Don't kid yourself - an advanced management/ technical education is only a
tool to be used by a project manager. An individual with little or no
advanced education, but who can talk on his feet, use people properly and
be willing to work twelve hours a day, can be a project manager.
(Captain, Rl, ORD) I would resist becoming mechanical, requiring this
or that before something else. This leads to people getting their
tickets punched. I believe that major assignments should be made by
selection board on maturity and performance and not whether or not a
fellow has been in all the right places.
(LCDR, R. Aviation) The Systems Acquisition Management curriculum should
devote at least half the course work to non-Washington areas, i.e. field
activities. In particular, the relation between field activities and
SYSCOMS (Administrative Contracting Officers and Procurement Contracting
Officers) should be stressed.
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(Captain, URL, Aviation) This field should be a voluntary on which has
certainly not been the case in this circumstance. There should be
enough good people to fill all the key jobs (including project manager
billets and other choice billets). However, a personal voluntary desire
to fill a EM slot would help ensure that the managerial positions are
filled by people desirous of doing such work... I feel that there are
ample WSAM personnel to fill the choice jobs without assigning a non-
volunteer, who would prefer a sea duty or a field activity billet.
2. Promotion
(CDR, URL, Aviation) Promotion opportunities for URL is still operationally
oriented. No amount of training or experience in any subspecialty area
is going to change that. Most OM jobs are held by RL types (ED or AEDO)
which doesn r t allow much either.
(Captain, URL, Surface) Promises and statements about successful
project managers receiving credit for their projects (i.e. promotions)
produce expectations that cannot be fulfilled. This type of publicity
produces disillusionment and probably does more harm than good.
(CDR, RL, Subsurface) I feel that the current Engineering Duty
Officer policy of identifying a career pattern in project management
is an improvement over the old approach of obtaining experience in
all areas (industrial, scientific and acquisition). With longer tours,
time does not allow experience in all areas.
(Captain URL. Subsurface) When and if project management in the Navy ever
gets the image of a viable career, staffed by top notch officers,
career development will take care of itself. Currently, by detailing
and selection records, this is not the case. If it is important, put
more top-notch people in.
(Captain. RL , Surface) Breed carefully - select rigorously! They'll
surface naturally. You aren't going to make them by more education or
training.
(Captain, RL, Electronics) I think the line WSAM subspecialist will
not likely succeed in the advantage the RL/CEC/SC officer has in
being able, actually, to have repeat tours in the acquisition business,
to learn it before he becomes a boss, and still get promoted. The
URL will never be able to provide this.
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3. Operational Vs. Technical Qualification
(CDR, RL, Subsurface) Project managers should come from the restricted
line and have considerable hardware experience. Technical education
curriculrat the master's level should include some courses in business
administration. Project management is in no way a cook book business.
Our best managers are versatile people with a sound hardware back-
ground augmented by business management study and a facility to
work with people. The)'' will develop with time andcertainly will
not suddenly appear at any graduation ceremony.
(CDR, URL, Surface) Success as a project manager is more dependent
on possessing good judgment and strong leadership ability, than
on completing a given academic package, or following a prescribed
career pattern. Selecting officers that can get the job done, regard-
less of management training or extensive experience in weapons
systems acquisition, is the crucial issue. Many operationally-
oriented officers are well-suited for project manager positions, and they
should not be overlooked in the selection process.
(Captain, URL, Subsurface) The experience I have ahd leads me to
believe that a WSAM must have a thorough knoledge of the budgeting
and programming process, balanced by practical technical expertise which
appreciates industrial and developmental realities in terms of capab-
ilities and limitations. To achieve expertise in these areas, the
career pattern must provide for experience rather t i education or
training in order that the everview control can be substantive and
practical.
(Captain, URL, Surface) WSAM including repeated tours in the same
field, is valuable to the Navy but one should not in any way permit
WSAM process to be controlled by officers who are not first and
foremost seagoing.
(Flag, URL, Aviation) Strong operational experience is the most
essential element. A good foundation in the basic principles of
management is the next most important. A good grasp of technical
details is necessary but the manager need not be an "expert" or
highly educated or trained in a specific area. In some cases being
over trained on a particular area or subject is a disadvantage in the
broad aspects of program management. Success or failure is usually
determined by thoroughness and attention to detail.
(Captain, URL, Aviation) Don't be afraid to get your feet wet
technically. An expert is only a relative term. There are damn
few of them around and they usually disagree. Self study and a
probing, inquisitive mind are worth three advanced degrees. People
don't teach you, they only help you to learn. Never forget that
project management is 98% just good leadership and common sense.
Challenge your technical people. This attitude on the part of the
boss is a real force multiplier. Make your own career pattern.
No one can do it for you.
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4. Command and First Tour
(Captain, URL, Aviation) L believe that "command" and "management"
are synonymous with respect to basic career requirements. Each
requires an appreciation of the need for a team effort, recognition
of the differences in human personalities, and operational experience.
There is too -much emphasis placed on whether the project manager should
be technically or managerially trained. Both apply, and in "most instan-
ces, the combined qualifications can be gained through both experience and
formal education.
(CDR, URL, ORD) Try to get assigned to very small project office
where you can have greater responsibility (and authority) . Larger
offices tend to use the classical approach to management. They are
less decisive and look for ways to defer coming to grips with the
tough problems that must be faced on a daily basis.
(CDR, URL, Surface) Give them to someone else! I don't want a URL
on his first tour in this area. A sea-going URL has no background
for this area without early tours in Washington in the same area.
(Captain, URL, Electronics) I feel that young officers ~ perhaps
on their first tour, could gain valuable experience and save the
government millions of dollars if they were assigned as project
managers to less than major programs. The young officer could inject
the requirement, operational environment T & E service, etc. and at
the same time be learning how the Material Command really works.
(CDR, URL, Aviation) There appears to be little difference in the
type of man desired for a Navy Project Manager from that for command
at sea. The major emphasis is on knowledge of his craft and great
leadership ability. Capability for leadership has not always been
emphasized in project manager selection but it is just as important
as it is for command at sea. The technical craft in which he
specializes is markedly different from that required for sea. It
and his management expertise should be much more highly developed.
To compensate, the requirement for operational expertise is propor-
tioned lessened in the project manager billet.
5 . Summary
(Captain, RL, Aviation) I propose establishment of a WSAM information
"clearing house" in NAVMA.T staff to assemble and disseminate to
WSAM-tagged project management information of general nature pertinent
to project management. The same office should keep available for
reference historical information on particularly unsiccessful as
well as successful projects in order to make good and bad experience
from the entire gamut of WSAM available to all active managers.
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(Captain, RL, Subsurface) Project Management is a bastardized term
and really means nothing unless qualified as to:
CI) what kind of project, (2) how much layering (levels of manage-
ment), (3) proper quality and quantity of resources (people),
(4) paper tiger or really productive unit, (5) is the project really
necessary or another bandaid solution that won't solve the basic
problem - we still need good leaders.
(Captain, URL , Aviation) It is the same story^*- get a good performer
and you don't have a problem. Get a weak one and career development
isn't going to help -much.
(Flag, URL, Subsurface) Pick a good aggressive roan! Then give him
some responsibility and freedom.
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SUGGESTED LIST OF NAVAL OFFICER BILLET CLASSIFICATION CODES (NOBC's)
The attached list of NOBC's was used as a starting point in a computer
search of the Navy billet structure to identify those billets which might
be designated as Project Manager Support Billets a billet identified as
appropriate for the military incumbent to acquire the experience and
training necessary to compete for selection as Project Manager or Major
Project Manager""). Since the effort was aimed at identifying develop--
"mental billets only, NOBC's 2160 (Designated Project Manager) and 2161
(Major Project Manager (selected)) were intentionally omitted and not
used. This approach has two areas of weakness:
1. The NOBC descriptions contained in the Manual of Navy Officer
Classifications (NAVPERS 15839B) are very broad and do not list all of
the duties performed by the incumbent.
2. It is apparent that some desirable developmental billets have
been assigned NOBC's which are more descriptive of the qualifications
required of, rather than the duties to be performed by, the incumbent.
For example, the billet for the Deputy Assistant Program Coordinator,
DD-963 in OPNAV has been assigned NOBC 9228 (Executive Officer, Afloat)."*
These two points serve to emphasize the preliminary nature of the effort
presented here. While the list of billets identified by the computer
search appeared to include most of the billets recommended by questionnaire
respondents, it is the o n of the authors that a thoroiigh examina-
tion of detailed billet descriptions within appropriate naval activities
is required in order to assure complete identification and maximum
utilization of Project Manager Support Billets.
* OPNAV INSTRUCTION 1211.8, Subject: Manpower Policy in the Weapon
Systems Acquisition Field, 19 January 1972, encl. (1), p.l.
** Annual Officer Billet Summary (Senior Officer Edition). (NAVPERS
15993), (Part IV Page 0084), p. 0260.
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SELECTED NAVAL OFFICER BILLET CLASSIFICATION CODES USED TO IDENTIFY
BILLETS WHICH HIGRT BE USED T DEVELOP WSAM EXPERIENCE IN POTENTIAL
PROJECT MANAGERS;






1440 Materials Priority and Allocation Officer
1475 Supply Material I nspector
1476 Procurement Management Officer
1480 Procurement Contracting Officer
1485 Administrative Contracting Officer
1520 Inventory Finance Officer
1920 Equipment Program Support Officer
1984 Supply Plans Officer
FIELD: SCIENCES AND SERVICES
NOBC TITLE
2105 Air Warfare Research Officer (General)
2107 Air Warfare Research Officer (Antisubmarine
2125 Amphibious Warfare Research Officer
2165 Assistant Designated Project Manager
2170 Designated Project Support Officer
2180 Preoperational Test and Evaluation Officer
2181 Operational Test and Evaluation Officer
2190 Liaison Officer, Naval Research and Development
2305 Air Navigational Program Officer
2310 Hydrographic Program Officer
2321 Oceanographic Program Officer
FIELD: ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
NOBC TITLE
5904 Electronics Engineering Officer
5913 Electronics Engineering Plans and Policies Director
5917 Electronic Equipment Research Officer (General)
5940 Electronic Equipment Production Expediting Officer
59^5 Electronic Equipment PRODUCTION Inspector
5961 Aircraft Electronics Director
5965 Electronics Logistics Officer
5970 Electronic Equipment Military Characteristics Officer





6090 Surface Munitions Project Officer
6205 Guided Missile Control Design Officer
6210 Guided Missile Aerodynamics and Structures Design Officer
6215 Guided Missile Characteristics Officer
6220 Guided MissiJe Countermeasures Officer
6235 Guided Missile Handling Equipment Officer
6240 Guided Missile Launcher Design Officer
6250 Guided Missile Weapons and Ammunition Officer
6270 Guided Missile Systems Research f f icer
6275 Guided Missile Test Officer
6280 Guided Missile Type Project Officer (General)
6281 Guided Missile Type Project Officer (Air-Launched)
6282 Guided Missile Type Project Officer (Ship-Launched)
6283 Guided Missile Type Project Officer (Special Projects)
6284 Guided Missile Type Project Officer (Target Drones)
6305 Armament Proof Officer
6380 Weapons Equipment Project Officer (General)
6381 Weapons Equipment Project Officer (Guns, Mounts, and Launchers)
6470 Weapons Control Systems Project Officer (General)
6471 Weapons Control Systems Project Officer (Air)
6472 Weapons Control Systems Project Officer (Surface)
6473 Wei ions Control Systems Project Officer (Subsurface)
6537 Torpedo Weapons Officer
6558 Torpedo Test Officer
6582 Undersea Weapons Project Officer (General)
6583 Undersea Weapons Project Officer (Torpedoes)
6584 Undersea Weapons Project Officer (Mines/Depth Charges)
6585 Undersea Weapons Project Officer (Advanced I 'pons)
6708 Weapons Procurement Officer
6715 Weapons Material Officer (General)
6716 Weapons Material Officer (Nuclear)
6717 Weapons Systems Program Manager
6902 Ballistics Officer
6914 Naval Inspector of Weapons
6917 Nuclear Weapons Research and Development Officer
6920 Weapons Design Officer
6923 Weapons Installation Officer
6930 Naval Weapons Technical Liaison Officer
6936 Weapons Systems Inspection and Survey Officer
6938 Weapons and Ammunition Inspection Officer
6942 Weapons Logistics Officer
6948 Weapons Military Characteristics Officer
6962 Weapons Planning and Progress Officer
6964 Weapons Planning and Control Superintendent
6966 Weapons Plans and Policies Director
6980 Weapons Research Planning Officer

































Nuclear Power Research Project Officer
Enginering Material Planning and Procurement Officer
Inspector of Naval Material
Ship Construction and Repair Superintendent (General)
Ship Construction and Repa ir Superintendent (Surface Ships)
Ship Construction and Repair Superintendent (Submarines)
Ship Construction and Repair Superintendent (Nuclear)
Naval Engineering Research Director
Naval Engineering Research Project Officer
Nuclear Power Superintendent
Ship Characteristics Officer
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion, and Repair
Combat Systems Superintendent
Technical Assistant for Weapons
AVIATION
TITLE
Aircraft Armament Development Officer
Aircraft Production Officer
Aircraft /Guided Missile Engine Project Officer
Type Aircraft Design and Development Officer
Guided Missile Test Officer, Air Launched






APPENDIX K: LIST OF BILLETS
This list of billets is arranged in ascending NOBC order, by
designator and grade. The list of NOBC's is given in Appendix J, and




The primary subspecialty codes (P-Codes) now assigned to the billets
selected are indicated. It is not intended that all the billets be
given the P-Code for Systems Acquisition Management (9140P) . The P-Codes
associated with Systems Acquisition Management are:
91XX Series MATERIAL SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
94XX Series FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
81XX Series AERONAUTICAL ENG]
82XX Series SHIP ENGINEERING
83XX Series ORDNANCE ENGINEERIl
84XX Series SCIENCE
85XX Series OPERATIONS ANALYSIS/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
The P-Codes should be reserved toindicate type of educational background,
and the billets should be indicated WSAM-related in some fashion other
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APPENDIX L: GUIDANCE BILLET LIST
This appendix contains six sample "Guidance Billet Lists" based on
the billet list given in Appendix K. These Guidance Lists are divided
according to Warfare Specialty and Designator. The list contains
typical billets to which Weapon Systems Acquisition Management sub-
specialists should be assigned. Space precludes including each billet
in a list intended to be used for individual career planning.
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GUIDANCE BILLET LIST (SURFACE UNRESTRICTED LINE OFFICERS)
BILLET TYPE LOCATION
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER
ASST PROJ MGR LOGISTICS




FLEET LIAISON R & D
PROJ OFF TEST EVAL SHIPS SYSTEMS
PROJ OFF TEST EVAL WPN SYSTEMS






COMMUN I CATIONS PROG SUPPORT
NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD
NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD

















ASST PROJ MGR LOGISTICS
ASST PROJ MGR TEST EVALUATE
ASST PROJ MGR PLAN AND PROGRAMS
DEPUTY PROJECT MANAGER
PROJECT DIVISION DIRECTOR















WPN DEVELOP PROGRAM OFF
PROJECT OFFICER
TRAINING OFFICER
NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD
NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD
NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX. ), SSPO
T PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD















GUIDANCE BILLET LIST (SURFACE RESTRICTED LINE OFFICERS)
BILLET TYPE LOCATION
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER
AS ST PROJ MGR
R&D ASSESSMENT OFFICER
HEAD LOGISTICS UNIT
WEAPON SYSTEMS OFFICE (1700)




AS ST PROJ MGR TECHNICAL
SHIP SUPERVISOR DIV
COMMANDER
ASST PROJ MGR TECHNICAL
ASST PROJ MGR PLANS, PROGRAMS
ASST PROJ MGR - PROJ TECH REP





HEAD PROD, QUAL ASS. DIV (1400)
HEAD SECTION (1700)
PROJECT OFFICER (1400)
FLEET LIAISON- (J 400)
TEST OFFICER (1700)
DIVISION HEAD (1700)








NSHIPS, NLEX, NMAT PM
SUPSHIP (NEW CONST)
NAVMAT PM, NLEX. NSHIPS, NORD
























ASST PROJ MGR TEST EVAL





PROJECT OFFICER TEST EVAL WPN








NMAT PM, NSHIPS, NLEX, NORD









HEAD TEST DIVISION - MISSILE
ASST PROJ MGR
COMBAT SYSTEMS
ASST PROJ MGR R&D
ASST PROJ MGR SYSTEMS MGR
ASST PROJ MGR TEST EVAL










NSHIPS, NLEX, NMAT PM
NORD















AS ST PROJ MGR PLANS PROGRAMS

















NLEX, NSHIPS, NMAT PM







GUIDANCE BILLET LIST (AVIATION UNRESTRICTED LINE OFFICERS)
BILLET TYPE
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER
ASST PROJ MGR LOGISTICS
ASST PROJ MGR EQUIP
ASST PROJ MGR AIRFRAME
ASST PROJ MGR SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ASST PROJ MGR ACFT TYPE
ASST PROJ MGR AVIONICS /ARM
ASST PROJ MGR TRAINING
PROJECT SUPPORT WEAPON
PROJECT SUPPORT ACFT TYPE
PROJECT OFF TEST EVAL ACFT TYPE
PROJECT OFF TEST EVAL WPN





PROJ OFF TEST EVAL
MIL ASST WEAPON ENGINEERING
COMMANDER
NMAT PM, NAIR PM
NMAT PM, NAIR PM
NMAT PM, NAIR PM
NMAT PM, NAIR PM
NMAT PM, NAIR PM
NMAT PM, NAIR PM















ASST PROJ MGR TEST EVAL
ASST PROJ MGR EW
ASST PROJ MGR LOGISTICS
SYSTEMS COORDINATOR
PROJ OFFICER TEST EVAL
PROJ OFFICER TRAINING
PROGRESS COORDINATOR
PROJECT SUPPORT WPN TYPE
PROJECT SUPPORT ACFT TYPE
PROJ OFF TEST EVAL ASW
PROJ OFF TEST EVAL ACFT TYPE AVIONICS






NLEX, NAIR, NMAT PM
[] a, NAIR, NMAT PM
NLEX, NAIR, NMAT PM
























AS ST PROJ MGR AVIA PERSONNEL
PROJECT OFFICER


















ASST PM ADVANCED SYSTEMS
ASST PM INTEGRATION
ASST PM AIR VEHICLES
ASST PM ACFT TYPE
ASST PM WEAPON TYPE
ASST PM FIELD INSTALL
ASST PM TECHNICAL DIRECTOR











NAIR PM (AIR 01)
.NAIR PM (AIR 01)
FIELD
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